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Abstract
A solution of a differential system can be interpreted as a maximal submanifold determined 
by the Cartan distribution on jet bundle. By using an exact couple, we obtain the spectral 
sequence associated with the bigraded structure or equivalently the differential variational bi­
complex on the jet bundle, that tremendously simplifies Vinogradov’s approach. The spectral 
sequence consists of leaves of cohomology groups, which are closely related to conservation laws. 
Similarly to the jet bundle structure, we construct a space for difference systems, the prolon­
gation bundle, on which the difference variational bicomplex is built accordingly. It allows us 
to describe discrete mechanics globally and is applied to find conservation laws for (difference) 
multisymplectic systems. The exact couple methodology is applied to the corresponding (dif­
ference) bigraded structure and shows a coherence between the differential and difference cases. 
When the difference system contributes to an empty constraint, we prove the exactness of an 
amended (difference) bicomplex.
This thesis also focuses on the applications of the moving frame method to Noether’s the­
orems. We generalize group actions on smooth manifolds to the prolongation bundle, which 
helps us to establish a discrete counterpart of a moving frame. This is used to illustrate a dis­
crete version of Noether’s first theorem by taking a relevant variational symmetry group action 
and its Adjoint action into consideration. We also consider Noether’s second theorem dealing 
with invariant variational problems whose symmetry characteristics are determined by some 
smooth functions. The Adjoint action is used to achieve the differential relationships among 
the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations. When symmetry characteristics depend on constrained 
smooth functions, conservation laws with respect to the related Euler-Lagrange equations can 
be constructed. The method is illustrated by some physical examples possessing (local) SU (n) 
gauge symmetries.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The movement of heaven is full of power;
Thus the superior man makes himself strong and untiring.
The earth’s condition is receptive devotion;
Thus the superior man who has breadth of character carries the outer world.
I  Ching (also known as Classic of Changes, Western Zhou Dynasty)
Lie’s methods for finding solutions for some particular, seemingly unrelated ordinary dif­
ferential equations (ODEs) are actually special cases of a general integration procedure based 
on the invariance of a differential equation when acted on by a continuous group of symme­
tries. In Chapter 2, for systems of differential equations, we review the fundamental theory of 
symmetries, conservation laws and Noether’s first theorem, which relates (finite-dimensional) 
variational symmetries and conservation laws for variational problems. Applications of sym­
metries, especially reduction methods by use of variational symmetries, are stated. Bringing 
together the independent space (space of independent variables), the dependent space and all 
the higher partial derivatives, one can define a series of smooth manifolds, which is called the 
jet bundle structure [5, 54, 98]. The associated infinitesimal generator (which can be obtained 
by determining its characteristic) is used to specify each one-parameter Lie group, whose ele­
ments act as smooth transformations on the jet bundle. According to Noether’s first theorem, 
symmetries for variational problems and conservation laws with respect to the corresponding 
Euler-Lagrange equations are linked via their characteristics. Probably the most familiar exam­
ple of conservation laws is the so called first integrals for ODEs, which are invariant on solutions 
of the system. On a trivial bundle (x,u{x)) with x  € Rn, u{x) 6  Rm, the jet bundle structure 
is constructed. Thereby we can define a bigraded structure by splitting the differential d into
1
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horizontal and contact (vertical) components, d =  dh +  dv, where
dh =  &X1 A Di and dv =  d -  dh-, (1.1)
here Di is the total derivative operator with respect to x l and the Einstein summation conven­
tion is applied here and henceforth all through the thesis. This splitting leads to the variational 
bicomplex [5, 54, 98]. When the bicomplex is constrained by a system of differential equations 
A  (from Latin “aequationes” for equations), its spectral sequence (leaves of cohomology groups) 
is closely related to conservation laws of A.
In order to simplify the construction of the spectral sequence, we use an exact couple [62] to 
achieve the same conclusion as Vinogradov’s approach provides. This begins with the Cartan 
distribution, which is determined by all the vertical 1-forms. Every (p+g)-form can be rewritten 
as an element of CpQ,p+q(A), the set of p-contact (p +  g)-forms, whose elements have at least p 
contact (vertical) components. A finite filtration is hence obtained,
flP+9(.4) =) Ci(P+9(.4) 3  - - - 3  CP^P+^X) 3  CP+iQP+9(.A) 3  - - - 3  =  0;
it determines a spectral sequence which is the same as the one determined by the variational 
bicomplex [71]. An exact couple structure is constructed,
Here the cohomology groups Dr and Er are obtained from the previous leaf, an exact couple 
by replacing r  by r  — 1 ; the homomorphisms fy, j r and kr are induced from the previous leaf 
as well. For the first exact couple, that is, when r  =  1, the bigraded modules D \,q are the 
corresponding cohomology groups with respect to the following finite chain complex,
(1.2)
0 —> C V (A ) A » A »  cV + 9-i(A ) Cpæ +q{A) -^CpÜp+q+1(A) • •
(1-3)
^  CpUp+n(A) — > 0 ,
while E p,q are the cohomology groups with respect to an induced complex, namely
cpnp+q- 1{A)/cp+1np+q- 1(A) cpDp+q{A)/cp+1np+q{A)
CPÇîp+q+1(A)/Cp+1n p+q+1(A) -
2
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where dg’9 is induced from dh. The homomorphisms U, j \  and ki are induced from dh and 
dg’9. We are most interested at the Er, as they contribute the objects of the spectral sequence. 
Another advantage of our method is that it leads directly to a discrete (or difference) version 
for difference equations (Chapter 3).
After introducing the corresponding theory of symmetries and conservation laws for differ­
ence systems in Chapter 3, we briefly illustrate some useful methodologies for finding (char­
acteristics of) symmetries or conservation laws of difference equations [41]. Let n E I?  and 
un G R9. Inspired by the variational bicomplex theory on jet bundle structure, we build its 
discrete counterpart on the (difference) prolongation bundle with respect to (n, un), called 
the difference variational bicomplex by defining and splitting the exterior differential-difference 
operator, dA, as follows:
dA= d A+ d v, (1.5)
where
dj? =  5 3  A* A (Si -  id) and dv =  dv < + J  A o f  • C1-6)
i a , J  n + J
Here A* are the difference 1-forms, Si are shift operators and =  Sju%- The vertical 1- 
form dvu“+J is simply du“+J when it is constrained to the fibre. We show the exactness of the 
amended difference variational bicomplex based on these definitions; Noether’s first theorem is 
deduced in a coordinate-free way by rewriting a difference Lagrangian as a Lagrangian form. It 
is applied to describe discrete mechanics globally. As another application, we consider discrete 
multisymplectic systems. For the continuous case, multisymplectic structure is a generalization 
of classical Hamiltonian structure; it is a differential system with respect to a variational problem 
admitting a set of closed symplectic two-forms, which satisfies the condition for conservation 
laws. Bridges [13] first showed this idea for Hamiltonian partial differential equations (PDFs). 
From the Lagrangian standpoint, this was generalized by Marsden, Patrick &; Shkoller in [67] 
to PDFs that can be formulated as a first-order Lagrangian field theory. However, the latter 
excludes Hamiltonian systems such as the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation, Boussinesq 
models and higher-order field theories [16]. The splitting of the differential allows us to interpret 
a multisymplectic system via the (differential) variational bicomplex [15]. For the discrete case, 
we begin with discrete multisymplectic systems with respect to difference variational problems 
on a lattice, rather than discretizations from continuous ones, and show how the difference 
variational bicomplex can be applied. Examples are given to illustrate our argument. A more 
general version, multisymplectic systems from a mesh viewpoint, is in preparation; this is closely 
related with multisymplectic integrators [16, 67, 69].
3
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The spectral sequence with respect to the differential variational bicomplex is also con­
structed by using the splitting of the differential-difference operator dA. An exact couple 
structure is similarly obtained by considering the associated finite filtration structure. This 
approach will give exactly the same spectral sequence as the difference variational bicomplex, 
whether a difference system AA is constrained on differential-difference forms or not. At the 
end of Chapter 3, we generalize the definition of the differential-difference operator on a lattice 
to a mesh standpoint, that hence provides a (mesh) difference variational bicomplex; this gen­
eralization will be extremely useful not only for general difference systems on a mesh but also 
for discretizations of continuous problems, such as multisymplectic integrators.
Noether’s first theorem establishes a connection between finite-dimensional variational sym­
metries and conservation laws of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations (so called the 
Noether’s conservation laws). Gonçalves & Mansfield [28, 30] studied the Noether’s conserva­
tion laws using the moving frame method developed by Eels & Olver [23, 24] recently. They 
described the divergence expression explicitly in terms of (the invariantisations of) the infinites­
imal generators and Adjoint action of a symmetry group action. The first part of Chapter 4 
contributes to the construction from a discrete viewpoint. We generalize the group action idea 
on smooth manifolds to the prolongation bundle, with which the moving frame method is in­
vestigated accordingly. We introduce an invariant (continuous) dummy variable, then apply 
the total derivative with respect to it to the variational problem (or action) to get the invariant 
Euler-Lagrange equations and conservation laws. A running example is used to illustrate our 
construction.
In Chapter 4, the moving frame method is also applied to the Noether’s second theorem, 
dealing with variational problems admitting an infinite-dimensional symmetry group, whose 
characteristics depend on one or more smooth functions. These infinite-dimensional groups 
are so called Lie pseudo-groups [80, 81, 82]. We use the Adjoint action for this special kind 
of infinite-dimensional group actions on smooth manifolds and hence study the invariant ver­
sion of variational problems. In real applications, considering invariant problems can be very 
helpful. For example, Kim [49] investigated invariantisations of numerical schemes for differen­
tial equations inheriting continuous symmetries and showed the invariantised versions improve 
the numerical solutions’ accuracy greatly. We obtain the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations. 
Differential relationships among these invariant equations are achieved; conservation laws are 
yielded for characteristics depending on constrained functions. The methodology is also ap­
plied to variational problems in physics admitting non-abelian gauge symmetries, such as the 
Yang-Mills fields and Higgs mechanics with (local) SU (2) gauge symmetries.
4
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In Chapter 5, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and give an overview of potential 
directions of future research.
5
Chapter 2
Differential system s
The way that can be told of is not an unvarying way; 
The names that can be named are not unvarying names.
Laozi (Around 600 BC, Eastern Zhou Dynasty)
In this chapter, we firstly introduce general geometric theories for systems of differential 
equations. These include symmetries and their applications, conservation laws and Noether’s 
first theorem, and reduction of Euler-Lagrange equations by use of the variational symmetries.
The jet bundle structure is also presented; we construct its spectral sequence (leaves of 
cohomology groups) via the exact couple method. This provides a correspondence between 
conservation laws and cohomology groups related to the filtration structure. Though Vino­
gradov [98, 99, 100] has shown this by using Spencer cohomology, the advantage of our version 
is the absence of differential algebra, which implies the existence of its difference (or discrete) 
counterpart directly.
2.1 Symmetries
For a planar or three-dimensional object, a symmetry can be considered as a local diffeomor- 
phism of transformation which firstly preserves the structure of the object, and secondly keeps 
the shape. We usually denote a symmetry as T. A simple example is the rotation of an equi­
lateral triangle by /u7r /3 , for any integer k e N .  The next example gives a clearer description.
Exam ple 2.1.1. The rigid unit sphere
x 2 -^y2 + z 2 = 1 (2 .1 )
7
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has symmetries
rEi,E2,E3 : (%,2/,z) ^  (2 , i/,2 ), (2.2)
/  = \  \
=  Ri(£i)R ,2 (£2 ) ^ 3  (^3 ) (2.3)
where
^ x
y
\  ~z  )
The matrices R i(ei), ^ 2 (^2 ) and R s fa )  are orthogonal and they form a basis of SO(S); they 
can be chosen as
^l(E l) =
(  n \COS £1  — S lI lE i  0
sin £1 cos £1 0
0  0  1
, # 2  ( £ 2 )  =
/  1 0  0  ^
0  cos £2 — sin £2
0  sin £2 cos £2
(2.4)
and
( \cos £3 0  — sin £3
# 3 (2 3 ) = 0 1 0
sin £3 0  cos £3
The symmetries Tei^ 2,ez will keep the shape of the sphere since
(2.5)
x 2 + y2 z2 = x 2 + y 2 + z2 = 1 . (2.6)
When £2  and £3 are fixed, like setting £2  =  £ 3  =  0, we get r £l := r ei)o,o, which is an example 
of local one-parameter Lie group. Generally, a local one-parameter Lie group r £ : æ H  x(x; e) 
satisfies
1 ) Tq is trivial, i.e., x (x ;0) = x;
2 ) F£ is a symmetry for any £ not far away from zero;
3) F£ o T  ^=  F£+5 , when e and 5 are sufficiently close to zero;
4) x l can be represented as a Taylor series in e in some small neighborhood of £ =  0 as
x*(x; e) = x z + eC(x) +  0 (e2). (2.7)
Therefore £(x) is a tangent vector at x  with respect to a one-parameter Lie group of symmetries, 
and we call the vector field
v =  f  (x)
_ d _
dx1 (2 .8)
the infinitesimal generator of the (local) Lie group.
CHAPTER 2. DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS
For a differential equation or a system of differential equations, a symmetry is a transfor­
mation which will map a special solution to another one, and hence the solution set to itself. 
Firstly let us introduce the symmetry of differential equations from several examples. Usually 
we use x  and u to denote the independent and dependent variables, respectively.
Exam ple 2.1.2 ([41]). Consider the following ODE
£ = “ ■ (2'9)
whose general solution is
u = Cex, (2.10)
with C the integral constant. Then the following transformation forms a group of Lie symmetries 
(a local one-parameter Lie group of symmetries)
r e : (x, n) H- (æ +  e, u), (2 .1 1 )
as the fact holds that, on the solutions of the ODE (2.9),
S  = = È  = “  = (2'12>
Assume M  is an n-dimensional smooth manifold, and U is a neighborhood of another 
m-dimensional smooth manifold N . Let E  = M  x U and let tt : E  —> M  be a smooth 
trivial bundle over M . Denote the local coordinates for M  and U by x = (x1, x2, . . . ,  xn) and
u = (u1, u2, . . .  ,um), respectively. A section of the bundle tt : E  —>• M  is a continuous map
S : M  ^  E  such that 7r(s(x)) =  x, for all x G M . Two sections si and gg of the bundle tt are 
called tangent with order k over some point x G M , if the vector functions si and S2 have the 
same partial derivatives up to order k at the point x. Tangency of sections with order k at the 
point x is an equivalence class which will be denoted by [s]£. The set of equivalence classes of 
sections at point x, will be denoted by Jlf and the union of them is called the k-th jet bundle 
[54, 91]:
J k(ir) := U  J* (2.13)
xGM
Consider the chain of projections
M  ■£- E  J V )  4--------i—  J k ( tt)  -^--------- . (2.14)
9
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For any point dk+1 € J fc+1 (7r), we have
wk+1,k(ek+1) =  ek e  (2.15)
and specifically 7r(0 °) =  x. Let J°°(7r) be the limit of the chain (2.14) on the right hand side. 
Then for any point 6°° = { x ,6k}k->oo G define tToo^#00) =  6k, and t t^ Q 00) — x.
For any section s, the mapping joo{s) : M  ->• J 0 0(7r) is defined as j 00(s)(x) = {æ, 
Meanwhile, one has tTqo,* o_70 0(s) =  jk{s) : M  ->• J fc(7r) and tTqo ° joo(s) = idM-
The section joo(s) of the bundle tTqo : J 00('7r) —> M  is called the infinite jet with respect 
to the section s. The bundle tTqo : J 00(7r) -> M  is called the bundle of infinite jets, and 
the space J 0 0 (7r) is called the manifold of infinite jets of the bundle t t . Then for any section 
s =  (x, u(x)) which is a solution of a certain differential equation A, J 00 ( t t )  has local coordinates 
(x, i t , . . . ,  U j , . ..).  For any &, J fc(-7r) can be proved to be a manifold [54]. Sometimes, we also 
write the coordinates for J k(Tt) as (x, u ^ ) ,  where denotes all partial derivatives of u with 
respect to x up to order k unless otherwise specified.
Consider a system of differential equations of order k
A =  { ^ E J \ 7T )|^  =  0, u =  l , 2, . . . , f},  (2.16)
where Fv is of the form
Fv(ek) =  Fv ( x M ^ )  , (2.17)
in which x is an n-dimensional independent variable, u is an m-dimensional dependent variable, 
and we denote
dua
u* = ~dxi' u“ = d(xi y i d(x2y 2 . . .  d(xny n ’ ^■18^
with J  = (ji, j 2, •. • , in), and j i  +  j 2 H h jn =: |J|  =  A;.1
Definition 2.1.3 ([54, 76]). A system of differential equations is said of the (generalized)
Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form if each equation can be represented as
e - " )
where k = m ax{ki,k2, • ■ ■ ,k m} and denotes all the partial derivatives of each u^ with
respect to x  up to order kp except the one appearing on the left-hand side.
Remark 2.1.4. Evolution equations are in the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form (2.19).
1For the difference cases, |J | :=  |j i  | +  |j2 | H +  \ jn\ ,  since the components of J  might be negative.
10
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A distribution on an n-dimensional smooth manifold M  is a vector subbundle of the tangent 
bundle T M  —> M . A  ^-dimensional smooth distribution D can be generated by a set of 
independent smooth vector fields Y i, . . .  ,X P; equivalently, it can be determined by a set 
of independent differential forms cui,iV2 , . . .  ,cun_p, such that any X  £ D satisfies Xjcoj =  0, 
for all j  = 1 ,2 ,... ,n  — p. Here j  is the interior product. The Cartan distribution Ck on the 
smooth manifold J k ( t t )  is determined by the set of all the so called Cartan forms
u j  = d u j -  u j+1. dæ\ \ J \ < k -  1. (2.20)
Here L is an n-tuple with only one nonzero entry, which is 1 , at the z-th place. A differential 
equation A  of order k  on the bundle t t  : E  — >■ M  is a submanifold of J k ( tt) .  A  maximal integral 
manifold determined by the Cartan distribution is called a (generalized) solution of the equation
A.
At any point 0 G J k(^), the space is a subspace of the tangent space TeJk(7r). A  
diffeomorphism F  : J k{^) —» J /c(7r) is called a Lie transformation if the tangent map F* (or 
dF) is closed within the Cartan distribution, that is, Fq{Cq) = Cp^ey  Therefore, locally we 
have that E  is a Lie transformation if and only if
F ' W )  =  E  E  M e c * .  (2 .2 1 )
/3=1 |J0|<A:-1
A vector field v on the manifold J k(7r) is called a Lie field (or an infinitesimal generator for Lie 
transformations) if shifts along its trajectories are Lie transformations. We have the following 
conclusion that if [54]
v  =  a’i ? +  E  (2'22)
a, \J \<k J
is a Lie field, then
where
^ - ^ î  +  E ^ + i - â ^ â  (2-24)
a ,J  J
is the total derivative operator with respect to x %. Particularly, if
v =  i \ x , u ) — i +^)a{x ,u )—  (2.25)
is a vector field defined on a subset oî E  = M  x U, then the fcth-prolongation of v is the
11
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following vector field
p r (fc)v =  v +  ^ 2  ( x ,u (k))  (2.26)
a , \J \ <k  J
where
4>J (*, V.M) =  D j ( r  -  e <  ) +  Cu5+ lt, (2.27)
in which D j is a composition of total derivatives.
Exam ple 2.1.5 ([76]). Consider a differential system with (x,t) and u the independent and 
dependent variables respectively. A general vector field on E 2 x E  takes the form
v =  Ç ( x f f ,u ) ^ + T ( x f f ,u ) ^ + ( f ) ( x , t :u ) - ^ .  (2.28)
The first-order prolongation o fv  is
p r (1)v = v +  (f>x +  f t  Jr— , (2.29)OU^ X vU j
where the coefficients are
=  Dx (0 C'MjX Tuff) +  Cu ,xx TU^xt
= Dx(f) -  u iXDx£ -  u,tDxT (2.30)
—  0 , x  "t" ( 0 , u  C , x ) ^ , x  £,,uU^ x T,uU,xUtt
and
0 *  = D t((/)- Çu>x -  rufi) +  Cu,æt +  TU,tt
=  D * 0 - n ^ - n * A T  (2.31)
=  0 , t  —  C , t ^ , x  d "  ( 0 , t t  T,t)u ,t ^,uu ,xu ,t '1~tUUj.
Similarly, its second-order prolongation can be expressed as
pr<2>v =  pi-Mv +  f  (2.32)
<9ti,xx dn)Xt dn,tt
whose coefficients 0 X X , 0 x t  and 0 * *  can be obtained by a direct calculation.
T heorem  2.1.6 ([76]). Suppose Vi and V2 ore smooth vector fields on E. Then their prolon­
gations satisfy that
p r (fc) (ciVi +  C2V2 ) =  c ip r(fc)v i +  c2p r (Â:)V2 , (2.33)
12
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for constants ci and eg, and
p r (fc)[v i,v2] =  [pr(fc)v i ,p r (fc)v 2]. (2.34)
Here [•, •] denotes the Lie bracket operator and henceforth.
By defining
we call the m-tuple Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . ,  Qm) th e  characteristic  of sym m etries, whose infinites­
imal generator is v. By using the characteristic, we can rewrite (2.26), the fcth-prolongation of 
v, as follows:
prW v  =  e<A  +  ^ £ . JQ« ® . (2.36)
To consider higher symmetries, we consider more general characteristic Q(x, [it]) which is an 
m-tuple defined on the bundle J°°(ir), and the corresponding infinitesimal generator v  and its 
prolongation are similarly constructed. The following theorem gives the conditions under which 
a local group of transformations G acting on E  is a symmetry group for a system of differential 
equations.
D efinition 2.1.7. A smooth map from a manifold to another is said to satisfy the maximal 
rank condition if  the rank of its Jacobian matrix is as large as possible, i.e., the minimum of 
the dimensions of the two manifolds.
T heorem  2.1.8 ([54]). Suppose the system given in (2.16) satisfies the maximal rank condition. 
I f  for every infinitesimal generator v of G, and any integer 1 < v < I, we have
pr(fc)v(Ey) =  0, whenever {Fv =  0, u =  1,2 , . . . ,  Z}, (2.37)
then G is a symmetry group of the system.2
There is a practical and systematic method, by considering the linearized symmetry condi­
tion (2.37), to obtain the infinitesimal generators (see [41, 54, 76, 93]).
Exam ple 2.1.9 ([41]). Consider the simplest second-order ODE
!/" =  0 (2.38)
2 For higher symmetries, the group G is a local group of transformations on J 00(7r).
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as an example. Denote the infinitesimal generator as
v =  f ( 3 , 2/ ) j ^ + 77(2 , 2/) j L  (2.39)
Then from Theorem 2.1.8 (or the linearized symmetry condition method) we get the following 
equality
Vxx "P (fi'Hxy ~  £,xx)y "P {'Hyy ~  ^Cxy) /^ ~  CyyZ/ =  0. (2.40)
Since ^ and 77 are independent of y ', the left-hand side of (2.4O) is a polynomial with respect to 
y ', in which the coefficient of each power of y' vanishes, yielding
T/xx — 0 ) ^ Tj x y  £ x x  =  0 ,  Tjyy  2 £ Xy — 0 ,  Cyy =  0 .  ( 2 . 4 1 )
The general solution of the last system of equations is
£(2 , 7/) =  ci +  C 3 2  +  c5y +  c72 2 +  c8xy,
(2.42)
77(2 , y) = c2 + c4y +  c62  +  c7xy  +  c8y2,
where c i ,C2 , . . .  ,c8 are constants.
Symmetries which are local diffeomorphisms on the (2 , rt)-space are called point symmetries, 
while the ones on prolonged jet bundles, e.g., (2 , it, itx)-space, are called higher symmetries. 
From the following examples, obviously the dimensions of groups of symmetries can be finite 
or infinite.
Example 2.1.10 ([41]). The nonlinear filtration equation3
“'* =  Ï T %  (2-43)
has a five-parameter Lie group of point symmetries generated by the following infinitesimal 
generators
Vi =  dx, V2 — dt, V3 =  du,
(2.44)
v4 =  xdx +  2tdt +  udu, v5 =  udx -  xdu.
Exam ple 2.1.11. Consider the following PDE
u ,t — u,x (2.45)
3The notation u tt denotes the partial derivative of u with respect to t  here and henceforth applied to  the 
ones with respect to the other independent variable. While when the tuple J  is introduced, we omit the comma, 
e.g. we write u j  rather than u tj .
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and its Lie point symmetries with infinitesimal generators of the following form:
v =  £(x,t, u ) ^  + r ( x f i , u ) ^  + (j>(x,t,u)-^. (2.46)
Using the linearized symmetry condition (2.37), we hence get the following determining equa­
tions
t,u — 0) — 0, 20)X +  =  0, +  2 t x =  0, 2£)X — Tt (j)jU =  0. (2.47)
T/izs zs an example of a PDE with symmetries determined by arbitrary smooth functions £, r  
and rj, which satisfy the constraints (2.47).
One interesting and direct application of the symmetries is to reduce the order of a dif­
ferential equation by changing the coordinates. A systematic way to do this can be found in 
Hydon [41] and Olver [76]. This methodology can also be generalized to reduce higher-order 
differential systems with one-parameter symmetry groups, and beyond that to systems with 
multi-parameter symmetry groups.
2.2 Conservation laws
For a system of differential equations (or a variational problem), e.g., (2.16), a conservation law 
is a divergence expression
Div P  =  0, (2.48)
which vanishes for all solutions of the given system. Here P  is an n-tuple of smooth functions on 
the jet bundle J 00(7r), and DivP := D iP1 with Di the total derivative with respect to the z-th 
independent variable x %. There are two ways for a conservation law to be trivial. Firstly, the 
n-tuple P  itself can vanish on all solutions of the given system. The other case is that Div P  =  0 
holds for all functions u = /(x ), regardless of whether they solve the given system or not. A 
conservation law is trivial if it is a linear superposition of these two types of trivial conservation 
laws. Two conservation laws are equivalent if their difference is a trivial conservation law.
Definition 2.2.1. A system of k-th order differential equations is locally solvable at the initial 
point ^xq, satisfying the equations, if  there exists a smooth solution u = / (x)  of the 
system, defined for x  in a neighbourhood of x q , such that = pi*(fc)/(xo). The system is 
locally solvable if  it is locally solvable at every initial point, which satisfies the equations. A 
differential system is said nondegenerate if it is both locally solvable and of maximal rank.
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R em ark  2.2.2. I f  the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya system (2.19) satisfies the maximal rank condition, 
then it is nondegenerate.
For a totally nondegenerate system of differential equations, Div P  vanishes on the solutions 
if and only if there exist functions (x, [u]) such that
D ivP  =  (x, [u])DjFv, for all (%,%); (2.49)
V , J
here Qy(x, [u]) stands for a smooth function on the jet bundle. Integrating by parts, we can 
get an equivalent identity
Div P  =  Div R + Q  ■ F  Div P  +  ^  QvFv j^ , (2.50)
in which the /-tuple Q has entries
Q„ = ( -D ) jQ Jv (x,[u]), (2.51)
and the n-tuple R  depends on Fv and their total derivatives, which implies that P  is a trivial
conservation law. Therefore, we can replace P  — P  by P , and get an equivalent conservation
law of the special form
Div P  = Q • F. (2.52)
The /-tuple Q is called th e  charac te ris tic  of a  conservation law. Here Q is the characteristic 
of P  (and hence of P  — P , since they are equivalent), and (2.52) is the characteristic form of a 
conservation law of the form (2.49).
E xam ple 2.2.3 ([76]). Consider the system of first-order evolution equations
Uj — w,xi w,t u ,xi (2.53)
which is equivalent to the one-dimensional wave equation
u ,tt — (2.54)
Obviously the expression
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vanishes on the differential system and gives a conservation law. It can be rewritten in an 
equivalent form
Dt {^ 2u2,x +  ~ Dx {u,xW,x) = 0 when the system (2.53) holds, (2.56)
differing from a trivial conservation law
Dt — Dx (to)Xu)X — uitu iX) = 0. (2.57)
Rewrite the left-hand side of the expression (2.55) as
Dt ^ 2  2 ^U'tU'x  ^ ~  U’tDt (u ,t — w,x) +  utDx (w j — u>x) . (2.58)
Thus, according to (2.51), its characteristic is
Q = {—D t{u,t),—Dx(uj)) =  {—u^tti —u,xx)- (2.59)
The equivalent conservation law is obtained by integrating by parts,
Dt  +  2 W^ )  ~~ —  Dt (u ,t(u ,t — w ,x)) — D x ( u f f w j  — m , x ) )
=Dt ~  2 +  u,tW,x^ +  Dx {-U tw A
—  — U j t i u j  — w , x )  — U , x t ( w , t  —  M ) X ) .
(2.60)
Noether [75] discovered a method to establish a connection between variational symmetry 
groups (for variational problems) and conservation laws via their corresponding characteris­
tics, which is described in Noether’s first theorem. In [53, 54, 98, 99, 100], Vinogradov and 
other scholars studied the set of conservation laws as a cohomology group based on a bigraded 
structure on differential forms by decomposing the differential d into horizontal and vertical 
components, which we will describe later in this chapter.
2.3 Variational problems
In this section, we only consider briefly variational problems with continuous independent and 
dependent variables. The difference case will be considered in Chapter 3.
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2.3.1 Calculus of variations
Let fî C  M  be an open, connected subset with smooth boundary <9fh The general variational 
problem is to find the extremal of a functional
J£[u] := [  L(x, [u]) dx, (2.61)
Jn
where u =  f {x)  is a function defined on the domain f2, [u] denotes u and finitely many of its 
derivatives, and the integrand L(x, [u]) (for simplicity sometimes {x, [u]) is omitted) is called a 
Lagrangian.
Example 2.3.1. For a simple example, we attempt to find a curve u = f (x)  minimizing the
length between two points (a, b) and (c, d) on the plane. The length is
Jz?[u] =  f  J l  + u2x dx, (2.62)
which is going to be minimized.
For a variational problem the variational derivative is defined as
=  y  — ^ ^ ^ d æ ,  (2.63)
and the following property holds
d
de
where u =  f{x),  and r](x) is a tuple of smooth functions such that f  + eg still satisfies the
boundary conditions. If u =  f {x)  is an extremal of the variational problem Jzf[n], then for any
a; G fi,
[/(%)] =  0 . (2.65)
Lem m a 2.3.2 ([32] Fundamental Lemma of Calculus of Variations.). Assume f (x)  is a smooth 
function and
f  f (x)h(x)  dæ =  0  (2 .6 6 )
J a
for every smooth function h on [a, b] with h(a) = h(b) =  0. Then f (x)  is identically zero on 
[a,b\.
As an application of the fundamental lemma of calculus of variations, if w =  f (x)  is a smooth
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extremal of Jtf[u] = L(x,  [it]) dz, then it must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations
E a (L) =  0, a =  1 ,2, .. .  ,m, (2.67)
in which E  is called the Euler operator with local representation
E a =  (2-68)
j  uaJ
where (—D) j  =  (—l)lJ lDj.
Exam ple 2.3.3. Consider a simple system on a plane with t 6  [a, b] be the independent variable, 
and the variational problem is
= j  L(t,q{t),q{t))dt,  (2.69)
J a
where q{a) and q(b) are fixed endpoints. The variational derivative of the functional is
SSf[q] = J  ôL(t,q(t),q(t))dt
= L  { % ô q + ^ ) dt-
(2.70)
Integrate by parts to get
/  ( f  -  s  ( § ) )  ^ d t+ ( S 5«) L ° ’ (2-71)
which amounts to the Euler-Lagrange equation
^ " â ( § ) =0’ (2-72)
as the endpoints are fixed.
Alternatively, we can use the Euler operator to achieve the result above. Since here we can 
simply write
E  =  £ ( - l ) * Z > ? 5 j 4 > .  (2-73)
then
(2-74)
where q ^  is the kth-order derivative, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  and Dt is the total derivative with respect 
to t.
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2.3.2 Variational sym m etries
A local one-parameter Lie group of transformations G acting on O x 17 is said to be a variational 
symmetry group of the functional «if [it] =  f n  L(x,  [it]) dx, if for any Qq C  f i ,  subject to f20 C  fl, 
then
f  L ( x , p r ^ f ( x ) ]  dx — [  L  fx ,p r dx. (2.75)
Here it =  f (x)  is a well defined smooth function whose graph is in f2 x [/, g E G is such
This implies that v  generates a group of variational symmetries. Geometrically it means that 
arc-length is invariant under a rigid rotation.
Generally, if G is a variational symmetry group for the functional «if[it] =  JQL(x,  [it]) dx, 
then it is also a symmetry group of the associated Euler-Lagrange equations. However, the 
converse is not true.
T heorem  2.3.5 ([76]). I f  v i and vg generate variational symmetries of «if [it], then so does 
their Lie bracket [vi, v^].
For a general differential system admitting a one-parameter group of symmetries, one may 
reduce the order of the system by one. However, it is a celebrated result that a one-parameter
that ü = f (x)  (û =  p o it) is a single-valued function defined over Ûq, and p r ^ f ( x )  is the 
prolongation of the jet structure to A:th-order. Let
(2.76)
be the infinitesimal generator of the group G, the elements of which are acting on Q x 17 as 
transformations. Then G is a variational symmetry group if and only if
p r (fc)v (L) +  LDiv£ =  0 . (2.77)
Exam ple 2.3.4 ([76]). Consider again the variational problem in Example 2.3.1 and an in­
finitesimal generator v  =  —udx +  xdu, whose first prolongation is
p r (1)v =  v +  (l + u2x) d u x. (2.78)
We have
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group of variational symmetries for the Euler-Lagrange equations of some variational problem 
allows us to reduce the order of the equations by two.
T heorem  2.3.6 ([76]). Consider a kth-order variational problem whose Euler-Lagrange 
equation is a scalar ordinary differential equation of order 2k. Suppose G is a one-parameter 
group of variational symmetries of Jïf[u]. Then there exists a one-parameter family of vari­
ational problems of order k — 1, with Euler-Lagrange equation of order 2k — 2, such
that every solution of the original Euler-Lagrange equation can be found by quadrature from the 
solutions of the (2k — 2)th-order Euler-Lagrange equation.
E xam ple 2.3.7 ([76]). Consider a class of first-order variational problems
Jz?[u] =  f  L ( x , u , u jX)dx.  (2.80)
J a
I f  it admits a one-parameter group of variational symmetries, the Euler-Lagrange equation
E{L) = ^ ~ D x { ^ ) = 0  (2-81)
can be solved by quadratures completely. I f  L is independent of u then the Euler-Lagrange 
equation reduces to
5* G E ) = ° -  <2-82)
which amounts to
d L (x, u jX) =  A (2.83)
with some constant X. Suppose dU xL(x, u,x) still depends on ujX, then the implicit relation 
above can be solved locally for u:X as
%,= =  /(%, A), (2.84)
whose general solution is u = J  /(%, A) dx +  C. (2.85)
I f  L is independent of x  then dx generates a one-parameter group of variational symmetries.
We can reduce the system by the change of variables y = u, w = x. A more direct approach is
to multiply the Euler-Lagrange equation by u,x to get
0 =  u,xE(L) = Dx ^ L -  i (2.86)
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which implies
L  (w, u^x) ~Qii ^  == (2.87)
I f  ^  0, i/izs can be rewritten as wjX =  /(w, A), w/izc/i can be solved by quadrature,
J j ê x ) = x + a  ( 2 ' 8 8 )
This method can be generalized to multi-parameter symmetry groups, but, unless they are 
abelian, we cannot in general expect to reduce the order by two at each stage. Another famous
example is Euler-Poincaré reduction in the theory of geometric mechanics [36, 6 8 ].
2.3.3 N oeth er’s first theorem
The general principle relating variational symmetry groups and conservation laws was first given 
by Noether in [75], and we refer to the result as Noether’s first theorem. Here we state the 
theorem mainly from the book authored by Olver [76].
Theorem  2.3.8 ([76]). Suppose G is a local one-parameter group of symmetries for a varia­
tional problem J£[u] =  f Q L(x, [u]) d%, and
v = C ( x ,u ) - ^  + (pa (x,u)—  (2.89)
the infinitesimal generator. The characteristic of the generator is given by
Q" (z, =  ^  -  (2.90)
Then Q is also a characteristic of the conservation law (see (2.52)) for the corresponding Euler- 
Lagrange equations E a (L) =  0. That is, there exists an n-tuple P, such that
DivP  =  Q • E(L) =  QaE a (L). (2.91)
As an example, we consider Hamiltonian systems in Z2n [36, 6 8 ], which have the form
Pi =  Q1 = "^7’ 2 =  1,2, . . . , n .  (2.92)
Here the function H  = H(p, q) is called the Hamiltonian of the system. H  itself is conserved
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with respect to the system (2.92), since
dH A  ^  / d H d H  d H d H \  , , , , ,
d r _ Ç l â t e Pi +  â ? V = Ç r ^ â ?  +  â ? â ^ ) = 0 ’ (2.92) holds. (2.93)
Exam ple 2.3.9. Consider a central field system in M3, which is a Hamiltonian system with 
Hamiltonian
H  = \ \ P \ 2 + U{q), p , q e  R3. (2.94)
The conservation of the angular momentum M  = p x q  corresponds to the rotational invariance 
of the system. Here x denotes the cross product.
The special example of the central field system with potential [89]
k
U(q) = — —  , with k a constant, (2.95)
is called Kepler’s system. It describes the evolution of a two-body system in celestial mechanics, 
where both bodies attract each other according to the universal gravity law. Besides the rotational 
symmetry, there is a so-called hidden symmetry corresponding to a first integral discovered by 
Laplace (known as Laplace’s vector or Runge-Lenz vector),
L =  p x M +  0 . (2.96)
The authors [89] called the hidden symmetry the dQ-symmetry instead; its infinitesimal gener­
ator can be found therein. The conservation of M  implies that the orbits are planar as
M  ■ q = (p x q) ■ q = Q. (2.97)
By choosing the polar coordinates on the plane, one can prove that the conservation of L  and 
M  amounts to the well-known first Kepler’s law that the orbits of the planets are ellipses with 
one of the foci at the sun. Furthermore, the motion along an ellipse is determined by the second 
Kepler’s law that the sectional velocity remains constant along the orbit.
Conservation laws of the associated Euler-Lagrange equations can be obtained invariantly 
by using the moving frame method [28, 30]. A discrete version of Noether’s first theorem 
can be found in [33, 34]. We will show how the moving frame method can be applied to 
obtain conservation laws for difference variational problems admitting continuous symmetries 
in Chapter 4.
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2.4 The variational bicomplex, exact couples and spectral 
sequences
Conservation laws of differential systems and cohomology groups with respect to the bigraded 
structure on the jet bundle are closely related [15, 17, 18, 54]. The related cohomology groups,
i.e., the spectral sequence, have been determined by Vinogradov [98, 99, 100] using the theory of 
Spencer cohomology. Readers can find more in [53, 54, 96, 101, 102,103]. Our aim is to simplify 
this approach by using an exact couple [62]; more importantly, it has an obvious counterpart 
for difference equations, which we will construct in Chapter 3.
2.4.1 Spectral sequence from an exact couple
On the manifold J 00^ ) ,  the Cartan distribution is locally determined by the set of 1-forms
for any 0 < a  < n and |J| > 0. These are called the Cartan forms, or the contact forms. 
Roughly speaking, the Cartan distribution is a vector space (a subspace of the set of all vector 
fields) of vector fields, such that for any 0 < a  < n, \ J\ > 0 and any X  E C00, X ju J  = 0. More 
details can be found in section 2 .1  (page 1 1 ).
For a smooth function f (x ,  [it]), the differential d is defined as
=  d%5 -  dz* (2.98)
d / ( * , M ) = ^ ! M W + E
a, J
(2.99)
It can be split into vertical and horizontal derivatives respectively,
d — djj dv, (2.100)
where
dh =  dx1 A Di, (2.101)
and
dv — d djj
(2.102)
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Then, a direct calculation gives
which are vertical 1-forms. The horizontal and vertical operators satisfy
dvdv =  0, dvdh =  — dhdy, dhdh =  0. (2.104)
From this splitting of the differential, one can have a bicomplex structure, which we call the 
variational bicomplex ([4, 5, 15], in order to distinguish it from the difference variational bicom­
plex we construct later in Chapter 3, sometimes we call it the differential variational bicomplex 
instead). According to the theory of variational bicomplex, dvUj is a contact 1-form (a vertical 
1-form), while dh%* is a horizontal 1-form.
By use of the splitting of the differential d, we can build the bicomplex, from which the 
associated spectral sequence is obtained. Here, we will give another way to obtain the spectral 
sequence by use of the exact couple theory. Both methods do give the same spectral sequence; 
a proof of this can be found in [26, 71].
For a nondegenerate system of ftth-order differential equations A  C Jfyvr), the ^^-prolongation 
is the set C J fc+r(7r) consisting of the points 0k+r = [s]£+r, such that the graph jk(s)(x) 
of the k-ih jet of the section s G F(^) is tangent to the equation A  at the point 6k =  [s]  ^ with 
order > r .4 The limit A ^  = lim^-^oo A ^  is called the infinite prolongation of this equation, 
and it is a submanifold of J 0 0(7r).
A (p +  g)-form iv is said to be p-contact if Ai j(X 2 j(- • • (Xpjüü) •••)) =  0 for any vector fields 
- iXp  G C00. Let T  =  C°°(J°°(7r)) be the ring of smooth functions on J 00^ ) .  For 
p > 1 , let CpQ,p+q(A) be the ^-module of p-contact (p +  g)-forms on the infinitely prolonged 
equation A^00^  C J 00(7r), let CpCl*(A) be the exterior algebra of the p-contact forms, and set 
C°f2*(A) =  fl*(A), the exterior algebra. Denote the exterior algebra of horizontal forms by 
flo(A). Obviously, for all p, the set CPQ*(A) is an ideal of fT(A), subject to
d(CPO*(A)) C C W (-4 )- (2105)
This is also true when the derivative d is replaced by the vertical derivative dv or the horizontal 
derivative dh- Then we get a filtration
n * M ) D c in * (A ) D D » -  D D ^  . (2.106)
4 Locally, if the equation A  is given by (2.16), the constraints for are D j ( F v ) =  0, | J | <  r, u =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  L
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This filtration determines a sp ectra l sequence, which is called the C-spectral sequence. It 
consists of pages of cohomology groups with respect to a bicomplex or equivalently a filtration 
structure [71]. In each degree, there is a finite filtration
nF+9(A) D D - - - D D D - - - D =  q.
(2.107)
Next, we are going to construct this spectral sequence via an exact couple structure.
D efinition 2.4.1. A (chain) complex is a sequence of abelian groups or modules connected by 
homomorphisms such that the composition of any two consecutive maps is zero. For example, let 
A0, Ai, A2 be abelian groups, and let d i,d 2 be the homomorphisms connecting them as follows:
 i .A o ^ 4 A , A a 2 — (2.108)
The cohomology group at A% is defined as
g (A i) =  (2.109)
im di
The complex is said to be exact at A% z/H (A i) is trivial. A complex is exact if all the related 
cohomology groups are trivial.
Let us consider the following short sequence induced from the filtration (2.107):
0 _ » CP+ifF+9(A) CPnrH(A) CW +9(A)/CP+ifF+9(A) — » 0, (2.110)
where I  is the inclusion and e is the natural quotient map, which is surjective. Obviously, I  
and e are homomorphisms. Let
Eg'*(A) =  CW +9(A)/CP+ifF+9(A), (2.111)
which is isomorphic to Cp£lp(A) <g> fig (A).
P ro p o sitio n  2.4.2. The sequence (2.110) is exact.
Proof. Firstly, for any u  G Cp+1Qp+q(A), e(I(cv)) =  0, i.e., e o J  =  0. Conversely, for any
uj G Cpü p+q(A), if e(w) =  0, then u  G Cp+1tlp+q{A), which is the image of the map I. Thus,
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Consider the following finite complex 
o — >c ptip(A) ^ A - CpQ,p+q(A) - ^ C pn p+q+1(A)
(2 .112) 
cpnp+n(A) —>• o,
which defines the following set of cohomology groups for 0  < ç < n:
H ^ n c r n ^ U ) )  =
1 ’’ {imdh: CPfiP+s-1^ )  -)■ CPfiP+»(A)} ’ J
The following complex is induced from the complex (2.112) by using the quotient map e defined 
in the short sequence (2 .1 1 0 )
0 —>------► Cpttp+q- 1{A)/Cp+1Qp+q- 1(A) d^ 1 Cpttp+q{A)/Cp+1np+q{A)
(2.H4)
CpQp+q+1{A)/Cp+1np+q+1{A) —^... ,
where for any uj e CpQp+q(A), d^,9(e(a;)) := e(dho;), and dg,9od^ 9 - 1  =  0 , as dhdh =  0. The 
corresponding cohomology is denoted as
H p+q{CpÇlp+q(A)/Cp+1Q,p+q(A)) =  J kerdo’^  . (2.115)
{ i m d r - '}
Remark 2.4.3. The homomorphism I  in (2.110) is a chain map between the complex (2.112) 
and its predecessor (i.e., the complex with respect to (p +  1)-contact forms), while e is a chain 
map between complexes (2.112) and (2.114).
Definition 2.4.4 ([62]). An exact couple is a pair of abelian groups or modules A  and B , 
together with three homomorphisms between these groups or modules: i : A  ^  A, j  : A  B  
and k : B  ^  A  subject to exactness conditions:
ker i = im k, ker j  =  im i, kerk = im j. (2.116)
It can be shown by a graph as follows:
i
A ------------------------► A
B
Corresponding to the exact sequence in (2.110) and the complexes and cohomology obtained 
above, applying the homology functor [8 6 ], we obtain a long exact sequence (another way to
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achieve it is to apply the Snake Lemma from algebraic topology [11])
A  #r+*(CP+W+*(.4)) - A  ( CV+ s ( M ) (M))
_±^ H p+q+l ^ p+lQP+9+1 _±i H p+q+1(CpQp+q+1(A)) ^
(2.117)
where i , j ,  k are homomorphisms. Define the bigraded modules
E p’q = Hp+q{Cpnp+q(A)/Cp+1np+q(A)) and Dp'q = Hp+q(CpÜp+q(A)y, (2.118)
let Ei =  ®Ep,q and Di =  ®Dp'q. Then from the long exact sequence (2.117), there exists an 
exact couple
The sequence (2.117) can be rewritten as
(2.119)
and it is clear that the homomorphisms z, j  and k have the bidegrees ( - 1 , 1 ), (0 , 0 ) and (1 , 0 ), 
respectively. In order to show the exactness of the couple and to give the definitions of the 
maps i , j ,k ,  which will respectively be denoted by h , j i , k i  later, we represent the couple as a 
diagram for p +  g > 0 (page 29).
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■ 0,p+q+ l b fi,p + q + l
j jO ,p + q + l  ^1 p jj ,0,p + q+ 1 1 r
■0,p+q
jjO ,p + q  h  r ^O^p+q t £ ) l ,p + g  ,  Tpl.P+q
0,p+q
• l,p + g
l,P + 9  jul,P+9
• l ,p + q —1 •2,p+g—1
kï -1 ,9
-•P,9
*1
xP,9Vl *?•
,-P+l,9
,-P+ l,9  
J 1D P , 1  _  f i P . i  --------!— -  £ ) P + 1 .1  - i l  ► g P + i 'C A:ï+1’
- p + l ,g - l •p+2,g—1
• p + l .g - l  , p + l , q - l
j-^P+l.q—1 •'I  ^^,p^-l,q—1 1 t j-jp+2 ,q—1 ^p-
P+2,g—1 L.P+2,g—1
p + 2 Jg — 1 _ _ 1 ______ -
•p+2,g—2 •p+3,g—2
D \o,i__
0,1
D[
i,o h.
,•1,0
•p + g -1 ,1 ;P+g,l
7P+Ç—2,1 -p+g—1,1 ,p + g —1,1 -p + g ,l juP+g,l
_1____ ^ jy p + q —l , \  ^1 t  jj W+q—I'I  1 t ^ )P + g ,l ^1 ,  j^ p + q ,l  1 >.
^P+g-LO
-p+g,0
•p+g,0
-p+g+1,0  
*1
juP+g,0 .p + g+ 1 ,0  , p + g + 1 ,0
K1 . „o+o+1.0 •'1 . T-,p+a+1.0 ^1^ )P+g,0  ^1 t jjjp + q ,0  r ^ p q + l ,0 t ^>p+g l,0_
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From the diagram above on page 29, we see that every column begins with a term D ^ 0 and 
ends with which is the first term of a row; every row (except the bottom one) begins with 
a term D°,k (k > 0). Furthermore, every row goes to infinity on the right hand side.
D efinition 2.4.5. The map ï[,q is induced from the inclusion I  : CpQ,p+q(A) —> Cp -1f2p+9 (A) 
as follows:
zp ’9 :D™ = H p+q{Cpü p+q(A)) -> Dp~hq+1 =  H p+q(Cp_ 1 Üp+q{A)) ^
where [•]D^g denotes the equivalence class with respect to D \'q and
w G ker dh : C W +9(.4) ^  CpQp+9+i (^ ). (2.121)
As CpQ,p+q(A) C Cp - 1f2p+9 (A), then u j  G CP" 1DP+Q'(^4), which together with dhW =  0 
lead to w G ker dh : Cp - 1f2p+9 (A) -> Cp~1Qp+q+1{A). This implies that w determines an 
element of D^_1,9+1, which we denote as [cu]d p-i,<z+i. From linearity, i{,q is a homomorphism. 
Suppose there are two forms cji and CV2 in ker dh : Cpflp+q(A) -4- Cpf2p+9+1 (A) that determine 
the same element of Dp,q. Thus [cui — 6o>2]d^ 9 is the trivial element in Dp,q, which implies 
i i ,q [^cui — is trivial in Dp~1,q+1. As
i i ,q ([wi -  w2]£)p.«) =  i i ,q -  [w2]dL9)
=  i i ’q -  ip,q
— l,g+l ^2^^P~l,9+^  ^ ^
=  [Wi — UJ2\DP-i’i+1 
=  0,
then [o;i]d p-i,9+i =  if ’9 and [cv2]DP-i,g+i =  i™ ([w2]dL9) determine the same ele­
ment in Dp~1,q+1. Therefore, ip,q is well defined.
D efinition 2 .4 .6 . The map f î ’q is induced from e : CpÜp+q(A) CpQp+q(A)/Cp+1flp+q{A) 
as follows:
jP,g =  ^ p+9(CpDp+9 (A)) -4- =  E p+9 (CpDp+9 (A)/CP+^DP+9 (A)) ^
[wjpp.g H  [e(cu)]SP,9 , 
w/iere w G kerdh:CpQp+9(A) -4 Cpflp+9+^(A).
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For u j  6  CpClp+q(A), we have do’9(e(a;)) =  e(dhcu). Therefore, for any u j  in the kernel of 
dh= CpQ,p+q(A) —> Cpf2p+9+1 (A), one has dg'9(e(w)) =  0, i.e., e(w) G kerdy’9, which determines 
an element in E \'q, that we denote by [e(cu)]s p,g. Similarly, j f ’9 is a homomorphism. Suppose
W1 ,W2 G kerdh: Cpn p+9 (A) ^  (2.124)
such that =  [uJ2]Dl'q- Because j f ’9 is a homomorphism, obviously j f ’9 ([uji]d p<q — [002]D^g
is the trivial element of E f ,q. As
3l'q ^Nl]j0 f '9 — [^2]dL9) =  3 l,q
=  [e(o;i — uj2)\Ei'q
=  [e(o;i) — e(cu2 )]sp.g (2.125)
=  [e(a;i)]£p.g — [ e ^ ) ]^ -?
=  0,
then [e(cui)]s p.g and [e(w2 )]^p,g give the same element. Thus, j%'q is well defined.
In order to define the map fc^ ’9, let us review some useful theory first. As I  and e are chain
maps, we build another diagram (page 32).
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dh dh dpn'q+2
o  >- cp+1Qp+9+2( A ) -----------  ^CpQ,p+q+2( A ) ------- -— ► Cpn p+q+2(A) /Cp+1n,p+q+2(A)— ► o
dh dh
o  KCp+1f2p+g+1( A ) ------1— ^ c pftp+9+1(A )------ -— ^ Cpttp+q+1{A)/Cp+1n p+q+1(A)— -  0
dh d r
0 ----   c p+1Dp+9(A)  CpDp+9(A)  CpÇlp+q(A)/Cp+1Qp+q{A)  - 0
dh
dh
0 ---- ► Cp+1Dp+1 (A)
dg’1
Cpf2p+1(A) Cpn p+1{A)/Cp+1tlp+1{A)  ------ 0
dg’°
Cpn p(A) Cpn p(A)
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The diagram is commutative as J  o dh =  d^ol, and e o dh =  dg’^ oe. There exists an induced 
homomorphism as follows:
kP,q . E P,q = Hp+q(Cpnp+q(A)/Cp+1np+q(A)) -> D{+1'q = H p+q+1 (Cp+1 np+q+1 (A)). (2.126)
which has the same structure as the infinite diagram on page 29. Next we are going to de­
fine the homomorphism kp,q. Given any s 6  ker d ^  C  CpQ,p+q (A)/ Cp+1 Q,p+q (A), there is a 
corresponding element [s]e p^. As e is surjective, choose u j  g CpQp+q(A), such that e(cu) =  s. 
Because
we have that dhiv G ker e C CpQP+q+1(A). From the exactness of the short sequence, i.e., 
kere =  im /, and that I  is injective, there exists a unique g G Cp+1QP+q+1{A), such that 
dhiv =  /(a ) . Then /  (dhtr) =  dh(/((%)) =  dhdhiv =  0; as /  is injective, dhcr =  0, that is, 
a G ker dh C Cp+1Çlp+q+l{A). Therefore, the discussion above leads to the following definition.
D efinition 2.4.7. We define
To prove that kp,q is well defined, take si, S2 € kerdg’9 C  CpQp+q(A) /Cp+1iïp+q(A),  such 
that [si]s p-g =  [s2]sp.g. Choose ivi,iv2 G CpQp+q(A),  such that e(cvi) =  si and e(iV2 ) =  S2 , 
respectively. Then there exist two elements oq, 0 2  G Cp+1f2p+9+1 (A), such that dhivi =  /(cri) 
and dhiV2 =  /(oq). Since si — S2 determines the trivial element of E p,q, which means that 
si -  s2 =  with 77 G Cp^ p+9- 1 (M )/C p + 1f ] p + ? - 1 (M ), we can choose C G C ^ + ^ i A )
such that e(^) =  77. Therefore,
Then the long exact sequence (2.117) amounts to
e (dhiv) =  dg'*(e(w)) =  dg'^s =  0 , (2.128)
(2.129)
e (ivi -IV2 -  dhO =  e(ivi) -  e(iv2) -  e(dh£) 
=  s i  -  S2 -  do’9 \ e ( C ) )  
=  si — S2 — do’9 \rf)
(2.130)
=  0.
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Thus, there exists a a7 6 Cp+1Üp+q(A) satisfying I (a 1) =  wi -  w2 -  dhÇ, which leads to
f (d h /)  =  dh(7M )
=  dh(Wl- W2 - d hÇ) ( 2 . 1 3 1 )
=  dh(wi — ÙJ2 )
-  I (<T 1 — (J2 ).
As J  is injective, this amounts to cri — <72 =  dh<7z G im dh C Cp+1Op+9+1(A), which implies that
<ti — <72 determines the trivial element of I ï p+9+1(Cp+1fip+9+1(M)), i.e., [o"i]£,p+i,g =  [^2]
It is obvious that k{,q is a homomorphism as well.
As e is surjective, this definition could also be represented in the following equivalent form:
k{,q ^[e(cv)]£:p,g  ^ =  [dhw]Dp+i,g (2.132)
with u  G Cpf2p+9 (A) and e(iv) G kerdg'L
T heorem  2.4.8. The definitions above give rise to an exact couple.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that
k e rk ^  =  im # '9 , (2.133)
k e r f ' ^ m i k r ,  (2.134)
and
k e r j ^ m i ^ ' * " ' .  (2.135)
i) The proof of (2.133) is shown by the following steps.
1. Let cj G kerdh : CpQp+q(A) -> CpQp+q+1(A), which determines an element [w]d pw in D f’9. 
Therefore,
kP,q 0 j p’q =  k{,q ^[e(w)]^p,,j
=  [dh^l^p+i.a (2.136)
=  [d]D^+1'q ’
1.e., fcp’9 o J l ,q = 0, which means ker k™ D im jp’9.
2. As e is surjective, j p’9 is also surjective, which leads to ker k ™  C  im jf’9. Therefore,
ker k™ =  im j f ’9.
ii) The proof of (2.134) is given as follows.
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1. For any G E f’9, where rj G ker dg’9 C  Cpflp+q(A)/ CP+1DP+9 (A), there always exists 
an eu G CPDP+9 (M) such that r) = e{uS). Then
i?+1'g ° W  ( iv W - )  =  *i+ 1 ’9 f[dhcv]D„+1„ )
'  V 1 y (2.137)
=  [dh^v]yp.g+l .
As dhcu G imdh : Cpf2p+9 (A) —> Cpf2p+9+1 (A), then dhW determines the trivial element in 
D j,9+1, which leads to zf+ 1 ’9 o k ^ q=0. Thus ker zf+ 1,9  D im k f ,q.
2. For any a G Cp+1Dp+9+1 (M), if zf+ 1 ,9  =  0, then [cr]^P.g+i =  0, which implies that 
o- G im dh : Cpftp+9 (M) CpDp+9+1 (M). Then there exists w  G CPDP+9(A) such that cr =  dhW. 
Therefore, we have
MDp1"119 =  [^h^j^p+i.g =  k±,q ^[e(o;)]Sp,g  ^ , (2.138)
that is, [a]Dp+i,q G im ^ ' 9, which implies kerzf+ 1 ,9  c  imfcf9. Thus, kerif4-1,9 =  im /cf9.
iii) Similarly we can prove (2.135).
1. For <j G Cp+1f2p+9 (A), such that dh cr =  0, we have e(cr) =  0. Therefore,
=  [e(cr)]EP,g (2.139)
=  [0 ]E P.g,
which amounts to j f ’9 o zp + 1 ’9 _ 1  =  0, and hence k e rjf ’9 D m iij+1,9-1.
2. For u j  G Cpf2p+9 (A) with dhcv =  0, if jf”’9 [^cv]Ep,g  ^ =  0, then [e(cu)]Ep,g =  0, which implies 
that e(cj) G imdg’9-1, i.e., there exists an element 77 G CpQp+9_ 1 (M)/Cp+1ftp+9_ 1 (M) such that 
e(w) =  dg'9" \ .  As e is surjective, we can choose a G Cpf2p + 9 -1  (A) such that
e(w) =  dg’9 - 1 77 =  do,9- 1(e((j)) =  e(dh<7), (2.140)
which suggests that cj =  d ha  +  a ',  where a '  G Cp+1Dp+(z(A). It implies that cj and a '  determine 
the same element in D^’9, meaning [ivj^p.g =  [cr'j^p.g. As a' is a (p +  l)-contact (p +  q)- 
form, it also determines an element in D f+1’q~ \  Thus [cj]d p,* = 7f + 1 ’9™1 [^c7%p+i,g- i ) , that 
is, [u]D™ G imzf+1,9_1, which means kerj'f’9 c  im ij+1,9-1. Therefore, we have k e rjf ’9 =  
im i f 4 "1 , 9 - 1 . □
D efinition 2.4.9. On the exact couple, we define the morphism df’9: E f ’9 -»• E f + 1 ’9 as
d ^ = ; p+ ^ o ^ ' 9. (2.141)
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It satisfies
d P + i 'W r  =  o o o A '^9) 
=  0 .
(2.142)
This gives us the first leaf of the spectral sequence, namely (E f’9, df’9). For the exact 
couple obtained, now we are going to introduce the second leaf of the spectral sequence, which 
corresponds to an induced exact couple. Define D2 = ©D^’9 with
D%q = | i m i'P+1,q~1 : D ^ 1’9” 1 -4 D f’9} , (2.143)
and E 2 =  © Ef’9 with
EP'9 =
{kerd?’9 : E f 9 ->EP+1’9} 
|im d i_1,9: E f~ 1,q —>• E f’9}
(2.144)
Therefore, we get the following induced exact couple
Î2
The homomorphisms 22,^2 , ^2 are induced from û , j i ,  ki.
D efinition  2.4.10. The ip2,q with bidegree (-1 ,1 ) is defined as
i%'9 :E^ 9
(2.145)
M l )? ’9 ^  [I(UJ)]DP-1'q+1
where to G CpÇlp+q, such that dhu; =  0. A discussion similar to the one after Definition 2.4.5 
shows that it is well defined, as Eg '9 C Dp,q.
D efinition  2.4.11. The map j f ’9 with bidegree (1, -1 )  is defined as
M d ?’9 ^ p p + l ,g - l [e(w)]j
(2.146)
where u  G Cpf2p+9, such that dhW =  0. As
Eg '9 =  {im ^ + 1 ’9 _ 1  : E f 1"1’9" 1 E p’9} , (2.147)
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thus u j  G Cp+1fîp+9, which determines an element in Dp+l,q 1, denoted as [ u j ] D p + i , q - i . There­
fore we see that
(M dj+ i.«-i) 6 E p 1' ' - 1, (2.148)
which together with kp+1,q~1 o j ^ 1 ,9 -1  =  0  leads to
j p+1’9“ 1 ( M ^ + 1,,-1) E ker : dp+1-9” 1 . (2.149)
It is well defined as a discussion similar to the one after Definition 2.4.6 shows.
D efinition 2.4.12. The k2,q with bidegree (1,0) is defined as
[a]EP'0 k ^ q{a)
(2.150)
where a G |k e r dp’9 : E p ’9 —> E p+1,9|  C  E p’9. It is also well defined.
Then similarly we construct the morphism dp’9 : E p ’9 -> Eg4”2 ’9 - 1  as dp ’9 =  j p + 1 ’9 o fcg’9, 
which satisfies that dp+2’9_ 1od2 ’9 =  0 .
Inductively, we can define the (r +  l)-st leaf of the spectral sequence from the r-th leaf 
obtained. It is constructed as follows. Given Dr =  ©Ep’9, E p,q =  ©Ep’9, and homomorphisms 
zp '9 : E p’9 -)• E p-1,9+1, j p ’9 : E p ’9 ^  £;p+r-i,«-r+i} D p + 1 ’9 with bidegree (-1 ,1 ),
(r — 1, —r +  1), (1,0), respectively. Define the morphism
dP,? =  jP+1,9 o jkp'9 : E p'9 E p+^9- ^ \  (2.151)
the modules Dr+i = ®EP^  with
E %  =  {imfp+1,9_1 : E p+1,9_1 E p’9} , (2.152)
and Er+i =  ©Ep^  with
=  { j ^ L ^ ^ y +1} . (2.153)
|im d p-r’9+T’-1 : E ? - ^ ^ 1 -> E p’9j
The homomorphism is defined as
;P,9 . nP.9 v n P -1,9+1
®r+l ‘ r + 1  ^  r + 1
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with eu G Cpf2p+9 (A), such that dhcu =  0. The map is defined as
f r ï l  -+ < ï
,p+r,g—r
rP+r,ç-T
r+1
t7P+1,9  1 sp+r>g_r — [6 (w)]^p+r,g-
with w G {im : ?p + 1 ,9 _ 1  : D p + 1 ,9 -1  D p’9 } .  The map is induced as follows
(2.155)
(2.156)
with a G |k e r dp’9: E p ’9 -4 E p + r ’9 r+1 j  C E p’9. Therefore similarly we define the morphism 
d ^ i  : -4 by d %  =  ° % ,  such that d ^ ' ^ o d ^  =  0.
2.4.2 Deform ation of the leaves E r (A)
Firstly let us introduce the following theorem according to methods of spectral sequence. For 
further details, see [71].
T heorem  2.4.13. The filtration in (2.106) is bounded in the sense of the finiteness of the 
filtration in (2.107). It determines a spectral sequence, {Ep’9 ,dp’9} , r  > 1, with dp’9 of bidegree 
(r, l  — r) and
=  ^P+9(CpOp+9(A)/Cp+ ^ p+9(A)), (2.157)
which is exactly the one obtained above. Then the spectral sequence is convergent and
% 9 =  # p+9 (CpDp+9 (A) ) / # p+9 (Cp+ ^ p+9 (A) ). (2.158)
The following part contributes to the calculation of leaves of the spectral sequence. The 
following lemma is useful.
L em m a 2.4.14. As mentioned above (page 26), Eq’9 is isomorphic to CPQP(A) (g> Qq(A), and 
dg’9 is induced from the horizontal derivative dh. To compute the leaf E \, it is sufficient to 
study the cohomology of the following complex with respect to any p > 0 ,
0 —+ C W (A ) C W (A ) 8  n%(A) ^  . -^4 C W (A ) <8 n%(A) —  ^0. (2.159)
We denote the corresponding cohomology as H p+q (Cpf2p(A) <8 fly (A)).
Proof. As e is a homomorphism between Cpflp+9 (A) and Eq’9, and CpOp(A)<8Og(A) is a subset
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of Cpf2p+9 (A), a homomorphism e0 := e\cpQ.p{A)®nl{A) between CPQP{A) 0  fig (A) and Eg ’9 is 
well defined.
For any rj G Eg'9, there exist respectively an cui G CpOp+9 (A), such that 77 =  e(wi), and an 
cu2 G CpfE(A) 0  fig (A), such that — w2 G Cp+1fip+9 (A), meaning rj = e fa )  — 6 0 (^2 ), which 
implies that eo is surjective. Conversely, if there exist two elements wi,W2 in Cpfip (A) 0  fig (A), 
such that eo(ivi — cv2) =  0 G Eg'9, this implies cvi — w2 G Cp+1fip+9 (A); thus cvi — w2 determines 
the trivial element of Cpfip(A) 0  fig (A). Hence, eo is an isomorphism.
To prove the connection between Ei and the complex (2.159), it is sufficient to verify that 
for any eu G Cpfip(A) 0  fig (A), eo (dhcu) =  dg'9(eo(w)). This is an immediate conclusion from 
the definition of dg’9 and the fact that eo is defined as a constrained homomorphism of e on a 
subset of Cpfip+9 (A), that is, Cpfip(A) 0  fig (A). □
Therefore, the following theorem is obtained
Theorem 2.4.15. For any p > 0 , q > 0 ,
E p’9 =  E p+9 (Cpfip+9 (A) /Cp+1fip+9 (A))
(2.160)
=  # p+*(Cpfip(A )0fig(A ))
and
E™ = H p+q (Cp fip + 9 (A) ) /  H p+q (Cp+1 fip +9 (A) )
(2.161)
=  E p+9(Cpfip(A) 0  fig(A)).
Thus, for any r  > 1,
Ef'9 =  E p+9(Cpfip(A) 0  fig(A)). (2.162)
Proof. Lemma 2.4.14 tells us that
E^'9 =  E p+9(Cpfip(A) 0  fig(A)). (2.163)
As a series of groups, from the relation (2.153) between E p^  and E p’9, we see E p^  can be
viewed as a subgroup of E p,q. Hence, the proof finishes if we can prove
E™ = E p’9. (2.164)
From Theorem 2.4.13, it is sufficient to prove that
E p+9 (Cpfip+9 (A) ) / E p+9 (Cp+^  fip+9 (A) ) =  E p+9 (Cpfip+9 (A) /Cp+^  fip+9 (A) ). (2.165)
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As the differential do’9 of the complex associated to CpQ,p+q (A)/ Cp+1Qp+q (A) is induced from 
dh, which is the differential of the complex Cp£lp+q(A), and Cp+1ftp+q(A) as well, the conclusion 
is obvious. □
It is obvious that E p,q vanishes when q > n since the dimension of the space of independent 
variables is n. To specify the accurate representation of all leaves, the cohomology group 
for (2.159) is needed, and it is not analogous to the de Rham complex. There is a particular 
method to obtain these cohomology groups, which are given by the one-line, two-line and three- 
line theorems. Interested readers can find more details in [54, 98, 99, 100] for Vinogradov’s 
approach or [96] for Tsujishita’s construction.
R em ark  2.4.16. An n-tuple P(x, [it]) associated with a differential system A  can be rewritten 
as a differential form u j  E Dq-1 ^ )  suc^ that
w =  1)S-1P S dx1 A  • • • A  dxs A  • • • A  dxn. (2.166)
Here dxs means the absence of the form  dxs. Therefore, that P  is a conservation law is 
equivalent to dhcu =  0 on A , that is, u j  G  kerdh-
Variational bicomplex can be applied to understand multisymplectic systems as well. We will 
briefly introduce this idea in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.4), and hence give the discrete counterpart 
via the difference variational bicomplex. For more details on relation between multisymplectic 
systems and variational bicomplex, we recommend [15, 39].
As we asserted before, one of the advantages of constructing the spectral sequence using the 
exact couple method is its direct difference counterpart. However, the Vinogradov approach is 
restricted since functions of the independent variables are no longer differentiable. In Chapter 
3, after building the difference variational bicomplex, we will show how this advantage works.
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Difference system s
Never impose on others what you would not choose for yourself.
Confucius (551 ~  479 BC, Spring and Autumn Period)
This chapter contributes to a difference counterpart of the geometric theory for differen­
tial systems. First we describe some fundamental theories about continuous symmetries and 
conservation laws for systems of difference equations. The infinitesimal generators related to 
symmetries can be written in terms of characteristics that can be prolonged simply by use of the 
shift maps. The linearized symmetry condition [40, 41, 104] can be applied to find symmetry 
characteristics. In Grant’s thesis [33] and his paper coauthored with Hydon [34], they transfer 
the characteristic idea and Noether’s first theorem into difference versions. Mikhailov, Wang 
&; Xenitidis [73] adapted a conception of recursion operator to difference equations and showed 
that it may produce infinite hierarchies of symmetries and conservation laws. For quad-graph 
equations, systematic methods for finding conservation laws were provided by Rasin k. Hydon 
[84, 85].
In order to understand the global properties of conservation laws (for difference systems) 
as groups, we build the difference variational bicomplex, whose cohomology groups are closely 
related to conservation laws. We prove the exactness of the amended one without constraints 
(meaning that no nontrivial constraints other than the Cartan or contact structure on differential- 
difference forms are considered) and apply it to discrete mechanics. Furthermore, conservation 
laws for multisymplectic systems are obtained in the light of the bicomplex.
As we asserted in Chapter 2, the spectral sequence with respect to the difference variational 
bicomplex can be constructed similarly using the exact couple theory. We introduce this and 
show its coherence with the differential case. We also discuss briefly what happens for difference
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equations with a nonuniform mesh.
3.1 Symmetries
For a system of difference equations, the case has some differences since the independent variable 
n = (n1, n2, . . . ,  rip) is no longer continuous. We denote the dependent variables at point n € Z*7 
as un =  (w^, u2, . . . ,  u^). Even though we do not have a local one-parameter group acting on 
n, we do have some other kinds of transformations.
Exam ple 3.1.1 ([38]). In terms of the coordinate n (taking p = 1 for simplicity), we have the 
following discrete transformations of the independent variable that preserve adjacency1 :
Fi : n H- n =  n +  1 for all n E Z ,
(3.1)
P2 : n h* n =  —n for all n G Z.
As in the continuous case, we consider the following one-parameter transformations (Lie 
point transformations)
T£ '• (jl, tin) 1  ^ (n, ^n), (3.2)
with ün = ü(n, itn; e). This admits a Taylor expansion with respect to e, as follows:
ü n = K +  u n )  +  0 ( e 2 ) .  ( 3 . 3 )
By denoting =  Qa(n,un), the infinitesimal generator is
v  =  « ^ -  (3-4)
where Qn — (Q^, Q2, . . . ,  Q f) is the characteristic of the one-parameter Lie group. For higher 
transformations, Q is a ç-tuple with arguments n, un as well as their shifts.
The shift operator (or map) S  is defined as
Sfc : n*  H -  n 1 +  5 1 ,  k — l , 2 , . . . , p ,  ( 3 - 5 )
with Si the Kronecker delta. Let 1& be the p-tuple with only one nonzero entry, which is 1, at 
the k-th. place. Then the &th-shift map and the naturally extended map to a function /(n ) are 
respectively given by
S'*; : n h - n +  lfc (3.6)
^Two points of Z are said to  be adjacent w ith each other if their difference is 1.
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and
Sk : f(n) H  / ( n  +  l i ) . (3.7)
We will use the notation S ik instead of Sk, and the composite of shifts using multi-index 
notation is given by S j  = S ^S ^2 • • • Spp, where J  =  ■ • • , jP) is a p-tuple. Moreover, we
can define the inverse of the shift map S ik as S - i k : n —> n — 1 .^ The inverse map S - j  of the 
composite of shifts is similarly defined.
The (infinite) prolongation of the vector field v is
We also write Q“ as Qa, u“+J as Uj, for simplicity.
D efinition 3.1.2 ([33]). A system of difference equations is of the (forward) Cauchy-Kovalevskaya 
form if each equation can be written as
where each component of Jo is positive and finite; the first index of each Jq is less than k. 
Therefore, consider a system of difference equations
which can be represented in Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form. A one-parameter group G of trans­
formations F£ related to the system is a symmetry group if all the associated infinitesimal 
generators v satisfy
(One can replace oo by any k that is large enough to act on all terms in A A.)
Hydon [40, 38] describes a systematic method (by use of the linearized symmetry condi­
tion) of determining one-parameter Lie groups of symmetries for ordinary difference equations 
(OAEs). The groups can be used to achieve successive reductions of order. We only ever con­
sider symmetries that keep independent variables invariant, that is, n =  n when the symmetries 
are applied.
Consider a fcth-order OAE given by
(3.8)
u n+k-li f {n ->uni ' ' ' i Un+Jo ’ • - ’ Un+J ) ’ (3.9)
AA =  {Fv =  0, v =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  Z}, (3.10)
p r (00)v(Fu) =  0 , when AA holds. (3.11)
'U"n+k — w(n, Wft, . . . , ttn+k—l); with 0 . (3.12)
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By writing the infinitesimal generator as v =  (SmQ) dud+ , where the characteristic Q is 
a function of n, un, un+i, . . . ,  un+k -i,  the linearized symmetry condition gives rise to
=  v(w), (3.13)
which is both necessary and sufficient to obtain the (local) one-parameter Lie group generated 
by v. Similarly to the reduction theory for differential systems (see for example Hydon [41] 
and Olver [76]), one-parameter groups of symmetries (or even higher dimensional groups of 
symmetries) can be used to reduce the underlying difference systems as well (see [40] for more 
details).
3.2 Conservation laws
For a system of difference equations given by (3.10), a conservation law is a difference divergence 
expression
p
D iv P : = ^ ( S i- id ) P *  (3.14)
i= l
which vanishes on all solutions of the system. Here P  is a p-tuple that depends on n, un as well 
as the shifts of itn, and each P l is smooth with respect to all continuous variables.
A conservation law can be trivial in two ways: the p-tuple P  vanishes on solutions, that is, 
P\a a = 0) or D ivP  =  0, without reference to the system. A conservation law is trivial if it is a 
linear superposition of these two types of trivial conservation laws.
For OAEs, i.e., p =  1, a conservation law is also called a first integral. Consider the fcth-order 
OAE (3.12); a first integral is a nonconstant function
(j) = Uni itn+l) • • • 5 ^n+fc—l) (3.15)
satisfying
S<j) =  (j), when (3.12) holds, (3.16)
which can be considered as a determining condition for first integrals. By picking a proper 
ansatz, we may calculate the conservation laws. Examples can be found in [40].
In [33, 34], the authors proves that conservation laws for difference equations in Cauchy- 
Kovalevskaya form can also be represented in characteristic forms. A trivial conservation law 
implies a trivial characteristic, and vice versa.
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3.3 The difference variational bicomplex
As we know, the variational bicomplex is a useful structure for understanding conservation laws 
of a system of differential equations [4, 5, 54]. In this subsection, we build the corresponding 
structure for difference equations, and call it the difference variational bicomplex.
3.3.1 The construction
Consider a given difference system with independent variables n =  (n ^ n 2, . . .  ,n p) G Zp, and 
dependent variables u = {u1 ,u2, . . .  , uq) e U  C R q. The solutions u = f (n)  could be viewed as 
lying on the section s(n) = (n, f (n))  of the trivial bundle tt : ZP x [7 -> Zp with 7r(n, u) = n, 
implying that Z? is viewed as the base space.
When studying the geometric properties of a difference system, such as symmetries and 
conservation laws, the infinitely prolonged fibre bundle is a convenient setting. We call it the 
prolongation bundle and denote it by pr^00)(Zp x U), which has induced local coordinates
(n, It, tt{l} , U{2}, • • • 5 —1} ; '^ { — 2} ) • • (3.17)
where U{ky denotes all the /cth-order shifts of u. For a simple example, we have =  {m“J ,  
with uf. = S i f a (n). Different from the jet bundle, the agreement of the shifts of two sections s1 
and s2 of ZP x Z7 at n implies si and si are the same section, instead of equivalent sections. All 
the forms on pr(°°)(ZP x U) compose its full exterior algebra, and we call them the differential- 
difference forms. The wedge product has the same properties as in the differential case. An 
exterior differential-difference operator dA, inspired by the exterior derivative in differential 
geometry, is defined as
d4 / (n , [«]) := £  (Si -  id )/(n , M)Ai +  ^  dvU5, (3.18)
where A* =  dAnl is the difference 1-form in the «-direction, dvu^ is the usual exterior derivative 
du j when it is constrained to the fibre, J  = ( j i , j 2, . . . ,  j p) is a p-tuple with each component 
running from -oo  to oo, and /(n , [u]) is a function with arguments
(n, u, rt{i}> • • •, jCi}; w{—i}; • • • ? u{—k 2}) (3.19)
for some K i , K 2 e  N0 and it is smooth with respect to all continuous arguments. The operator 
dA satisfies many useful properties that the exterior derivative has, such as linearity; the most 
important is dAdA =  0 , which will be proved later.
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The definition (3.18) of the exterior differential-difference operator dA implies that a basis 
for the set of all 1-forms can be chosen as
A \  dvua, dvWi , dvWj, . (3.20)
Let (Di , .  . . ,Dp)  be the dual operators of (A1, . . . ,  Ap), which satisfy
D f jA-7 =  ôj, D f j d vUj =  0, for all a, J. (3.21)
Elements of a vector space generated by { D f, . . . ,  D^}  and {<9U°=, , . . . ,  du^,. . .}  are called
the differential-difference vector fields. Each vector field is a linear combination of the gener­
ators whose coefficients are functions of the type f (n,  [u]). Now consider the set fl of all the 
differential-difference forms on p r (oo) ( I f  x [/), on which dA can be naturally extended. A form 
cv G f2 is called a contact (or vertical) form if
((7r°°)-i(n))*w =  0 , (3.22)
at every point n, where tt00 : p r (oo) (Zp x [7) -> Zp is the trivial bundle with projections
’(n, u, U {i},. . .  . . . )  =  n. (3.23)
The set C of contact forms is an ideal of Cl, as for all cv £ C,
( ( ^ ) - 'W ) * K w )  =  ((7T -)-:W )
d c o
^  A" A (Si -  id)w +  dvW“ A
a , J
=  5 3  a 6 a  ( s ^
a , J dv“ ? A
=  '(n))" ( d v t i j )  A ((ir00) ‘ (n))* (jj â^
(3.24)
Ot,J 
=  0,
that is, dAw G C. In (3.24), when applying the shift map Si to a form w, one would keep 
in mind that, for example, Si ( d v U j )  =  dvUj+1., and the derivative is only applied to 
the coefficients of cu. Moreover, for the second equality, the commutativity of the shift 5< and 
((7r00)~1 (n))* is used, which is verified as follows. Take an m-form eu G $1, for any m > 0, and
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any vector fields X i,X 2, . . . , X m. Thus
(Xu X 2, . . . , X m)
=  Si [((7r“ ) - 1(n))*w(S_liX 1,S _ i (X 2, . . . , S _ l iX m)]
=  Si [ w ( ( ( ^ ) - ' W ) , ( S _ i ,X i ) ,  ((7r“ ’) - 1(n ) ) , (S -1,X 2) , ( ( O ' V M . O S - i , * ™ ) ) ]
=  Sj [M(S-i,((7r” ) - 1(n))»X i,S_1|((ir” ) - 1(n))»X2, . . . ,S _ l i ((7r“ ) - 1(n))»Xm)]
=  SiW (((7r°°)-i(n)),Xi, ((7r“ ) - 1(n)),X2, ( ( 7r“ ) - 1(n)) ,X m))
=  ((T“ ) - 1(n))*SiW(X1,X 2, . . . , X m),
(3.25)
which implies 5 'i((7r00)- 1 (n))* =  ((7r00)- 1 (n))*S'i. For the third equality, the result is applied 
that, for any function f(n,[u]),
((7r00)_ 1 (n))*(S,- i iXfc)/(n , [u]) =  (5_iiX fc)(/(n , [«]) o (tt00)-1 ^ ) )
=  S - U [Xk (Si (f(n,  [u]) o (tt00)" 1^ ) ) ) ]
=  s - i i  [((7r00) " 1 (n))*Xfe(S'i/(n, [u]))]
=  ('s,- i i ( ( 7r00)- 1 (n ))*^fc) /(n , M),
(3.26)
i.e., for 1 < & < m, the equality ((7r00)- 1 (n))*(S'_iiXfc) =  5 _ ii ((7r00)- 1 (n))*Xfc holds.
An induced basis for Q is the set of 1-forms (3.20) and higher-order forms by use of the 
wedge product. A (k + 1)-form iv is said to be of type (k, I) if it can be written in the following 
form
w =  (n - M )A il a  • • • a  ^  a  dv« ;;  a  • ■ ■ a  dvU"-. (3.27)
Denote the set of all the differential-difference (k, Z)-forms on pr^00^  (Zp x U) by f2fc,z. Then the
definition in (3.18) provides a natural splitting of dA into the horizontal and vertical parts as
dA =  d£ + d v, (3.28)
where
d ^ ^ A ^ - i d ) ,  dv =  ^ d v^ A ^ .  (3.29)
i a,J J
The action of D f on any given form a 6  fZfc,z is defined as
=  ( ^  _  id)(r. (3.30)
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P roposition  3.3.1. The following identity holds for any (k, l)-form a,
D f j d Aa  +  dA(D f jct) =  (Si — id)cr. (3.31)
Proof The second term on the left-hand side can be expressed as follows: 
dA (Da jc7) =  dg (D f jct) +  dv (D f jct)
= J 2 A j A -  id) +  5 3  dvW“ A
J a ,J  J
= E  A' A (D.-xs,- -  id)c7)+ £  c u ?  a ( a 1^ )
=  A  Ai A -  M)»)  +  5 3  (D fuA ') A (S, -  id)o' (3.32)
- A *  Y j 3 d . u 5 A ^
\ a , J  J
= — D f  j  d£ ex + (S’j — id) a — DA j  dv<7 
=  -  D A j  d Acr +  (S i — id)cr,
which finishes the proof. □
The identity (3.31) looks like the Cartan’s formula,
<7 =  D ^ jd A<7 +  dA(DA_,<r), (3 .3 3 )
if the Lie derivative is defined as Cp^cr = (Si — id)<7 .
P ro p o sitio n  3.3.2. For the operators given in (3.29), the following equalities are obtained
d£d£ =  0, d£dv =  - d X ,  dvdv =  0, (3.34)
which imply
and
dAdA =  0 (3.35)
dg : Qfc’z ->• f2fc+1’z, dv : f2fc’z - 4  f2fc’z+1. (3.36)
Proof. The first and third equalities in (3.34) are proved in exactly the same way as their 
counterparts in the continuous case; the proofs are omitted here. Any w 6 f2fc,z has a local
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representation given by (3.27). Therefore
d^dyw  =  d^  d y ^  A A*: A A A*" A d ^ u ^  A . . .  A dvU%
=  ^ A io A Si, A A ^  A - . .  A A*" A d ^ w ^  A . . .  A d ^ '
-  d ^ - ^ a i , . . . , a i  d v U ^  A  A*1 A  • • • A  A ik A  dvUj^ A  . . .  A  d v U j zz
=  ^ A i o  A
QQ.
*0 d y W ^ + i .  A  ( A * :  A  - - - A  A * ' '  A  d y W ^  A  . . .  A  d v % % )
d “ j o + l lo
r >f J l , . . . , J l
1^ V**5^fc V * )
9 u Jo
= — dvUjo A
dvUj0 A  A*1 A  • ■ ■ A  A“ A  dvtij; A  • • ■ A  dvtl“‘
. / s   -
du^r
A * °  A  # 0  ( A * '  A  . . .  A  A ' "  A  d v U %  A  . . .  A  d ^ u g )
J o
-  A zo A  A * 1 A  • • •  A  Aifc A  d v w T  A . . .  A  d v < z
=  -  d v ( A * °  A  ( 5 i 0 - id)w) =  -  dyd^w.
(3.37)
Here for the fourth equality, we could denote J  =  Jo +  1 j0, and do the summation of Jo before 
that of %o, therefore, the summation of Jo could be replaced by that of J , which is independent 
of any given z0, as J  runs every index from —oo to oo (as does Jo). At the end, we make a 
change of index, Jq = J. □
Using (3.36), we can construct a double complex as follows; this is the difference variational 
bicomplex in our terminology. Any (&, Z)-form cv is said to be horizontally closed if d£iv =  0, and 
horizontally exact if there exists a differential-difference form 77 6  f2fc-1,z, such that uj = d^rj. 
The definitions for vertically closed forms and vertically exact forms are similar.
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dv
dê
fi1’2
de de DP" 1’2 de DP’2
de
D0’1 dhA n 1’1 dhA dh dhA DP’1 de
E —^D 0’0' de D1’0
de de DP- 1 ’0 de DP’0- de
Each column of the bicomplex is the analogue of a de Rham complex for an infinite­
dimensional space, which means that any vertically closed form iv is also vertically exact, which 
is to be proved later. However, for each row, it is not the analogue of a de Rham complex, as 
Poincare's Lemma fails. For example, for any I > 1, there exist horizontally closed (p, Z)-forms 
which are not horizontally exact. To sort out this problem, we define actions (or functionals) 
on Dp’z, Z > 1 to make each row exact as well.
D° ’2
D0 ’1
o— : D0’°
d£
d£
d£
D1’2
D1’1
D1’0
d£
du
d£
d£
d£
d£
d
Dp— 1,2 __ËÉ_
DP" 1’1
DP- 1 ’0
du
dhA
j a
DP’2  - ^ 2— 0
St
1 A
DP’1  0
dv
DP’0
In the graph above, the difference interior Euler operator is defined as
%A(w) =  5 3 y  dv^a A S - j  , for all w E DP’Z, Z > 1. (3.38)
For a Lagrangian J£[u\ =  L(n, [m])A1 A • • • A Ap e DP’0, = 0 gives the difference Euler-
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Lagrange equations ^ j  S - J  =  0, and EA =  XA dv : Qp’° -> ^ rl is called the difference
Euler-Lagrange operator. The operators 5A between two consecutive sets =  Xà(üp,l) and
JFZ+1 =  XA(f2p,z+1) are defined as 5A = XA dv, for I > 1.
P roposition  3.3.3. The difference interior Euler operator has the following two important 
features,
1. For any p G f2p-1,z, I > 1, XA(d^p) = 0.
2. For any uj G f2p,z, I > 1, there exists p G f2p-1,z, such that cu =  XA(w) +  and
XAXA = X A, ie ., XA zs a projection.
Proof. For the first property, any p G Dp_1,z, Z > 1, has a local coordinate representation
Specifically, since XA will not affect the horizontal parts of a differential-difference form, we get
M =  r t f c A . A 1 A ■ ■ • A A* A • • ■ A A*> A A • • ■ A cU J ;, (3.39)
which leads to
d£p = ^ ( - l ) fc+1A 1 A • • • A Ap A (5fc -  id) (^ p
k
For any a G Elk’1 and any p-tuple Jq, we have
(3.41)
^  (dhAt) =  0 -
To prove the second result, we know that any (p, Z)-form cu satisfies
(3.42)
Therefore,
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It is sufficient for one to prove that there exists some (p — 1, Z)-form 77“ , such that, for any J, a,
dhVj = dvu j  A ju /j -  dvua A . (3.44)
We only prove the simplest case of (3.44) when J  =  1*, and this result can be generalized to 
any J  by mathematical induction, as J  runs in a countable set 27. Now (3.44) becomes
diuf, =  d , <  A ( â | r ^ )  -  dvu" A (s_1( (  J L JC V (3.45)
which amounts to
77“. =  dvua A 
One can check this directly as
(3.46)
= E A t A
dvu« A ( S_i, ( g A j  (Dfju)
-  dv^“ A ( S-!, ( — J (D f jw)
- E d v " “  A  k i .  ( ^  ( A fc A ( D A j w ) )
k L
=dv““‘ A ( g < JU)  “  dv““ A ( s '-1‘ ( g < "
(3.47)
in which Afc A (D^juj) = ôfco is applied, as w E f2p,z. □
P ro p o sitio n  3.3.4. The operators 0$ =  XA dv : JFZ —)• ^ 'z+1, where =  XA(Op,z), I > 1, 
satisfy <5A5A = 0 .
Proof. For any w 6  f2p,z, I > 1, from Proposition 3.3.3, there exists p E Op_1,z, such that
dycu =  XA(dvcu) +  d^/2. (3.48)
Thus,
0 =  dydyW =  dvXA (dva;) +  dyd^P, (3.49)
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which implies that
0 =%A((WA(dvw)) +2A(dvd^)
=  ô$ô$(w) -  XA(dh(dv/i)) (3.50)
□
Now consider a Lie group G acting vertically on pr(°°)(Z? x U), and let the vertical vector 
field v be the infinitesimal generator. Let Qa = v j(d vu“), and note that v can be prolonged 
to the prolongation bundle pr(°°) (Zp x U) as
pr<“ )v =  Q 'g L  +  J2 {SuQa) (S-uQ01) 5 ^ -  +  • • •
* fc (3.51)
a , J J
where the summation for J  runs every index from —oo to oo, as it does through out this chapter. 
For simplicity, we denote the prolonged generator by v rather than p r ^ v .  There is a useful 
property of v via the difference variational bicomplex as follows.
P roposition  3.3.5. For all u j G f f l ’1, d£(v_ja;) =  —v_i d^cu.
Proof. The coordinate representation of cu is not necessary, as we have
dh(v-icv) = ^ 3  A 1 A [(Si -  id)(vjcv)]
=  5 3  A* A [Si(vjcu) — vjcu]
=  ^2 A1 A [v_i((Si -  id)cu)] (3.52)
=  — 5 3 v o[A* A ((Si — id)cu)]
i
=  — v j d^cu.
□
Given a (difference) Lagrangian Jzf =  L(n, [u])A1 A A2 A • • • A Ap G f2p,°, the vector field
v generates variational symmetries if and only if v(L) is a null Lagrangian, i.e., if and only if
there exists a p-tuple, /(n , [«]), such that
v(L) =  5 3 ( ^  -  id) / '( n i M)- (3.53)
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Equivalently, v generates variational symmetries if and only if there exists a differential- 
difference form cr G Dp_1,° such that
This is a coordinate-free deduction of Noether’s first theorem in the discrete case.
3.3.2 Exactness of the difference variational bicom plex
In this section, local exactness of the augmented difference variational bicomplex with respect 
to (Zp x U) is illustrated by the following three theorems.
T heorem  3.3.6. For each fc =  0 ,1 ,2 ,... ,p, the vertical complex
vj dvJz? =  d£cr. (3.54)
Locally, a can be written in terms of /(n , [it]) as
a  =  I )1 1/ î (n, [it])A1 A • • • A A* A • • • A A p. (3.55)
From the second fact in Proposition 3.3.3, one concludes that there exists a certain 77 G Op 1’\  
such that
d v ^  =  ^ ( ^ ) - d ^ . (3.56)
Then (3.54), (3.56) and Proposition 3.3.5 together imply that
dh (a -  VJ77) =  v j£ a (Jz?) (3.57)
which leads to a conservation law
dh(cr — vj??) =  0  on solutions of £ A(Jz?) =  0 . (3.58)
,fc,2 Jh (3.59)
is exact.
Proof. Denote the prolongation of the vertical vector field ua as
(3.60)
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whose flow on pr(°°) (Zp x [/) is a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms
exp(sR)(n, [it]) =  (n, e ^ i t , . . . ,  esRu j , ...) , (3.61)
satisfying2
d
ds exp(sR)(n, [it]) =  R. (3.62)s= 0
Then naturally there exist induced push-forward and pull-back mappings. Let us take any form 
o j G as the transformation only occurs in the continuous parts, we could define a derivative 
of o j as
exp(sR)*(o;) -  o j d
C r o j  =  lim
s-s-0 s ds
which implies that3
exp(sR)*(w), (3.63)
s= 0
■^exp(sR)* ( o j )  = exp(sR)*(£RCj). (3.64)
Therefore, as we can do in the continuous case [5], we define the vertical homotopy operators 
hk,t : f2fc,z -> n fc,z_1, / > 1 , parametrized by n 6  as follows:
/•i i
/  Texp((lnA)R)*(ajw)dA, (3.65)
Jo A
such that
oj = dv(hk’l(oj)) +  Zi^ ’z+1 (dva;). (3.66)
The integrand in (3.65) is a smooth function of A at A — 0, as Z > 1 . This finishes the proof. □  
T heorem  3.3.7. For each I > 1, the augmented horizontal complex
0 n 0’1 SI1’1 ^  QP-1'1 -%» QP’1 - ^ 4 ^ - 4  0 (3.67)
is exact.
Proof. It follows directly from Proposition 3.3.3 that ker J A =  imdfy The exactness of the last
part is implied by JPl = XA(f2p,z). A proof of the exactness of the left terms was obtained by
Zharinov [106].
□
2 Usually the operator exp is called the exponential mapping; it is a diffeomorphism as the discrete parts 
could be considered as fixed parameters.
3 In the continuous case, this derivative is exactly the Lie derivative, and we also refer to its notation and 
call it the Lie derivative accordingly. It satisfies all the properties that the standard Lie derivative has.
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T heorem  3.3.8. The boundary complex
(3.68)
is exact.
Proof. Hydon & Mansfield [42] proved this result except for the £ A term, which had already
been proved by Kupershmidt in [56]. □
3.3.3 D iscrete m echanics via the difference variational bicom plex
In [69] and references therein, scholars developed discrete mechanics, using the usual standard 
approach in classical mechanics, i.e., studying the equations of motion on a manifold equipped 
with a closed nondegenerate two-form. The authors [15] used the (differential) variational 
bicomplex to re-examine the classical mechanics, and we do it similarly for discrete mechanics 
via the difference variational bicomplex.
For simplicity, we take the configuration space Q as Q — Z, and the fibre over it U =  R2. 
Let (m, (?Ti,Pn) denote the canonical coordinates for the cross space E  = Q x U, and let
be the associated closed nondegenerate two-form on U. Suppose the vector field v : [/ —>■ TU  is 
an infinitesimal generator of a one-parameter Lie group of diffeomorphisms that preserves wo, 
that is, £ vwo =  0. This implies the existence of a function i f  : [ / —>• R of the form H(qn,pn), 
which is called a Hamiltonian, such that
This system is equivalent to the Euler-A method (with fixed step length 1) for a continuous 
Hamiltonian system [60]. Similarly to a continuous Hamiltonian system, it can be written as a 
self-adjoint form,
cvq = dpn A dqn (3.69)
vjwo =  — dif. (3.70)
Therefore, v is given by v =  and we represent the corresponding map as
follows:
(3.71)
(3.72)
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where V is the divergence operator.
By virtue of the difference variational bicomplex, A n is a basis for the horizontal difference 
one-form, and let u) G fl0,2 be the vertically closed nondegenerate two-form on U:
T heorem  3.3.9. Let E  = Z x U  be equipped with a vertically closed, nondegenerate (0,2)-form
of the equations of motion (3.71).
Proof. Expand d^w in the following way
d^cu =  dh (dvPn A dy^Tj—i)
=  dh (dv(pn dvÇn—i))
~  dv (djj (pn dyQ'n—l))
(3.75)
=  dv((pn+i pn)An A ô.vqn -j- pnAn A dv(çn 9n—i))
— dv((Pn+i Pn)^n  A dvçn dv(pn(çn Çn—i)A n) T  (çn qn—\} dvpn A An)
— dv((pn+i P n ) An A dvçn T  (,Qn 9n—i) dvPn A An) 5
here the fifth equality holds because
fiv(Pn(Çn Qn—l)^ n )  ~  (.Qn 9n—l) dvPn A An T  pn dy(Çn Qn—l) A An. (3.76)
Hence, from (3.75) and d^w =  0, there exists a (1,0)-form with local coordinate representation 
= H(qn,pn)A n, such that
UJ — dvPn A dvÇn—!• (3.73)
This allows us to represent the flow equivalently in a coordinate-free way. On solutions of (3.71)
we see that
(3.74)
uj as in ( 3 . 7 3 ) .  Then, locally, there exists a Hamiltonian if and only ifd ^ u  — 0  on each solution
(Pn+l P n ) ^ n  A dvÇn -(- ((jn Qn—l') dvPn A A n — dy^Sf, (3.77)
which implies (3.71).
The same construction works if H  is non-autonomous, that is, H  = H (n,qn,pn).
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Conversely, (3.71) gives conservation of symplecticity as
d£w = A n A (S — id)w
— A n A (dvPn+i dvçn dvp n A dvçn_ i)
=  A n A (dv(pn+ i Pn) A dvgn T dvPn A dv(Çn Qn—l)) 5
(3.78)
which implies
d£iv =  0 on the solutions of (3.71). (3.79)
□
3.3.4 M ultisym plectic system s
Multisymplectic structure generalizes classical Hamiltonian structure; it was first introduced 
by Bridges [13]. The multisymplectic formulation is very useful; interested readers may refer 
to [12, 14, 16, 21] for some of its applications.
A system of PDFs is multisymplectic if (but not only if) it can be represented as a variational 
problem with a Lagrangian [39]:
(3.80)
Hence the Euler-Lagrange equations are
(3.81)
where
(3.82)
Bridges [13] showed that closed symplectic two-forms are then well defined,
k1 =  ^A^g(u) àua A d? /, (3.83)
and he called the conservation law DiK1 =  0 a structural conservation law. Bridges, Hydon &; 
Lawson [15] generalized this by using the differential variational bicomplex. Instead of closed 
symplectic forms, one has vertically closed symplectic forms:
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the structural conservation law shares the same property that DiK1 vanishes on solutions of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations.
Similarly, for a system of partial difference equations (PAEs), a prerequisite of its multi- 
symplecticity is the existence of vertically closed (0 , 2 )-forms
k? =  ^ 2  Kapi12’u) dv#* A dvu^, (3.85)
a<P
where are smooth functions with respect to the dependent variable u. Then the closed
(0,2)-forms given by (3.85) satisfy the condition for conservation laws, i.e., the divergence
expression
D A M  =  0, (3.86)
holds on solutions of the given system of PAEs. Define the volume element vol on Zp locally 
to be a (p, 0 )-form
vol =  A i A A^ A - - - A AP. (3.87)
Let
(  =  «'DA (3.88)
be a difference vector field (a differential-difference vector field without differential components) 
with components that are vertically closed (2,0)-forms. This amounts to the definition of a 
(p — 1 , 2 )-form given by
cj = Cj vol. (3.89)
Then, since
d^w =  A*: A (D^K*) A (D f jvol)
(3.90)
= D £k1 A vol,
we see that the conservation of symplecticity corresponds to the condition d^cu =  0 .
Conversely, let w be a vertically closed (p — 1,2)-form on the space E  = Zp x U  with U C R9, 
and suppose on all solutions of some system of first-order PAEs, one has
d^w =  0. (3.91)
Under local coordinates, the (p — 1,2)-form cu can be written as
cu =  fap(n, u) dvua A dytV3 A (Df j  vol). (3.92)
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Prom (3.89), we see w =  (_ivol =  k* A (D fjvol), and hence the vertically closed (0,2)-forms 
are obtained,
K% =  /a,6 (n )u) dvWa A dvU13. (3.93)
These forms k1 are conserved because d£cv =  D ^k1 A vol and d^tv vanishes on solutions of the 
difference system. This implies the multisymplecticity of the system.
Now we are going to propose a systematic method, with which one can proceed from a 
multisymplectic structure to an equivalent difference Lagrangian structure. As w is a vertically 
closed (p — l,2)-form, there exists p E fF - 1 ,1  such that
âvp = oo. (3.94)
Then from (3.91), we conclude that on all solutions of the given system,
dvd^p =  -  d^dvp =  -  d^w =  0, (3.95)
which i m p l ie s  the existence (locally) of a (p, 0 )-form Jzf, such that on all solutions
d^p =  dv^f. (3.96)
Therefore, as
£ A( ^ )  =  XA(dv~5f) =  XA(dhP) =  0 (on the solutions), (3.97)
we see that i f  is a Lagrangian (p, 0)-form for the system of PAEs.
One can also use multimomentum maps for discrete multisymplectic systems. Let G denote 
a Lie group of transformations preserving the form w, and let be the infinitesimal generator 
with £ E g satisfying
exp(t£)(n,u), (3.98)
t=o
where g is the associated Lie algebra. Obviously the characteristic for vg is Qa = v ej d vua . 
Assume that v cjcu is a vertically exact form; then there exists some Af E Dp_1’° such that
=  dvA(. (3.99)
Let q* denote the dual space of the Lie algebra g, with which we define the discrete multimo-
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mentum map J  : —>■ g* <g> 1,0 as
J{ri, M)(C) =  Af (n, [u]). (3.100)
To finish this section, the conditions for the (p — 1,0)-form to be the form of a conservation
law given in (3.58) for the difference Euler-Lagrange equations associated with multisymplectic
systems are deduced. Suppose that one is given a Lagrangian (p, 0)-form
j£f =  L^(n,u) d £ t /  A (D f jvol) — H (n, u) vol, (3.101)
where H (n, u) is smooth with respect to u. Through a direct calculation, one can get
Lp(n, u) d^u^ A (Df j vol) =  L^(n, u)D^u^ vol, (3.102)
with which we find the difference Euler-Lagrange equations associated with the Lagrangian 
form (3.101) as
E  -  M X  +  E  (S -., -  id)L‘ (», «) -  =  0 . (3.103)
i,P i
Then the following (p — 1, l)-form rj is verified to satisfy (3.56),
r} = Y 2  (S'_iiL^(n,u)) dvua A (D f jvol), (3.104)
z,a
and it leads to a multisymplectic (p — 1 , 2 )-form as follows:
CO : dvp
= E (S-^dL‘duf'U)) A d v u “  A  ( D f j v o l ) .  ( 3 ' 1 0 5 )
i,a,P ^ '
Conversely, for a linear system of PAEs, if there is a vertically closed (p — 1 ,2 )-form co satisfying 
d^cu =  0, then there exists a Lagrangian of the form (3.101). Therefore, the deduction on page 
54 (or the fact of (3.58)) leads to a discrete multimomentum map with
\ç  = <j£- v^jp. (3.106)
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Therefore, the extra conditions for Ag to be a conservation law are
dvA? =  V$jy’ (3.107)
dhAe =
Here, the first condition follows directly from (3.99), and the other one is obtained as
d£Ac =  d£fo  -  v j^T?)
=  v {j d vi f - < ( v £j))) (3108)
=  vcj(d v^ f  +  d£ri)
= vCj ^ A(^f),
where (3.54), Proposition 3.3.5 and (3.56) are used in the last three equalities, respectively. 
Locally we write Af G f2p-1,° as
A^  =  A|(n, [w])Z)f jvol, (3.109)
then the second condition in (3.107) has a local representation
— id)A^ — Qa -  W + B » -.. - —  0 . 
(3.110)
These are the constraints for Ag to be a conservation law.
T heorem  3.3.10. For the multisymplectic system given in (3.103), any discrete multimomen­
tum map J(n , [u])(0 =  Ae(n, [u]) satisfying (3.107) gives rise to a conservation law d^Ag =  0, 
on all solutions of the system.
3.3.5 Exam ples
This subsection is devoted to illustrating the construction above, by use of some examples. The 
first example gives a method for constructing the vector field with (0 , 2 )-forms as components. 
The second one gives us an example for constructing conservation laws for multisymplectic 
systems via the multisymplectic maps. In the last example, we obtain some constraints, with 
which the infinitesimal generators might contribute to discrete multimomentum maps.
E xam ple 3.3.11. Assume that the configuration space Q is a three-dimensional discrete space
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with local coordinates n = {n1 ,n 2 ,n 2), and let u E U c R .  Consider a Lagrangian (3,0)-form
3
Jzf =  d£w A (D fjvol) — H (n,u) vol, (3.111)
i= l
which leads to the following multisymplectic PAE
3 r
E
2 = 1
f)Ti
— id)u +  ( S - i i — id)L*
dH
du
The corresponding multisymplectic (2,2)-form is
oo E
i=l
Qf i
5 -1 ,—  ) dyfS-i.u) A dyu A (D*_ivol)
Therefore the vector field of vertically closed (0,2)-forms has components
dD
(3.112)
(3.113)
— ( S'_ii J dv(S'_iju) A dvw.
Exam ple 3.3.12. Consider a difference Euler-Lagrange equation on a discrete graph
(3.114)
^ 1,0 +  W-1,0 +  Wo,! +  Mo,-l — 4uo,0 — 0 , (3.115)
where wo,o =  uni^ n2, w1]0 =  wni+ l i n 2 and so on. It is easily verified that it is of form (3.103) 
with
L 1 = L 2 — u0 ,o, H  = 0, (3.116)
and V£ =  q£— is an infinitesimal generator of its symmetries. From (3.105), the multisym­
plectic structure is
00 = dvw_i)0 A dvM0,o A A 2 -  dvw0,_i A dvwo,o A A 1, (3.117)
the form  =  dvA^  is vertically exact with
Af — (wo,-i — wo)o)A1 +  (uo,o — w_i)o)A^ (3.118)
Hence the components are A| =  ito,o — W-i.o? and A| =  —(wo,-i — wo,o)- Therefore, (3.110) 
amounts to a conservation law
2
T ;  (Si — id) (A| — w0,o +  S'_iiwo,o) = 0  on the solutions of (3.115). (3.119)
i=l
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E xam ple 3.3.13. Consider the following discrete Lagrangian function
L — (w1)0 uo,i) uo,o H (3.120)
with Hamiltonian
H  = — (uJj0 +  uI q) «0,0 -  C'ln 'uo,0 ) (3.121)
where C is constant. It has an equivalent representation as a Lagrangian form given in (3.101) 
with nonzero components
L \ = —«o,05 -&1 — wo,05 (3.122)
which leads to the associated difference Euler-Lagrange equations
«0 , - 1  -  u-i,o  +  uo,o =  °5 
< «o.o +  «0,0 +  ^  =  ° ’
0,1 - « 1,0 + « 0,0 =  °-
It is a multisymplectic system with an underlying multisymplectic (1,2)-form as follows
(3.123)
oj — — dv« li,o  ^ dy«o o A A dv«o,—i A dv«o,o A A . (3.124)
Denote the infinitesimal generators of symmetries and the (1,0)-form Ag respectively by
=  Qc d«:0,0
(3.125)
and
Xf =  A| (D fjvol)
=  AjA2 -  AjA1.
Therefore, dvA^  =  v^jcu leads to
Q =  -'S'i
aA|
a« i^ o  a « ^  ' 
aAl
^«0,0 ^«0,0
(3.126)
(3.127)
wMc/i zmpZies A| =  A |(« \^ ,« ^ o ,« !_ i,o ) , ^  =  A ^ (« \? f ,«^o,«o,i); A| «Tie Zmear mtA
respect to the continuous variables. Thus, only special types of infinitesimal generators whose 
characteristics satisfy Q1 =  Q1^ 1,^ 2) and Q3 = Q3 (n1 ,n 2) can contribute to discrete multi-
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momentum maps.
3.4 Spectral sequence of difference variational bicomplex 
by exact couples
In Chapter 2, we constructed the spectral sequence of the (differential) variational bicomplex. 
Similarly, with the difference variational bicomplex obtained in this chapter, we can construct 
the corresponding spectral sequence by exact couples. We only state the facts and omit the 
detailed proofs since they are essentially repeats of the ones in Chapter 2.
Consider a difference system A L of the type (3.10) on the prolongation bundle pr(°°) (Zp x U). 
When A A is the empty set, this is exactly the analogue of the case that we considered in Section 
3.3. We will focus on the general case and return to this special case later. The infinite shifts of 
the system A A in all directions may be denoted as A A('00-). However, for the sake of simplicity, 
we use A A for the basic system and all its shifts.
Let us recall that the exterior differential-difference operator dA is given by (3.18), which can 
be split into horizontal and vertical parts. We denote the (differential-difference) (m, /)-forms on 
the prolongation bundle with constraint A A by flrn,l(A A), where m  and I are the horizontal and 
vertical indices respectively. Using the same terms as for the differential variational bicomplex, 
we call a vertical form a contact form and write the set of differential-difference forms with at 
least I contact components as ClQ*(AA). Moreover, we denote the set of horizontal forms 
by Q,q (Aa). Similarly to the differential case, the relation between conservation laws and 
differential-difference forms is given by the following remark.
R em ark  3.4.1. A p-tuple P  associated with a difference system A A can be rewritten as a 
(differential-)difference form uj € Uq_ 1 (Ma ) that
o j =  ^ ( - l ^ P ' A 1 A . . .  A A . . .  A A p. (3.128)
Therefore, the statement that P  is a conservation law is equivalent to d^cv =  0 on A A, that is, 
u j  G ker d£ on solutions of the difference system.
R em ark  3.4.2. When I = 0, C°f2*(AA) =  fI*(AA); for any I, ClQ,*(AA) is an ideal ofQ *(AA) 
since
dA(C 'n * (^ ) )  G (3-129)
We may construct the spectral sequence (Elr’m(A A), d^m(AA)) for r  > 1 from the bicomplex
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presented in Section 3.3 or equivalently from the following filtration4
=) 3  =) -  - 3  D D - - - .  (s .is i)
The filtration provides us two homomorphisms, an inclusion
fA : J I + -+ (3.132)
and a quotient map
gA . C^+™(.4A) (3.133)
and the latter is surjective. They give rise to the following short exact sequence
o - 4- c l+1n l+m(Aà) A  c lQ,l+m(AA) A  c ln l+rn(AA)/c l+1n l+rn(AA) —> o. (3.134)
Denote
E ^ ( ^ )  : = C ^ ^ ( ^ ) / ^ + ^ ' + ^ ( ^ ) ,  (3.135)
which is obviously isomorphic to ClQ,l(AA) C f2ol (AA), or equivalently, the set of (m, /)-forms,
n ^ ^ ( ^ A).
When m  varies, two neighboring short exact sequences in (3.134) are connected to each 
other and hence give rise to columns of complexes for every fixed I. The homomorphisms I A
and eA play the roles of chain maps between two of the columns. For instance, we have a finite
complex (with p = dim n)
0  — ► Cltll(AA) A ••• A ClQ,l+m~1(AA) A  Clül+rn{AA) A c zf2z+m+1(AA) A • • • 
A c lnl+p{AA) — > o,
(3.136)
and an induced one (by the finite complex and the short exact sequence)
0  — >--------> Czfiz+rn""1(AA)/Cz+1flz+7n~ 1(AA) "A' Clnl+rn{AA)/Cl+1nl+m(AA)
A  c lo,l+Tn+1 ( a a ) / c l+1 n l+rn+1 ( a a ) — ► • • •,
(3.137)
4It is a finite filtration for each degree, since
n l+m(Aà) d c 1f2z+Tn(AA) 3  . . .  D c ln l+m(AA) d  c l+ln l+rn(AA) d  • • o  c l+m+1n l+rn(Aà) =  o. (3.130)
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where for any u j € Czf2z+m(AA), we define do’m(eA(c<;)) := eA (d^cu) and hence we have
do^odo’771" 1 =  0. (3.138)
Their cohomology groups are accordingly denoted by
( ( }) ' { im dj : CW+™-i(A«) -> C‘m ™ (A * )}  (3  39)
and
{ ker di’7711
H l+m (C10 ,+m(AA)/C,+1n i+”1(AA)) :=  L .  (3.140)
{im d''”*-1}
The Snake Lemma [1 1 ] states that one may build a long exact sequence from short exact 
ones. Therefore, (3.134) implies the following long exact sequence
Hl+m(Cl+1nl+rn(AA)) -^4 Hl+m(Clnl+m(AA)) A  Hz+m(CzQz+m(Aa)/Cz+1 (AA))
A » ^-Z+m+l ^ z+l^Z+m+ 1 ^  J i^  jjl+m+1 ^ l^l+m +l ^  _
(3.141)
The first leaf of the spectral sequence is given by
E|'™(MA) =  (C^+™(.AA)/C:+in:+™(.AA)) (3.142)
and let us denote
D|'™(MA) := (C ^(+^(^A)) . (3.143)
For simplicity, sometimes we omit the constraint A A. Denote the bigraded modules respectively 
by Ei := <g>El1,rn and Di := The maps n , j i  and ki are of bidegrees (-1 ,1 ), (0,0) and
(1 , 0 ) respectively.
D efinition 3.4.3. 1. The map i{m : _D[’m —»■ D 1^ 1 ,m +1 is induced from the inclusion 7A.
For any w € ker d^ : ClQl+m(A A) -)■ ClQl+rn+1(A A), define
4 ’m =  [IA(oj)]Di-i,m-i. (3.144)
2. The map j ^ 771 : —> E l1,m is induced from the quotient map eA. Similarly, for any
element to € ker d£ : ClQ,l+m(A A) ->• Czfiz+m+1 (AA), define
3i =  [eA (cv)]£;]-m • (3.145)
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3. For any oj G ClQ,l+m(A A) such that e A(oj) G ker do’™, we define the m ap k^171 as
h l,m  .T?l,m  T-xZ+l.m
1 " 1 1 (3.146)
[eA(w )]£;I,m H- [ d h ^ p i  + l.m .
Therefore, we obtain an exact couple as follows:
h
can
as
To prove its exactness, an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 2.4.8 
be used. Define the morphisms dl{m(A A) : E l{m ->• E l1+1,rn associated with this exact couple
(3.147)
which satisfy dz1+1,Tno dl{m = 0 .
Suppose the r-th  leaf is obtained as (E^m(AA), d^m(AA)), and the maps ir , j r and kr with 
bidegrees (-1 ,1 ), (r -  1 , - r  +  1) and (1,0) respectively are also achieved. Let us define
2 %  := { im f-i'™ -i}  (3.148)
and .
f k e r d ^ j
-  { Y — ■}• e w
where the morphisms are given by dl; m := j lr+1’m ° By using the same inductive method 
that was used in Chapter 2 (page 37), we obtain the next leaf of the spectral sequence. The 
maps fy+i, jr+i and kr+i are induced from the previous ones in a way that is similar to that 
shown on page 37 and we do not repeat them here.
As Eo,m(AA) is isomorphic to ClÜl(A A) <8 > D ^(A A), and dl0’m is induced from dfy the first 
leaf F l1’m(AA) is isomorphic to the set of cohomology groups I l l+m(ClQl(AA) 0  f2™(AA)) with 
respect to the following complex
0 — > c 'f i 'tA 6) S  c ‘n ‘(A*) ® fii(AA) - ^ • ■ ■ ^ 4  c 'n 'tA * ) ® n ^ A A) —> o. (3.150)
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The finiteness of the filtration implies that the spectral sequence converges to
E l^ { A h) = H l+rn(Cl&l+m (AA)) /H l+m {Cl+1ü l+rn (Aa ))
(3.151)
Theorem  3.4.4. For any r > l ,  we have
8 W .4 A )) . (3.152)
R em ark  3.4.5. Obviously, when m > p ,  for any r, I, the modules vanish so that E^m(AA) =  0 . 
Moreover, Wmn AA zs am empty set, tAe comptezes m are ezactty tAe mws 0/  tAe
(t#remce wrzatzomat bzcompZez pzuem am pape 50, t/zem its aractmess zmpties tAat /o r a/Z r, Z amZ
any m ^ p ,
We have shown that the similar splitting structures of the differential d and the differential- 
difference operator d into horizontal and vertical parts allow us to use the exact couple method 
to deal with both differential and difference variational bicomplexes.
To state Vinogradov’s approach [52, 54, 98, 99], let us recall some technical details first. 
Denote the space of smooth functions on the infinitely prolonged jet bundle by F  (A). An 
J r(A)-module is called horizontal if it is isomorphic to the module of sections (Jfc T (^ (^ )) with 
tt  the pullback mapping and £ is a finite-dimensional vector bundle over M . For instance, 
r$(A ) is a horizontal module. A differential operator is called C-differential if it is a linear 
combination of the liftings of some differential operators between sections of vector bundles over 
M . A general definition for lifting of a differential operator can be found in [5 4 ]; for a simple 
example, the total derivative operator Di is the lifting of ^L . According to Vinogradov, to 
achieve the spectral sequence (based on the differential variational bicomplex), the isomorphism 
between Cpf2p(A) and a space (or subspace) of the C-differential operators between horizontal 
modules is applied. For the difference variational bicomplex, it is obvious that the space M  is 
replaced by a discrete one Zp, which makes it difficult to apply the differential methodology 
one needs in the differential case. However, our exact couple method avoids this problem.
3.5 Generalization to nonuniform meshes
As we see, for the difference variational bicomplex considered above, we consider only uniform 
discrete independent variables, that is, n  E Zp. However, with practical problems such as dis-
£*’m(AA) =  0. (3.153)
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cretization or numerical methods with respect to a differential system, we frequently encounter 
spaces of independent variables that are not Zp. Suppose the difference system is built on a 
space coordinatized by (xn,u n) where x n and un are the independent and dependent variables. 
The dimensions of x n and n  are the same p, while we set the dimension of un to be q. Denote 
the step or the distance of two mesh points in each direction as
^  ^(•Z'n+lj) î = T 2, . . . ,p, (3.154)
where d(-, •) is the distance with respect to a given metric.
R em ark  3.5.1. I f  these points {æn} are located in the Euclidean space M.p, then the distance 
is = Æn+u — Xn- Otherwise, it could be very complicated. For example, if  the points are on 
a Riemannian manifold, then obviously the distance connecting two points will be the length of 
the shortest geodesic between them.
We define the differential-difference operator dAn under the mesh viewpoint by a summation 
of a horizontal operator d£n and a vertical (contact) one dv as follows:
dA" = d g " + d v ,  (3.155)
where
< •  : = X X A ^ i ^  (3-156)
and
rl- • =  ' V  A
dudv dv-LtJ A (3.157)
Here the horizontal difference forms are =  r^A*.
R em ark  3.5.2. When goes to 0, A^ tends to dæ* and — tends to the total derivative 
operator Di approximately. Therefore, the horizontal operator d£n is an approximation of the 
horizontal operator dh =  dz* A Di given in Chapter 2.
Rewrite the horizontal operator as follows:
< "  = E  A» A = E  A = E  A‘ A (s < - id). (3.158)
which is exactly the same as the horizontal part d£ we considered with respect to the uniform 
space Zp. Therefore, the two differential-difference operators dAn and dA are the .same for 
any rn. All properties related to differential-difference operator of the uniform case suit the
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nonuniform one perfectly.
T heorem  3.5.3. The difference variational bicomplex with respect to nonuniform discrete space 
(or from a mesh viewpoint) shares the same structure as the one with respect to uniform discrete 
space has. Hence, their spectral sequences are isomorphic to each other.
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Chapter 4
The moving frame m ethod and 
its applications
His wisdom will not be far-reaching whose purpose is not firm;
His action will not be effective whose promises are not kept.
Micius (About 470 ~  391 BC, Eastern Zhou Dynasty)
Noether’s famous first theorem establishes a connection between finite-dimensional groups 
of variational symmetries and conservation laws, by their characteristics (see Chapter 2, or 
[75, 76]). However, it only applies to Euler-Lagrange systems of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya 
form. Otherwise, nontrivial variational symmetries may amount to trivial conservation laws. 
Eels h  Olver [23, 24] developed Cartan’s moving frame methodology, which is a powerful tool 
for studying geometric properties of submanifolds under the action of a transformation group. 
Gonçalves and Mansfield applied this approach to invariant variational problems and described 
Noether’s conservation laws explicitly [28, 30, 63]. As an important part of this chapter, we 
obtain a counterpart to their work, a discrete version considering invariant difference variational 
problems, which provides the Noether’s discrete conservation laws explicitly.
The other part of this chapter contributes to Noether’s second theorem by use of the moving 
frame method. Noether’s paper [75] also contains another part, the so called Noether’s second 
theorem, which says that if a variational problem’s symmetries depend on an arbitrary function, 
there exists a differential relationship between its Euler-Lagrange equations. Hydon & Mans­
field [43] provided a simple proof, with which one may construct the differential relationship 
explicitly. They generalized their method to problems possessing symmetries depending on a
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set of free or partly constrained functions as well. Our work on infinite-dimensional symmetries 
is essentially based on their construction, but differs from it by using the moving frame method 
to determine an invariant form of the result.
We introduce an infinite version of the Adjoint action corresponding to infinite-dimensional 
groups of symmetries, which is then applied to understand the invariant version of Noether’s 
second theorem via the moving frame method. Other than that, our method can also be 
generalized to all the differential cases Hydon & Mansfield considered in [43]. The simple 
example of electromagnetic field with abelian gauge symmetries illustrates the method very 
well. Examples whose characteristics depend on constrained functions are investigated and 
conservation laws are constructed. In the last two examples, the Yang-Mills fields and Higgs 
mechanics with non-abelian local SU (2) gauge symmetries, our method is used to obtain the 
three differential relationships among the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations, since the group 
of variational symmetries depends on three free arbitrary smooth functions.
4 . 1  Group actions and their Adjoint actions, moving frames
Let (G, •) be a Lie group and M  a finite-dimensional smooth manifold. Here • is the group
product of G and we let e denote the identity. Then G is a Lie transformation group acting on
M  [2, 19] if there exists a smooth map
T  :G  x M  -4 M, (4,1)
for any z e  M , satisfying
T(e, z) =  z (4.2)
and one of the following composition rules
T(g 2 , T(gi , z ) )  =  T(g2 -gi , z) ,
^4.oJ
T ( p 2 , T ( p i ,  z ) )  =  T ( r n  - 9 2 , 4 -
We call the actions satisfying the first and the second composition rules left and right actions, 
respectively. A group action will also be represented as 9  o z. Only right actions are considered 
in this thesis; theories with respect to left actions are similar.
R em ark  4.1.1. From now on, we assume that the group action is free, i.e., the stabilizer Gz
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for any point z £ M  is trivial:
{g G G\g o z = z] Gz = {e}. (4.4)
A group action is said to be effective if for any g £ G, g ^  e, there always exists a point z £ M , 
such that g o z  ^  z. Obviously, the condition “being free” is stronger than “being effective”, that 
is, free group actions are effective. However, effective group actions are not necessary free.
For any g £ G, we define the transformation Tg related to the group G acting on a manifold 
M  as
Tg-.M ^  M
(4.5)
z H- Tg{z) = g o z := z.
There is an induced action on the smooth maps mapping M  to R q from the group action G 
on M  [28, 63] as
2 ° (/X z), , /*(%)) =  (/^ W ° a;), o%),. . . ,  /^(P o 3 )). (4.6)
A left action on M  will induce a right action on the smooth mappings from M  to Z 9, and vice 
versa [28].
D efinition 4.1.2. Locally, in a small neighborhood U of the identity e, elements of G can be 
represented by parameters g1 ,g2, . . .  ,gr, where r = dimG. Symbolically, a group element g is 
written as g = (g1 ,g2, . . .  ,gr). Therefore, Tg(z) can be written as a map with arguments z and 
g = {gl ,g2, . . .  ,gr), locally. The infinitesimal generators with respect to the group action G on 
the manifold M  are defined as
Vi = c i{z)dji » =  (4.7)
where
R em ark  4.1.3. The space Xq-{M) generated by the infinitesimal generators (vi, V2 , . . . ,  v r ) is 
a subspace of the vector field space X(M) ,  and its dimension is the same as that of the Lie 
group G.
T heorem  4.1.4 ([19]). Suppose G is a Lie transformation group acting on M . Then the set 
forms a Lie algebra which is homomorphic to the Lie algebra g =  TeG of G. I f  the 
action on M  is effective, then the Lie algebra Xq-{M) is isomorphic to g.
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We recall the jet structure briefly for later use. Let x e U x c W b e  the independent variable 
and let u e U u c R q he the dependent variable. Then there is a trivial bundle tt : Ux x Uu Ux 
with 7r(x,u) = x. This structure can be prolonged into a higher version. The n-th jet space 
J n(M)  has local coordinates where \K\ = n and M  = UX x Uu(= J°(M )).
R em ark  4.1.5. When M  is a jet space on which a differential system is defined, there is 
a correspondence between infinitesimal generators and characteristics. Therefore, even when 
dim G =  oo, once the characteristics are known, the space Xq-{M) can be similarly generated, 
though its dimension is infinite.
For any tangent vector X  E TZM  at some point z E M , there exists a one-parameter curve 
7  : [0 , 1] -> M  such that
7e =
d
ds e = 0 '  (4.9)
7o =  z-
Under Tg, the curve is mapped into another curve 7^(7e) on M, whose tangent vector 
X  E TZM  at point z = Tg(z) is given by
d
dE(7;(7E)) =  %: (P°7E), (4-10)£=0
which provides us a way to define the tangent map d7^ (or {Tg)*) related to Tg as
Â  =  d?;(A ), (4.11)
with X  E TZM  and X  E TZM.  For any smooth function f  E C°°(M), we have
X f ( z )  = dTg(X) f ( z )  =  X ( f  o Tg){z). (4.12)
This can be generalized to any vector field X  6  X(M) ,  and the tangent map induced by T,, is
given by
dTg(X )/ =  X ( / o T g). (4.13)
D efinition  4.1.6. We are ready to define the Adjoint action Ad,
Ad :G x %(M) -4- %(M)
(4.14)
(diX)  i-4 Adg (X),
where Adg(A)(z) := d7^-iX(z).
Next, we will show that the space Xr (M)  is closed under the Adjoint action. For any
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v G Xt {M) locally represented as v  =  vl (z)di, there exists a one-parameter subgroup of G 
such that
(F ^ o z )  =  v (z ),
(4.15)
_d_
de 6 = 0
The first equality can be equivalently written in components as
( r ^ o / )  =  r%z).
When the group action is free, the second condition is equivalent to
F n  O Z =  Z.
(4.16)
(4.17)
For fixed small e, g 1 ■ g is also an element of G; therefore, Tg-i.r^.g is well defined as a
= 7 ^(z) and = £
new element v G (locally v =  vl (z)di):
transformation related to G on M.  Denote z = Tg The following gives us a
d
de 6=0
d
de 6=0
d
de 6=0
1 T'y
(p ^ ( r E o ( p o z ) ) )  
(^-^ o (F^ o z )).
(4.18)
Obviously F^ o z is still a curve on M , whose tangent vector is v =  vt (z)di. Thus, from (4.10) 
we see that
Ÿ(z) =  d i  ,=o(9"  o ( r « ° 5))
(4.19)=  dTg-iv(z)
=  Adff(v)(z).
This implies that Adff(v) =  v  G Xj-(M).
To avoid the complexity of using the differential geometric theory, we provide another alter­
native way to define the Adjoint action Ad. We only describe its restriction on Ay-(M). Take 
any v =  vl(z)di G Ay(M), which can be also written as
v  =  x  Vi, (4.20)
where v* are the infinitesimal generators given in Definition 4.1.2 and are real numbers. 
We have denoted the general transformation by 7^ : z H- z =  <7 o z, for any g e G. The 
corresponding infinitesimal transformation related to the given v is 7  ^ : z H  e£Vz. For any
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smooth function /  G C00(M),  the Taylor expansion of f ( e£Vz) gives us that [41]
/ ( ^ )  =  E u n - ^ ) >  (4-21)
fc=0
which is called the Lie series of /  about z. This can be conveniently rewritten as
/ ( e - z )  =  e - / ( z ) .  (4.22)
The generalization of Tg acting on a smooth function /  is
Tgf(z )  =  f (Tg(z)) =  f (z) .  (4.23)
Denote v  =  vl(z)di, then
v f(z ) =  ? ;v /(z ) =  ?;v7;_ i/(z). (4.24)
Thus
v 2 / (z)  =  TgvTg-iT gvTg- > m  =  T3v 2T9 - . / ( z ) ,  (4.25)
and so on. Assuming the convergence of the Lie series, we get
% m  =: e " / ( z )  =  TgecwTg- i f { z )  = TgTcTg- i f ( z ) .  (4.26)
Since /  is arbitrary, we get the conclusion that
v =  TgvTg-i (4.27)
is the generator of the transformation
% =  7 ;7 ;7 ;-i. (4 .2 8 )
Actually v is the same as we defined above, by applying the Adjoint action to v. The deduction 
also implies that the Adjoint action is linear on
R em ark  4.1.7. When dim G =  r, that is, the dimension of G is finite, one can represent the 
Adjoint action restricted to Xq-(M) as follows:
Adg (x'v*) =  x* Adg(vi) =  x*(.Ad(p)%Vj, (4.29)
where Ad(g) is some r x r matrix.
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When dim G is infinite and its infinitesimal generator v  =  v%(z, [rdfjdi is determined by an 
arbitrary smooth function k ( z )  and its derivatives, we still similarly have
Adg(v) =  A dgM z, [«])$) =  {Ad(g))3y ( z ,  [K])dj, (4.30)
where Ad(g) is a matrix whose components are operators.
Transformations depending on arbitrary smooth functions may form a pseudo-group, the 
definition of which is given as follows.
D efinition 4.1.8 ([57, 58, 92]). Let M  be a manifold and G be a collection of local diffeomor- 
phisms of open sets of M  into M . Then G is a pseudo-group if
1. G is closed under restriction: if g : U M  is in G, then so is g\v for any open set
2. I f  U Ç M  is an open set with U =  (Jfc Uk, and g : U —> M  is a diffeomorphism with 
g\uk G G, then g G G.
Exam ple 4.1.9. Let M  be the jet space with local coordinates z =  (x,u), and consider the 
following transformation
V C U .
3. G is closed under composition: if gi : U M  and g2 : V  —ï M  are any two elements of 
G, then <7i • <72 G G, wherever this composition is defined.
4. G contains the identity diffeomorphism of M .
5. G is closed under inverse: if  g : U —> M  is in G, then g 1 (with domain g(U)) is also in
G.
g \ x ^ x = A(x), 
u (4.31)
where X is a smooth function of x. This is the Lie-Kumpera pseudo-group [81, 82]. The 
associated infinitesimal generator can be easily obtained as
(4.32)
The transformation implies that
dx dx dx dx dû ’ 
d_ _  dud_ 
du du dû ’
d dx d dû d
(4.33)
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which can be solved that
d I d  u \"{x) d 
dx  A'(%) dx  (À'(x) ) 2 du (4.34)
Therefore, from Remark ^.L7, we get the Adjoint action as
/ w r)) f , uX"(x ) 9 \  _  u « x (x ) ) ï  9 
\ X ,(x)dx  (X'(x))2 du J X'(x) du
k ( X( x ))  d / k ( X( x ) ) \ '  d
X!(x) dx U \  X'(x) )  du'
(4.35)
The moving frame method is a powerful tool for studying geometric properties of sub­
manifolds under the actions of a transformation group. Let us consider two hypersurfaces
When are they (locally) equivalent? That is, when does there exist a rotation and translation
surfaces can be put into a same normalized position. The implicit function theorem allows one 
to write S  locally by a graph (x,y,  f (x,y)) .  To normalize the surface S', we translate it such 
that p — (0,0,0), and then rotate to make TPS  the xy-plane. Therefore, if the surface S  is in 
a normalized position with respect to p, we expand f (x , y )  in a Taylor expansion centered at 
the origin, then functions of the coefficients that are invariant under rotations in the xy-plane 
are differential invariants. After a translation and a rotation, assume S  is expressed as a graph 
{x,y, f {x,y))  near p. A differential invariant of S  at the point p must have the same value 
when computed using the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of /  at p. Thus, it is clear that S  
and S  at normalized positions with respect to p and p respectively are locally equivalent if the 
differential invariants of S' at p match the corresponding ones of S  at p. For example, assume 
the surface is normalized with respect to p, and consider the following differential invariants at
where Hess is the Hessian of f (x , y) .  Therefore, necessary conditions for the two surfaces
procedure is that the differential invariants K p and Hp are only valid at the point p and only 
after the surface has been put in a normalized position, which means that we must examine
(two-dimensional submanifolds) S , S  embedded in the three-dimensional Euclidean space E3.
(an E(S)  transformation) taking (an open set of) S  onto (an open set of) S? Without a moving 
frame, one may consider a point p E S' and determine if there exists a p E S such that the
Kp — det HeSSp (f,xxf,yy f,xy)
(4.36)
j î p =  | t r Hessp =  ^ = ± ^ a
being locally equivalent are that K P(S) =  K P(S) and HP(S) =  HP(S). A disadvantage of this
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every point of the surface separately. As we will see later, by use of a moving frame, we can 
obtain general formulae for differential invariants which are valid for every point of a given 
surface. Here, a moving frame can be understood as a smoothly varying basis for the tangent 
spaces of E3 along each point of the surface, rather than in the method mentioned above, there 
is only a fixed frame, and one must always put surfaces into normalized positions accordingly.
In order to introduce the moving frame method, the Maurer-Cartan forms are usually 
needed. Let G be an r-dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra g. A 1-form w on G is called a 
left invariant Maurer-Cartan form if it satisfies that
L*u> = w, for Vp G G, (4.37)
where L9 : G -> G is the diffeomorphism (left multiplication map) go ^  g • go- If G is a 
matrix group, or it can be realized as a matrix group, then the Maurer-Cartan form of G can 
be expressed as
u  — g~l àg. (4.38)
Exam ple 4.1.10 ([47]). Consider G = SO(2). Any g E G can be parametrized as
g(6) =  . (4.39)
sm 6/ cos i
The Maurer-Cartan form is
v  = g 1(6)dg(9) =
^ 0 - d d ^  
d6 0
(4.40)
which has only one independent component d6.
Let H  be a closed Lie subgroup of G, then G /H  is naturally a differential manifold (a 
quotient manifold). It is called a homogeneous space. Assume M  is a submanifold of G /H . A 
lift of a given map f  : M  ^  G /H  is defined to be a map F  : M  G such that the following 
diagram commutes
G /H
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If one lift F  is given, any other lift F  must be of the form F(x) = F(z) • h(z) for some map 
h : M  H. Therefore, differential invariants of M  are obtained by pulling the left invariant 
Maurer-Cartan forms back to the submanifold M  by the lift F  as F*iv.
Exam ple 4.1.11. We consider an even simpler example, curves on the plane R2, which can 
be parameterized as C : R —>• R2. The Euclidean group E(2) is taken into consideration. Its 
element A  can be expressed as
A =
a R
, with a G  R2 and R  G  S'0(2). (4.41)
Denote the coordinate of R2 as x, then the transformation can be expressed as
A
V \ x j
(4.42)
The plane R2 can be considered as the quotient space E(2)/SO(2), which is induced by the 
following natural mapping
x R
H- X . (4.43)
Returning to the curve C{t), one can choose an orthogonal basis o /3cp)R 2 as
ei(t) = (4.44)
and 6 2 (t) will be uniquely determined by ei(f). Thus, the mapping from C(t) to E(2)/SO(2) is 
simply the restriction of the inverse of (4.43) onto C(t), which induces a lift F  : M. - ï  E (2) as
(
F  :t\-^
1 0 
C(Z) (ei((), 6 2 (f))
(4.45)
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Therefore, the pullback of the Maurer-Cartan forms are provided by
F*w = F* (A" 1 dA) 
/
C(f) (ei(f), 6 2 (f))
as
1 0 
C(f) (6 1 (f), 6 2 (f))
0 0 0 
|C"(f)|df 0 — |C"(f)|/sdf
 ^ 0 |C"(f)|«;df 0 y
cv =  |C"(f)| df, o r =  — |C%f)|Kdf, w =  |Cz(f)|Kdt;
(4.46)
(4.47)
here k is the curvature of the curve C(t) satisfying
dei(f)
df =  \C'(t)\Ke2(t). (4.48)
Therefore, i f t  is the arc length parameter, implying that |C"(t)| =  1, then the coefficients of the 
Maurer-Cartan forms are differential invariants. Otherwise, for this example, by dividing one 
pulled back Maurer-Cartan form by another, one can eliminate the non-invariant part df, and 
obtain a differential invariant k — ^ r, the curvature. I f  the Maurer-Cartan forms are linear 
combinations of several non-invariant differential forms, we may write one of them in terms of 
the others as a linear combination whose coefficients amount to the differential invariants.
R em ark  4.1.12. Example 4-1.11 implies that a necessary condition for two curves on M2 to 
be equivalent is that they must have the same curvature function. Here (6 1 (f), 6 2 (f)) or the lift 
F  can be considered as an example of a moving frame, which varies along the curve C{t).
R em ark  4.1.13. More generally, as the Maurer-Cartan form cv =  g- 1  dg satisfies the following 
Maurer-Cartan equation
du = d(g lsj Adg = —g 1 (dy) g 1 A dg = - (g 1 dg) A (g 1 dg)
(4.49)
=  —cv A cv,
if one can construct a lift F  such that F*uj = 0, then after applying F* to the Maurer-Cartan 
equation, one may write some of the Maurer-Cartan forms in terms of the others, whose coef­
ficients are differential invariants.
This procedure is applied to find differential invariants of a hypersurface S  expressed as a 
graph (x, y, f (x ,y ))  in E3 under the E(S) transformation, that we mentioned above by using the
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normalization position method. The differential invariants obtained are the Gaussian and mean 
curvatures
K  =
f , x x f , y y  f , x y
(1 + f% + f i ) 2 (4.50)
_  (l + f f y )  f , x x  —  2 f , x f , y f , x y  + (l + f % )  f , y y  
2 ( l  +  /2 + y 2 )3 /2
Interested readers may refer to [47] for detailed calculations and constructions.
Let M  be a smooth manifold on which a group G acts. Writing the corresponding transfor­
mation as z =  # o z, we compute the differentials of the group transformations [23] to be
dzl =  z*zk dzk +  fg j dg3. (4.51)
Let dz =  0 and solve the system of linear equations above for dzfc, which leads to
-  dzfc =  Z k (z, g) dg3, (4.52)
the right-hand side of which is still a left invariant Maurer-Cartan form. Alternatively, if we 
expand the right-hand side as a power series in z,
Z k (z, g) dg3 = zKu kK , (4.53)
then each coefficient is still a Maurer-Cartan form on G.
Example 4.1.14 ([23]). Consider the following GL(2) action
(  , \
ax+  b ux  =  u = ---- — , withcx + d cx + d
a b
v °  d /
=   ^ E GL(2). (4.54)
The differentials are
( c x  + d)(adx + xda-\-db) -  (ax + b)(cdx + xdc + dd) 
d$ =  ’
(cx +  d) du +  u(c dx +  æ dc +  dd) 
d“ =  '
By setting dx =  0 =  dû and solving for dx and du, we get
d d b -b d d  dda + cdb -  add -  bde c d a - a d c  2
—  dx =  -----------:  r -------------1--------------------------------- 1 -------- T ----------------------------X-~\------------- -- 7— —  X ,ad — be ad — be ad — be
add —cdb adc — cda
— du = ---------;-------:-------U -\   - XU.ad — be ad — be
(4.55)
(4.56)
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The coefficients o f l , x ,x 2 and u ,xu  on the right-hand sides (only four of them are independent) 
recover the Maurer-Cartan forms given by
(
oo = g 1 àg =
u Y 1 (  A aYa b da db
c d j dc dd
^ dda —bde d d b -b d d  ^
(4.57)
ad — be adc — cda add —cdb
The recent development of the moving frame method applied to the jet bundle was made 
by Eels & Olver [23, 24]. To define a moving frame in general, we usually consider a regular 
and free group action. Furthermore, we assume dim G is finite at this stage. A group action is 
called regular, if the dimensions of all orbits
O(z) = {g °  z\\/g G G}, Vz e M, (4.58)
are the same, and for any z G M, there exist arbitrary small neighborhoods U(z), such that 
for all z' G M, U{z) D O(z') is connected. For a regular and free group action, there exists a 
surface JC C ZV(z), called a cross-section, which intersects each orbit of U{z) transversally at 
one single point. The surface /C is usually determined by a system of equations ^ ( z )  =  0, 
i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  dimG. Therefore, according to [23, 24], the element in G that maps any point 
z' G U(z) to {k0} = O(z') A /C is unique.
D efinition 4.1.15 ([23, 24, 63]). For any z G M , let the neighborhood U{z) and the group 
G acting on M  satisfy the properties above. Then, a map p : U(z) G, which maps a point 
z' G U(z) to the unique element of G, such that
p(z') o z ' = ko (4.59)
is called a right moving frame related to the cross-section JC.1
One method to calculate a moving frame explicitly is by solving the normalization equations 
for y G G as
ipi(z) = ipifg o z) =  0. (4.60)
D efinition 4.1.16 ([77]). For a group G acting on a manifold M , a function f  : M  —ï R is
1If the group action is a left one, then we call it a left moving frame accordingly.
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invariant under the group action, if and only if for any z G M ,
(4.61)
We also call f ( z )  an invariant when it is an invariant function.
Lem m a 4.1.17 ([63]). Let p be a right (or left) moving frame, then I{z) = p(z) o z is an 
invariant under the group action.
Sometimes we will write I(z) =  z\g=p for simplicity. Once the moving frame is determined, 
we can easily obtain the fundamental invariants {I(z)}, where z is a local coordinate for M  .
Lem m a 4.1.18 (Replacement Rule [24, 63]). I f  f{z) is an invariant, then
Therefore, one can also write an invariant /(z ) as /( /(z )) , or even / ( / )  for simplicity.
D efinition 4.1.19. A syzygy is a function of finitely many elements of invariants that is 
identically zero when written in terms of the local coordinate z of M .
R em ark  4.1.20. When dim G is finite, the solution of the normalization equations (4-60) 
related to the system of equations determining the cross-section K, will accurately provide us 
the moving frame. However, when dim G =  oo, one can only gain partial information about 
the moving frame rather than an accurate solution. Cartan-Lie’s method shown in the proof of 
Proposition 4-3.1 will be used for finding the invariants, which also applies to finite cases, e.g., 
Example 4-1-21. Nevertheless, the same notation will be used for both cases. For instance, the 
notation z\g=p is also used even if dim G = oo and p cannot be totally determined by the finite 
set of normalization equations.
Exam ple 4.1.21. Consider the group SL(2) acting on the plane with coordinates (x, u) G R2 
locally as follows:
(4.62)
(4.63)
where
( a b
9 = and det(g) = ad — be = 1. (4.64)
V d J
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Then the following differential system can be introduced,
— dx — dx,
6U = dû — û u du — û)X dx (4.65)
=  d5 - ( 5^ W du-
Set dx =  0 =  dû, which pulls the system back to level sets x = xq and ü =  uq. Here we choose 
uq =  0. Meanwhile, by restricting the system to a curve (x, u(x)), we obtain
cox = — dx,
. (4-66) 
(cu + d f  ^
and we denote
Since we have only applied one normalization equation ü = 0 (as x  is invariant, x  = xq is not 
helpful), J  still contains the other two independent parameters of g. To eliminate them we still 
need two extra normalization equations. Then to make J  be an invariant, set
J = l .  (4.68)
Apply the invariant differential operator V x (as x  is invariant, V x = Dx) once to J  to get
(4.69)
(cu +  a)d
Choosing another normalization equation
Jx =  0, (4.70)
one can solve the moving frame p in parametric form as
a = —— b = ---- -—  and c — — (4.71)
\ /u ,x 2u,/
One can check by a direct calculation that the normalization equations applied here are as same 
as
ü — 0, u :X = 1 and u tXX =  0. (4.72)
To find the fundamental invariants, one can simply apply the invariant differential operator to
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J  or Jx . For example, applying V x once again to Jx, we get
_   ^ w,sssfcw +  -  6 (cu +  d)cu,xu,xx +  6 c w x ^
Jxx ■■= V XJX  ---------------------- ( S T m ?  ' [ 1
By use of the moving frame p, we invariantise Jxx into a fundamental differential invariant
I(n ,xxx) ( :=  |g=J  =  -  5 ? ' (4'74)
Repeating the same process, we can get all the other fundamental invariants.
Using the moving frame method, Gonçalves (& Mansfield) reconsidered Noether’s first the­
orem, which connects finite-dimensional symmetries and conservation laws [28, 29, 30]. The 
general conclusion is described as follows. Illustrating examples can be found in [28, 29, 30].
P ro p o sitio n  4.1.22 ([28, 30]). Let f  £ (771, 772, . .  • ) &e invariant under a group G acting on 
such that g o x  = x for any g e G , where r =  dim G is finite and ruff = 1 ,2 ,... ,N  are 
the generating invariants. Introduce a dummy variable t, that is viewed as an extra independent 
variable and suppose that
Dt J  L{j]\, 772, • • •) dx =  J dx, (4.75)
where H* a is the adjoint of an operator Hi,a with coefficients that are functions of rp and their 
derivatives with respect to x. Here 1“ is an invariant given by
4* =  7 % ) ,  (4.76)
EffL) are the Euler-Lagrange equations given by
S i( L ) = Ç ( - P ) K g ^  (4'77)
and the components of the p-tuple (p =  dim x) P  are of the form
Pj =  IZk ^Z ki i ~  1,2, • • • ,P, (4.78)
a , K
/?«• =  / (  ) ■ (4-79)
where
H'K =  '  \ ~ w )  '
For each integer 1 < a  < g =  dimu, denote o vector C'j* = ). o.vd define the motrix of
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infinitesimals fla (z) = (&j) with entries
^  dg* g=e (4.80)
where i = 1 ,2 ,... ,r , e is the identity of G and z is a vector {uff). The invariantisation ofCta (z) 
is denoted by Q,a(I). Let Vi, i = 1 ,2 ,... ,r  be the infinitesimal generators associated to each 
parameter defining G and Ad{g) be the Adjoint represent of G with respect to these generators. 
Therefore, the r conservation laws obtained via Noether’s first theorem can be written as
Ç  £>*< Ç f 2 » ( / ) C f  j  =  0. (4.81)
We will consider the discrete counterpart of this proposition in the next section by consid­
ering difference variational problems admitting finite-dimensional groups of variational symme­
tries. The Adjoint actions with respect to groups of symmetries (for difference systems) are 
used again. The moving frame method is applied to obtain invariants and hence a difference 
Lagrangian can be rewritten in terms of these invariants. Invariant Euler-Lagrange equations 
are obtained; their conservation laws via Noether’s first theorem (for difference variational 
problems) can be explicitly expressed in terms of invariants.
4.2 N oether’s first theorem  via the moving frame method: 
a discrete version
Similarly to the jet bundle structure (or jet spaces) for differential equations (see Chapter 2, or 
[52, 53, 54, 91]), we recall the prolongation bundle for difference equations firstly (see Chapter 
3). The syzygies of invariants under a (locally) smooth group action on the prolongation bundle 
are investigated; based on that, a relation between Noether’s conservation laws and variational 
symmetries is achieved by use of the moving frame method. We construct the general theory 
and illustrate it with an example.
4.2.1 Prolongation bundle for difference system s
For any a system of difference equations, let n  and un be the independent and dependent 
variables, where n € Zp and un G R9, respectively.
Let us denote E  = Zp xU  with U C IR9. By applying the shift operators S j  to the dependent 
variable
%Ti =  /*(%)), (4.82)
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E  can be extended to a higher dimensional space pr(fe) (E) for all /c > 0, which we call the 
/cth-order prolongation bundle. The shift operators are applied such that the local coordinates 
for p r(fc) (jE) are
(n, un, , un_ ii , . . . ,  , îijT,— , un-(-j), while k is odd, \J\ — ^ ,
(4.8o)
while k is even, \J\ — ^ ,
where un+j  = S ju n, and every component of J  is nonnegative. It is obvious that pr(0) (E) =  E. 
For example, when p = q = 1, p r ^ ^ E )  has local coordinate (n ,un,u n+i), while pr^2\ E )  has 
local coordinate (n ,un,u n+ i,un- i) .  This can be generalized to an infinite version, that is, 
pr(°°)(E).
Recall that the infinitesimal (generator) of the following one-parameter group of transfor­
mations on E  (Lie point transformations)
Pe : (ra,ti„) H  (n,û„), with ün = ü(n ,un;£), (4.84)
can be expressed by characteristics as
v = e " é '  ( 4 ' 8 5 )
It is a simple example of a (one-parameter Lie) group action on the space E. Equivalently, it 
can be understood as a group action on the manifold R9 rather than E, considering n <E Zp 
as parameters. We are going to develop the methodology of group actions (on E) in the next 
section.
4.2.2 Group actions on E  and discrete m oving frames
When the group action that keeps n invariant is applied to E  or other subspaces of pr(°°)(E), 
the prolonged group action on pr^°°\E )  is denoted locally by ù“+J = g o m“+ j , for any J. 
Actually, the group action is applied to the fibres of pr^(X>\E ) ,  which are smooth submanifolds 
parametrized by n 6 Zp. However, we will still call it a group action on pr^00) (E). The 
infinitesimals of the prolonged group action are defined to be the partial derivatives of ü“+j  
with respect to the group parameters gl (z =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  dim G) at the identity. They are denoted 
by
9 < + J  = C + j , i -  ( 4 - 8 6 )g=e
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As =  Sjün , we have
fin+JJ — (4.87)
Similarly to a continuous moving frame, a regular and free group action on the fibres admits 
a moving frame related to a cross-section /C; assume it is a right moving frame. Let the cross- 
section be given by a system of equations ^ ( x )  =  0, for « =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  r, where r =  dim G. A 
method to find the moving frame is to solve the normalisation equations for g £ G,
ïpi(x) = ÿ i(g o x )  =  0. (4.88)
The solution of this system will give us the frame in parametric form. Interested readers can 
also refer to [65, 66] for a general construction of discrete moving frames and some applications.
E xam ple 4.2.1. Let p = q = l .  Suppose G is a group acting on E  as follows (g o n = n)2
g : un h-> ü n =  £i +  (—l ) n £2 +  e^  ^  £3un. (4.89)
It is obvious that dim G =  3, and e =  (0,0,0). The parametric representation of g E G can be 
chosen as g = (si, £2 , £3 )- For any k EX , we have an induced action,
ün+k = g °  Un+k = £ 1  + ( - l ) n+fc£2 +  e ^ F ^ ^ U n + k -  (4.90)
The normalisation equations are chosen as
Un 0, Itn+l — 0, Un+2 — 1, (4.91)
which determine the moving frame pn = p{n, un) as
£1 —  — X  (  ----------------------  un+ l(un+2 — Wn )  )  ,4 \ Un+2 — Un J
e2 =  —  ^ J  f  — un+i(un+2 — un) \ , (4.92)
4 X ^ n+2 'Un J
£ 3  =  —( —l ) n l n ( u n + 2  — Un) .
R em ark  4.2.2. The local transformation (4-89) is indeed a group action.
Proof First of all, as e o =  un, we know for any x E E, e o x = x. Take two elements in G,
2The group product of G  is shown in Remark (4.2.2).
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gi =  (a i ,<22 , as) and g2 = (bi,b2,b3). We have
h + b 2 + e 3(ai +  a2) +  ea3+63wn, n  is even,
£2  o (pi o wn) =   ^ (4.93)
&i — &2 +  e-z,3(ai — a2) +  e~a3~b3un, n  is odd,
which amounts to a unified form such that for any n G Z,
g2 o (g1 o un) =bi +  cii cosh 63 +  a2 sinh 63
+  ( - l ) n (62 +  ai sinh63 +  a2 cosh 63) +  e( - 1)n(a3+b3)Un.
(4.94)
here sinh and cosh are the hyperbolic sine and cosine functions. As
g2 o (pi o un) = (g2 • pi) o un, (4.95)
we have
P2 • Pi =  (&i +  ai cosh 63 +  a2 sinh 63, b2 +  <%i sinh &3 +  a2 cosh 63, a3 +  63), (4.96)
which gives the group product of G. The proof that (G, •) is a group follows immediately from 
the definition. □
In practical applications, we reasonably assume the normalisation equations 'ipi = 0 are 
equalities determined by n, or their forward shifts, and not all of them are independent of 
for some a. Otherwise, ïpi = 0 can be shifted forward to the assumed forms. Denote the 
right moving frame determined by these kinds of normalisation equations by pn. Alternatively, 
one can simply denote the right moving frame as pm, where m  is the lowest subscript of the 
dependent variables contained in ipi = 0. For simplicity, we denote the fundamental invariants 
under the local coordinates of pr(°°) {E) determined by pn as follows
=  =  ^  . (4.97)
9 — P n
R em ark  4.2.3. I f  S  is the shift operator, then for any two q-tuples J  and Jq,
S jM Z j ) = I S + J r M  (4-98)
Proof. Recall that dim G = r. For simplicity, define
ü j '■= F(g1,g2, . . . , g r ,n ,u ,f) , (4.99)
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where the variable n is exactly the same one as in pn.3 By taking the moving frame pn into
consideration, gl can be written as functions of n, {u“ }^=1 or their forward shifts. We denote
P%=Pn as g^n , [uj, u j , . . . ,  u®]). Then from (4.97), we have
Sjo(In-,j) =  SJo (ùj )=Sj0(F(g1,g2,...,g'-,n,uJ) )
\  9 = P n J  \  9 — P n J
= SJo (F ( . . . ,  gl (n, [ul, , . . . ,  < ] ) ,  . . . ,n ,  u^))
=  E ( . . . ,  p (n +  Jq, ['an+Jo’ un+j0) • • • i wn+Jo])’ • • • ? ^  T Jo? u J + J 0 )  (4.100)
=  ^ (^ 1,P2, - - - , J r ^  +  ^ o ,< +j 0)
9—Pti+Jq
=  uJ+Jo — Ta7 i + J q ;  J +  Jo5
g=Pn + J0
which finishes the proof. □
Moreover, if there exists a continuous independent variable t, which is also invariant under 
the group action, then we will also have invariants of the form of
dm77“
In := Pn’ t = t, In;J,m :=  ‘ (4.101)
9 — P n
Lem m a 4.2.4 (Discrete Replacement Rule). I f  f{x) is an invariant, where f  can be a function 
of several variables, e.g., x  =  (un, un+i), then
f(x )  =  f(I(x )) .  (4.102)
Proof. The proof is implied directly from the induced group action on functions in (4.6) and
the definition of an invariant (Definition 4.1.16). □
Exam ple 4.2.5 (cont.). From Definition f.1.16 and Lemma 4.1.17, for any k £ I*, we have
the fundamental invariants
In-,n+k =  Ùn+k = b l  +  +  e<- 1>"+*e»Un+)t')
9 = P n  \  / ? — P n
1 +  (—l) fc un 1 —(—l) fc^  N l)fe+1„,
— % 0 ^ 71+1 (^71+2 ^ti) "f" (Un+2 ^71 ) ^n+k'4 ^n+ 2  ^71 4
(4.103)
From (4-86), the infinitesimals are obtained as
<Pn+k,l = 1, 0n+fc,2 =  ( - l ) n+fc, (f)n+k,3 =  ( - l ) n+fcUn+fc, (4.104)
3When the group action is more general, the function F  on the right-hand side may be more complicated.
However, one can generalize the proof in a similar way.
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which can be invariantised into
<?Wm C0 =  !»
<#>„+/=,2 ( / )  =  ( - 1 ) " + *, (4 -105)
0„+fc,3(/) =  ( - l ) n+l:/„;„+ fc.
For a group action G on a smooth manifold M, there is a corresponding Adjoint action (see
Definition 4.1.6) on the vector fields X (M ) of the manifold. This can be generalized to group
actions on the prolongation bundle. In coordinates, if
v  =  (4 -106)
then
M (V )  =  " i(: )^  (4.107)
=
If we define V  =  (^fr, gfy, • • • , -£k)T , then v =  a;T(æ)V. Therefore, we can represent the
Adjoint action as
Ad»(v)= ( ( Ê )  lw(Æ))  v ’ (4-108)
where ( f f  ) is the Jacobian matrix with respect to g : x x  = g o x.
Let the transformation group T  be a realisation of the Lie group G. Denote by X r{M )  the 
subspace of vector fields generated by the transformation group T. Assume { v j  (i =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  r) 
is a basis of Xq-{M). As the Adjoint action is closed in Ay(M), we have
A d g  V j ) =  x 3 v j  =  X3 V j . ( 4 . 1 0 9 )
According to Remark 4 . 1 . 7 ,  the matrix representation of the Adjoint action is
A d g ( x * V i )  =  x * ( ^ d ( 5 ) ) ? V j .  ( 4 . 1 1 0 )
Thus, the matrix Ad(g) satisfies
f  =  x ' ( 4 . 1 H )
L em m a 4.2.6. Let x  =  {x±,X2, . . .  ,%&) be the coordinates, e.g., (un,u n+i , .. . ,u n+k), let % —
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g ■ x, and let ( | | )  be the Jacobian matrix. Let fl(x) = (Qj) denote an r x k matrix, with
dg* 9=e
(4.112)
and let Ad(g) be the r x r matrix representing the Adjoint action. We have
{ 3t
Ad(g)tl{x) =  I2(x) f — (4.113)
Proof. As n is invariant, the proof is exactly the same as that for the continuous version, which 
can be found in [28, 63]. □
Exam ple 4.2.7 (cont.). At the base point n+ k, we have obtained the infinitesimals in (f.lO f), 
which can be written as the vector
( \
( _ 1 )n + fc
( - i r + kun+k y
Therefore, an infinitesimal vector field can be represented as
(4.114)
v n+fc — (o; +  P(—l)n+k +  'y(—l)n+kun+k)
where a, j3, 7  are constants. The Adjoint action is given by
d
Adg (vn+fc) — (a +  fi{—T)n+k +  7 (—l)n+fcû„+fc)
(4.115)
d^n+k @ 
dUn+k
=  (a  +  0 ( - \ ) n+k +  7 ( - l ) " +,i ( s i  +  ( - l ) n+,%  +  e<-1)”+‘e»u„+)t)  )
=  ((a  +  7 £2 )e(- 1)”+'i+,«  +  (/3 +  7 ^ )e ("1)”+'‘+‘es ( - l ) n+t +  7 ( - l ) " + ^ « + t )
d
dUn-j-k
=
[e £3 (a + j£ 2 + fi + J£i) +  'JUn+k] n is even
[e£3 (a +  762 -  ^ -  7^1 ) -  T u n + k ] q £ — , n is odd
(4.116)
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It has a unified form for any n + k as follows:
Adg(vn+k) = [(a +  7 ^ 2 ) cosh£ 3  -((3  + 7 ^1) sinh£ 3 ]
dun-\-k
+  ( - l ) n+fc [(/3 +  7 6 1 ) cosh£ 3  -  (a +  7 £2) sinh£ 3 ] 
+  /l (  — ^ )n+kUn+k
dun+k
-  ( â + p ( - i r + k+ dun -^k
Therefore, the matrix representation of Adg is given by
-  Ad(g)T
f
(  a \
D 
7 y
V
cosh £ 3  — sinh £ 3  £ 2 cosh £ 3  — £% sinh £ 3
— sinh £ 3  cosh £ 3  £% cosh £ 3  — £ 2 sinh £ 3
0 0 1 \ 7 J
Then, we have
Ad(g) —
cosh £ 3  — sinh £ 3  0
— sinh £ 3  cosh £ 3  0
 ^ £ 2 cosh £ 3  — £ 1  sinh £ 3  £% cosh £ 3  — £ 2 sinh £ 3  1  y
and its inverse
Ad(g) =
f
\
cosh £ 3 sinh £ 3 0
sinh £ 3 cosh £ 3 0
—£ 2 - £ l 1
\
/
4.2.3 Syzygies
For the Example (4.2.1), from the fundamental invariants (4.103), we know
A i ; n  —  In\n+1 0 ,  In;n+2 =  I j
and
A i ; n + 3  —  (Un+2 W n ) ( ^ n + 3  ^ n + l ) :  In\n+A —
^n+4
Un+2 — Ur
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Then one can eliminate wn + 4  from S In-jn+3 and In-,n+4 to achieve
SIn;n+3 = -In;n+3 (Ai;n+4 1): (4.123)
which is an example of what we call a syzygy.
D efinition 4.2.8. A syzygy is a function of finitely many elements of invariants that is iden­
tically zero when written in terms of the coordinates of the prolongation bundle pr(°°) (E) .4
P roposition  4.2.9. For Example 4-2.1, we have the following syzygy (ik )
SIn\n+k = (Aisn+s)  ^ ^  -^n;n+fc+l-----^ ----- -^ n;n+3- (4.124)
Proof From the invariants obtained in (4.103), we have
o r  1  +  ( — l ) fc un+i 1  — ( — l ) fc ( ^
h>ln\n+k = -------- ô---------------------------------ô Un+2{Un+3 -  Un+i)2 ^n+3 ^n+1 2
+  (Un+3 — Un+ l)^  Un+fc+1,
l  +  ( - l ) W  u„ ,
2n;n+fc+l — o » o wn+lV wn+2 u n)2 ^n+2 2
(4.125)
+ { U n + 2  —  U n ) ^  Mn+fc+1-
We may get the syzygy by using the following identity to eliminate un+s and un+k+i
In;n+3 — (^n+S ^n+l) (^n+2 'Ujn)i (4.126)
and one will get
S I n ; n + k  —(-fn;n+3)^   ^ -fn;n+fc+l % fwn+2-fn;n+3 { U n l - n \ n + 3 ) ^  ^ 1
i  +  M f  f 1 fJ V. 1)W )  (4127)-------- )r—L-Un+l{Un+2 ~ Un)   Gn;n+3)^ }
2 V-^ njn+S /
According to Lemma 4.2.4, or alternatively by invariantising the first identity in (4.125) directly, 
we obtain
SIn-n+k = (In-,n+3Ÿ ^  -^n;n+fc+l-------- ---- —-fn;n+3, (4.128)
which is precisely the same as the result described above. □
The proof above presents us with a method to obtain syzygies between invariants by solving 
a system of algebraic equations, which can be generalized to higher dimensional cases. We
4For the continuous case, the prolonged space is replaced by the infinitely prolonged jet space (see Definition 
4.1.19).
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summarize the procedure for p =  g =  1 and dim G =  r  as follows:
i). Assume the normalisation equations are 'ipi(ün, ün+i , . . . ,  ün+r_i) =  di,i =  1 ,2 ,... ,r , 
where di are constants, which uniquely determine a moving frame. Therefore, I n -n+ k  (k =  
0 ,1 , . . . , r  — 1) are constant functions determined by di.
ii). For any j  > r or j  < 0, the invariant I n -,n+j is some function of u n + j  and u n + k for 
A: =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  r  — 1 as
In-,n+j =: ^n+l; • • • ; ^ n + r —l i  ^n+j)- (4.129)
in). When j  > r, shift I n;n+j forward to get
SIn\n+j = (^n+l; '^ ,n+2) • • • ? ^n+rj ^ n+j+l)• (4.130)
Meanwhile, we have
In\n-\-r =  f  (Um ^n+ l) • • • ; ^n+r—l^  ^n+r) (4.131)
and
In;n+j+l ~  (un , Un+i, . . . , 'Un-|-r _ i ,  Un-(-j-|-i). (4.132)
Eliminating un+j+i and un+r from the system of equations (4.130), (4.131) and (4.132), and 
then invariantising it, we obtain the syzygy.5
Assume there is another independent variable i, which is invariant under the action of group 
G, and we denote p =  In-,n+k-
Lem m a 4.2.10. As t is invariant, Dt\g=Pn = Dt . Similarly to the continuous case, when 
p = q = 1, we have the following identity among fundamental syzygies In-,n+k and fundamental 
syzygies along the t-direction (see (f.lO l)), In\n+k,i, as follows:
DtV — In;n+k,l "h ^   ^A" 0n+fc,z(-^)i (4.133)
where
1 = 1
K ‘ =  (Â A )  (4.134)
9~Pn
and
<l>n+k,i =  d^,n+fc , (4.135)Ogi g=e
with I = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  dim G.
Proof. Because n + k is  fixed and no shift operator is applied, the proof is exactly the same as
5W hen j  < 0, the system  of equations (4.130), (4.131) and (4.132) should be changed into the equations for 
'S—i-fn;n+j i -A:n—1 and /n ;n+ j—i ) respectively.
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the one for the continuous case. Interested readers can find it in [63]. □
Exam ple 4.2.11 (cont.). For the Example (4.2.1), the invariant I n .n + k,i  =  Pn-un+k,t is given 
by
In;n+k,l —  M n + f c , t  | g = p n
E dun+k
s dua+, g= ,„,1"+s't (4-136)
=  (wn+2 ^ 2 )^   ^ Un+kJ.
Moreover, we have
K l = - \  ( —2 X «71+2 — «(  -----------— ----------- h  ( « n + 2  —  « n ) « n + l , t  ) ,V 71 71 J
K 2 =  —  ^  ^ ( ------- 2 -------- («71+2 — «7i)«7i+ i,tl , (4.137)
2  X «71+2 «71 /
jç3 _   ^ l )n+1 Un+2’t Un^
«71+2 — «71
and the invariantised infinitesimals are given by (4-105). Therefore, the following relation is 
achieved (recall rj =  In-n+k)'■
DtV =  W . i  -  1 +  (_1)‘ Un’t2 «71+2 «71
K + 2  -  =.„)«„+!,, +  ( - l ) k+1^ ± 2-i ~ ^ -In;n+k.
2 «71+2 «71
(4.138)
Invariantise (4-138) for k =  3; we get
EtIn;n+3 =  I tijti+S,! Aijti+I,! T In\n+3(In-,n+2,l In;n,l'). (4.139)
From the definition of In.n+k,i in (4-101) (or (4-136)), we have the following syzygies6
T _____________  ^  -^7i;n+3 0  — 3 T
I n;n,l — /  e _ i  r  N 0 - 3  r  °  I n-,n+3,li
(<-> -Inin+Sjb -ln-,n+3
In;n+l,l =  ^  2/ n ; n + 3 , l j  (4.140)
^  -‘7i;n+3
-In;7i+2,1 =  c _ i  j- S ' ln ;7 i+ 3 ,l-
^  71J71+3
6 More explanation about the derivation of these syzygies is given below. Take the third one, for example. 
The others are similar. Shift /n;n+2,l forward and invariantise it to get
S I n -,n+ 2 ,l =  P n  • (  SUn+^ ’t  \  =  p n  . f  U n + 3 ’t \  =  -y ’- t - ’-  ■
X<-5Un+2 o U n  J  X ^ 71+3 ^n+l /  7^t;n+3
By shifting it backwards we can get the third syzygy.
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Therefore, the syzygy in (4-139) is
D  t   t  ~  I n ; n + 3  q — 2  t
U t - L  r) 'n .A -3 \ — r)* r?4- R. 1 ~  n  — &  •*-1t-Ln^n+S Jn;n+3,1 q —2 T  °  Jn;n+3,1
-tn;n+3
, r ^  1-^n;n+3,l «S' 2/n ;n + 3  c - 3  r \  f4 141)
+  W  ^ S - 1/nin+3 -  (S -U n;n+3)S -3/n;n+35  J" i"+3'V  1 j
:=H In-;n + 3 ,li
wAere the operator H is
m    , ^n;n+3 o - l  ^  1-^n;n+3 ^ - 2  -^n;n+3«S' 2/ n ;n+3 o - 3  /i i /ioA
^ ™ ,d + s = r ^ s  - s = 3 7 ^ 5  “  ( s - i / ni„+3 )s -3 /ni„+3s  ' (4'142)
The adjoint of TL is7
H’ = id+  Sf ’n+3S - Sf ' n+:iS 2 -  (4.143)
■^n;n+3 -^n;n+3 -^n;n+3)-^n;n+3
4.2.4 N oeth er’s conservation laws
In order to investigate the extremal of a difference variational problem with functional Jzf [m], 
we consider a small perturbation of u and
d
de
J2?[u +  eu] (4.144)
e=0
will provide us the difference Euler-Lagrange equations as well as the boundary terms. Equiv­
alently, the following difference Euler operator gives the difference Euler-Lagrange equations 
E A(Ln) =  0, with components
E " := E S- ^ '  (4-145)
J  U U J
Introducing a dummy parameter t ,  both the differential and difference cases use the same 
symbolic result:
d
ds £=0
Jzf [it +  sv] = Dt J£[u}. (4.146)
u j , t= v j
We first consider p =  1, and let r} = pn ■ un+k denote a generating invariant, and assume 
there is a syzygy between two invariants p and In-n+kp = Pn • ,
DtV — Tdln-jn+k,!] (4.147)
here H is a polynomial in the shift operator with coefficients depending on 77 and its shifts only.
7The operator T-L and its adjoint H* satisfy f H h  =  KH* f  +  (S  — id)^, where / ,  h : pr^00  ^(E) —> R, are 
sm ooth w ith respect to their continuous arguments.
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Consider an invariant difference variational functional as follows8
&[u] =  L (n > Tl, Sf], , s m7], . ..). (4.148)
Let t be a dummy variable, and ^  be the total derivative. Then from (4.146), the
variation is equivalent to (77 =  7n;n, i.e., choosing k = 0)
D tj?iu} =  E  ( ^  +  +  a p ^ 5,2 +  • • • )  ■Dt’'
=Ç KS+5-1 (^)+s ~2 (^ )+" ' ) °l,?
+(S -  id) ( s - 1 (  A ï)  +  S "1 ^ dL SD,n  +  S " 2 ^
=E
d S r i J ~ " ' ' ~  \ d S 2riJ “ ydS^r)
dL
Dtf) +
+iS 2( ^ ) + " ')Wn;n'1
+(5 - id) ( s "‘ ( f t )  + S ‘ 1 ( m j )  s (n i ^ + s " 2 ( ^ )  ^ + -  
=E w* (p 1+S_1 ( f t ) + 5-2 +’ " ) -rn;n'1+^  _ M) ( e  J"i"+*>iC'‘) ;
(4.149)
here syzygies are substituted to obtain the last equality.
As (S' — id) (]>A /n;n+i,iCi) is a total difference term, it is obvious that the difference Euler- 
Lagrange equation is given by
H*E£(L) =  0,
where
e ^ = | + s "i O + s ‘ 2 ( ^ ) +
(4.150)
(4.151)
T heorem  4.2.12. Let the numbers of the dependent and independent variables be q and p = 1 
respectively. Consider an invariant Lagrangian
5 3  L(n> rçA-SV*,.--, Srnrja , . . . ) ,  a  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  ç, (4.152)
under a group G acting on p r ^ ^ E ) ,  with r}a being the generating invariants. Introduce a 
dummy variable t and suppose we have
Dt E  £(». s v .  • • ■) = E ^ « X - W 4 a;n , l+ ( 5 - id )  I E ^ i » + i . l C “
(4.153)
a,î
8For simplicity, we choose rj =  Pn • u n . Otherwise, we can shift the total summation to achieve this.
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where
(4.154)- ^ n ; n + i , l  Pn ^
Define a column vector Ca = (C f ). Let dim G =  r, and fla (x) be the matrix defined in Lemma 
4.2.6 in the a-direction, with invariantised representation Qa(I). Then we have the following 
representation of conservation laws
9=P
(4.155)
where c is a constant vector.
Proof. From Lemma 4.2.6, for any 1 < a  < g, we have the following equality
Z f)x
^ ( p ) ^ ( z )  =  ^ (Æ ) (4.156)
which can be written as
(4.157)
From (4.149), (4.150) and (4.151), by setting DtSf[u] =  0, we get Noether’s conservation laws
as"
= constant, (4.158)
on solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations. From the definition of the invariant In-n+i,i 
(bearing in mind that n  and t are both invariant), one has
TOC _  ~a _  \  ' _____ n
I n-,n+i,l un;n+i,t /  ^ o  a
+i
9=pn T 9=Pr
d< + j
dt '
(4.159)
Define the vector x = (w“+J ). Choosing any row of the matrix Q,a(x), e.g., the Z-th row, defining 
we gefO
E r a  d u n+iI n;n+i,l(~/i ~  /  ,
oc,t,3
du:n+j g—pn dt
~\  T
d“ n+ jc a
(4.160)
C ,  V l < Z < r .
9=Pn
9 The summation over i is finite in practice.
10The reason why we can choose «n+j.t in this way is due to the restriction of Dt that for any n, t =  vn, 
where un is any sm ooth function. For a matrix or vector A, A; means its Z-th row.
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Substituting the invariantised version of (4.157) into (4.160), one gets
y 'M f l ) , " 1 ù a(I)Ca := ci,
a 9=Pn
where q are constants. Therefore, we get Noether’s conservation laws as
=  c.
(4.161)
(4.162)
□
E xam ple 4.2.13 (cont.). We consider the following difference (invariant) variational problem,
^ [ u ] = y i  An
=  ^  ] (Un+4 'Un) (u^+g ^n+l)
The Lagrangian L n can be written in terms of invariants as
L n — I n - , n + 3 l n ; n + 4  I n ; n + 3  T S I n ; n + 3 ‘
(4.163)
(4.164)
Let
7"n —  In-,n+3i —  - ^ n ; n + 3 , l -
Then we can rewrite the operator TL as
and the syzygy ( f . l f l )  as
S - 2t„
DtTn = TLXr
Applying Dt to the Lagrangian (4-163) yields
A-S?[u) = =  T , Dt (~ —■(‘Sr" -  i)
= E
= E  
= E
d^ +Ë f nDt{s^
di t D^ +§ k siD^
dLn dLn s
drn dS TV] A r „ .
(4.165)
(4.166)
(4.167)
(4.168)
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For simplicity, let us denote
'H = id+aS '-1 +  bS~2 +  cS~3 (4.169)
and accordingly
=  id+(g'G)5'+ ( ^ 6 ) ^  +
with a, b, c the coefficients of the operator H. 
Use the first syzygy in (f.167) to obtain
Dt3P[u] =
= E
dLn  i /  dLr
drn
dTn
+ S - 1 
+ S
\ d S r n ) ] A T „  +  (S - i d ) ( s - ( y P , r n
\ d S T n
HXn +  (S' -  id) Sy-1 dLn
dSTn
dLn  + 5 - i  f  d L *
\dST n A^  + ( S - id ) B k
(4.170)
'HXn \ (4.171)
here the boundary term B  will be specified later and integration by parts is used several times.
Since the Lagrangian (4.163) is L n = rn +  Srn, we get the invariant difference Euler- 
Lagrange equation
0 =  EL A(Ln) :=V. dLn 0_! /  dL,+  S"
<9rn V dSTn
= (id+(So)S + (S^6)S  ^+ (S^c)S^ 2 
( ^ ) S ^ \
Under the coordinates {n,un), the difference Euler-Lagrange equation is
(4.172)
0 — E (Ln) 2 (—un+3 +  un+i +  un- i  — un-3) • (4.173)
The equations within different coordinates are related by the following identity
E L A(Ln) = 53EA(Ln)
^n+2
(4.174)
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The boundary term is
B = S - i dLndSrn TL\n — a
dLn ç,-! f  dLn 
arm
-
-  (Sc)#
-s
dL
dT n + s  1 ( a s v „
dLn + 5 _ 1  (  dL
S  1 À ri — C
S  1Àn — b 
dL
dTn
+ S
dTr 
- i  (  dL
dLn + S -1 f  dL
dSTn
dSTn
dr, dSTn
S~2\ n -  {S2c)S2 dLr
dTn
+ s - 1 ( dL
\dSTn
- c - 1  ( A„ -  +  ((Sb)S + (S2c)S2)
\d S r n 
- { ^  + (Sc)S
dL
dT n + S  1 (s5r„
dLn +  5 _ 1  f  dLr
dTn.dTn \dST,
—Xn ~  { û +  2Sb +  2S2cj S  1 An — {6 +  2Sc} S  2Xn — cS ^An.
By taking (4-140) into consideration, B  can be written as
S-'X r
S -'X n
(4.175)
B  — CoIn;n,l 4~ Clln\n+l,l "P C,2-^n;n+2,l "P C^In-n+3,l ; (4.176)
where
Co =  rn, Ci =  H  - ,  C2 =  rn 4-----^— - ,  C3 =  1.
Tti O TV).
T/ien Noether’s conservation laws are given by
(4.177)
c =  ^  Ad(#) 1 H(/n+fc)Cfc
fc=0 
(
9 = P n
Unlt-Un +  (Un+2 ~ U^ ( C1 +
Cn+Ca(- 1 )n (u n lt-u n ~ (Un+2 ~ Un)(Ci +  C3))
(—l ) n ( Unu l+ 2 - u lC2' ~~ (Un+2 — Un ){U n + lC i +  U n+ sC s^j
(4.178)
Here Ad(g) 1 is given by (4-120), and Cl(In+k) is the invariantisation of Q(un+k) given in 
Indeed, one can check that
(S -  id)c =
—(un+2— Un)
(  — l ) n ( u n + 2  — U n )  
y  {  — l ) n U n + 2 , { u n + 2  — U n )  j
EL A(Ln), (4.179)
where ELA(Tn) is the invariant difference Euler-Lagrange equation.
Theorem 4.2.12 can be generalized to any p > 1.
T heorem  4.2.14. Under a group action G x pr(°°)(E) —> p r ^ ^ E ) ,  consider an invariant
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difference Lagrangian
(4.180)
w/tere n G Zp and % (z =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  ATj are the generating invariants.11 Take a dummy variable 
t into consideration, and suppose we have the syzygies to integrate the Lagrangian by parts to 
yield that
E  K « K  +  E ( ^  -  id)Pj
a,î J=1
where
i ’j ~  Y . y .  j -
a , J
Ifrjj = In-n+j’ then there exists a syzygy
(4.181)
(4.182)
DtPi — TLi,ocIn-,n+J,li (4.183)
in which the operator 'Hi,a is determined by the shift operators S  and the invariants 7“.n+j 0 
(S/Jo), and In-n+j,i = Pn’un+j,t- the coefficients of Pj as a vector such that Cf =
Let dim G =  r  and (g1,#2, . . .  ,gr) be the local coordinates of G near the identity e. Let v* 
(i =  1,2, . . .  , r )  be the infinitesimal generators associated with these parameters. Furthermore, 
let Ad(g) be the Adjoint representation of G with respect to these infinitesimals. Similarly define 
the matrix Q,a(x) =  (Cij) by
Cij = g=e (4.184)
and let Qa(I) be the invariantised version of Lla(x), where x is a vector of dependent variables 
(w“+ J). Then the r Noether’s conservation laws from this difference variational problem can be 
expressed as12
^ ( ,% - i d ) ^ ] . 4 d(9 ) - i  _ fr(f)C ? =  0 . (4.185)
9 = P n
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one for Theorem 4.2.12. From (4.146), we know that 
the derivative Dt Y)n . . . ,  . . .) in (4.181) provides us the boundary terms as
(4.186)
a, J
11 The group action will keep n  invariant.
120 is the zero vector.
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The proof of Theorem 4.2.12 tells us that
j a  - n  . Ua  V  d U “ + J1 n ;n + J , l  ~  Pn  Un + J , t  ~  0 7/a
Jo 9 = P n
9 <+Jo  
dt ’
which amounts to
Ln + J .
According to Lemma 4.2.6 (or the proof of Theorem 4.2.12), we have
(Ia )T =  (ua )T ( du*+J \  O n ; n + J , l /  \ Un + J , t )  \^Qu a  ^ J
1— P n
(4.187)
(4.188)
(4.189)
Choosing x  =  (u“+ J), and each row of the matrix iïa (x) to be (w“+J]J T, substitute the invari­
antised version of (4.189) into (4.188), to get
9 — P n
(4.190)
where Ad(g)l means the Z-th row of the matrix Ad(g) . Then taking (4.186) and (4.190) 
into consideration together, we can get the conservation laws as
9 = P n
-  i d lE - M s ) , " 1 ___ n«(/)C? =  0, 1 < i <  r,
j  a
which finishes the proof of this theorem.
(4.191)
□
This theorem provides an approach to consider difference variational problems and Noether’s 
first theorem in an invariant way; the conservation laws for the associated Euler-Lagrange 
equations are given in terms of invariants. In the next section, we consider continuous variational 
problems admitting infinite-dimensional groups of variational symmetries and show how the 
moving frame method can be applied to give the differential relationships among Euler-Lagrange 
equations according to Noether’s second theorem.
4.3 N oether’s second theorem  via the moving frame m ethod
Noether’s second theorem [51, 75, 76] deals with variational problems admitting symmetries 
whose characteristics depend on an arbitrary smooth function. Hydon & Mansfield [43] recon­
sider this problem and obtain the differential relationships of the Euler-Lagrange equations by 
amending the Lagrangian by use of the symmetry characteristics. They also present methods 
for finding conservation laws from symmetries with constraints. In this section, we study the
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(invariant) Noether’s second theorem via the moving frame method.
4.3.1 Invariant variational problems w ith infinite-dim ensional sym ­
m etry groups
We consider group actions for differential equations. Let x  and u be continuous independent 
and dependent variables with dimensions p and q, respectively. We consider the variational 
problem
Jz?[u] = J  L(x,[u])dx. (4.192)
Assume that the variational problem admits an infinite-dimensional group action of variational 
symmetries whose characteristics Q(x, [u\ k ] )  depend on an arbitrary smooth function k ( x )  and 
its derivatives. Suppose the related transformation depends on an arbitrary smooth function 
A(z). Then there exist differential relationships among the Euler-Lagrange equations
E a(L) = Y , ( ~ D ) k  a  =  1 , 2 , . . . , ( 4 . 1 9 3 )
as follows:
0«E«(L) =  O, (4.194)
where the differential operators &1, @2, . . . ,  are not all zero. According to Hydon & Mans­
field [43], the differential relationship is given by
E„{Q«(2;, k  K])E«(L)} =  0, (4.195)
viewing k as a dependent variable.
Rewrite the Lagrangian L in terms of n fundamental invariants J* and their derivatives 
with respect to x. We will obtain these invariants by Cartan’s (or Lie’s) general setting rather 
than Eels k, Giver’s construction for finite dimensional group actions [23, 24]. Recently Olver 
and his collaborators work a lot on moving frames for Lie pseudo-groups [81, 82]. Introduce a 
dummy variable t, which is considered as another independent variable. Since t is invariant and 
A is independent of t, there always exist q fundamental invariants I a (corresponding to each 
dependent variable ua). Assume that the syzygies between Ji and I a are given by
ZWi =  , (4.196)
where T>t is the invariant differential operator with respect to t and the operators depend
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on Ji and its derivatives with respect to x  only. 
Symbolically, the following equality holds
Vt &[u) = ^ z &[u + ev]. (4.197)àe
Therefore, applying the invariant differential operator V t to the variational problem, we get 
V tJ?[u] = J  V tL(x, [it]) dz =  a p K  J-)VtT>KJi dx
= / S  l(" D k  ( Æ ) )  VtJi+VK 
= /.£  [(_1>k ( o f e )  v + P k
=  / E [ « L { ( - P k ( ^ ) } r  +  B;
dL . .  -  (4198)
i,K,a
dz,
where B contains all the boundary terms. As the I a are independent of each other and they 
can be any smooth functions, which are considered as the small perturbations Sua = eva (or
their linear combinations), we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations
0 =  E M D  := { ( - V ) K ( g ^ y )  } . (4.199)
However, in this case, in order to achieve the differential relationship between the Euler- 
Lagrange system, we need to re-express the fundamental invariants.
P roposition  4.3.1. Assume t is invariant and X is independent o ft. Then there exists a linear 
relationship as follows:
L" =  (4.200)
here Tjf are smooth functions which are independent o ft and any partial derivatives with respect 
to t. Further, Tjf is normalized by the normalisation equations, i.e., the argument [A] has been 
replaced by (x, [u]) at the most.
Proof. Let ü = ü ( x ,u ,X ^ )  be the new dependent variables under the group action, and
consider (x, it) to be the new independent variables; here X ^  means the partial derivatives of 
A to fcth-order with respect to x  and only u may depend on t. Similarly, let x  = x (x,u , A(fc)) 
and t = t. According to Cartan-Lie’s method [3, 47], to obtain the invariants, we begin with a
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Pfaffian system (also called a contact system) determined by the differential forms 
=  àx1 — d x \  i =
9 t—dt — dt, (4.201)
^  =  dû* -  dæ* -  d ? /, a , ^ =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  g.
Set dæ* =  düa =  dt =  0, and choose proper level sets x 1 =  Xq, üa = Uq and t = to with XQ,UQ,to 
constants. Then by pulling the system back to the submanifold given by the group action maps 
and restricting it to a curve ( t,x ,u (t,x )) , the following differential forms are obtained
<4 =  ~ d x \
cjt = — dt, (4.202)
<  =  -  ( 4 ^  d a *  +  d t )  .
We still need some normalization equations to get the invariants {Ji}p=1, as we may have 
derivatives of A with respect to x  whose order is greater than k, which is the highest order 
suggested by the group action. Then, we can get the invariants I a as
1“ =  l > y „  (4.203)
where Tp is the normalisation (or invariantisation) of üaul3. □
From the proof above, we see the invariants Ji and I a may depend on the function A and 
its higher derivatives. However, for each /3 =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  g, ELa (L) does not, which is shown 
below.
Proposition 4.3.2. We have
Bp(L) = r |E L a (L). (4.204)
Proof. From the general variational principle, it is quite obvious that
(4.205)
and 
d 
de e = 0 +  ev] (4.206)
amount to exactly the same Euler-Lagrange equations E Jg(L) =  0. The conclusion in (4.198)
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dæ
u't=v,y
, dx.
(4.207)
gives us that
V t ,  Jf lu]= [  (EL0(£ ) /“ +  S )
»7t=tA J
=  J  ( E L ^ L ^ v f  +  B
Therefore, the equality (4.197) implies E yg(L) =  T^'ELa(L). □
According to Hydon & Mansfield [43], we can build a new variational problem
Jzf [it; k] =  J  L(x, [it; %]) dx, (4.208)
where
L(x, [u; K]) =  Q^(x, [it; K])7^EL^(L), (4.209)
to achieve the differential relationship between the Euler-Lagrange equations.
However, we are going to obtain the relationship by using the invariants and Adjoint action. 
When dim G = r, we know that the following equality holds [63, 28]
Ad(g)Sl(z) =  Sl(z) ( ] | )  , (4.210)
which can be generalized into an infinite version, bearing Remark 4.1.7 in mind. The same
result has been given in Lemma 4.2.6 on a discrete base. The next lemma shows an identity
for the Adjoint action of an infinite-dimensional group.
Lem m a 4.3.3. Define £l(z) to be the I x k  matrix with k = dimz whose columns are coefficients 
of the infinitesimal generators. Let Ad(g) be the matrix of operators given in Remark 4.1.7, 
which represent the Adjoint action. Then
M ( g ) n T(z) =  ( 0 )  Qt {z). (4.211)
Proof. The proof is similar to the one used in the finite case, which can be found in [28, 63]. □
Exam ple 4.3.4. Consider the running Example 4-1.9. We already obtained
T
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Therefore, a simple calculation shows that
( - iA'(a;) 0
u\" {x) i
\  (A'(=))2 A'W /
( > t ( A ( x ) )
X'(x)
=  Ad(g)^lT (z).
Replacing g by g 1 in (4.211) amounts to
/((A(æ))
uk'(X(x))
\  (A'(=))=
(4.213)
Ad(g ^ ) ^ ( z )  =  ( ^  ) DT(z), (4.214)
which can be invariantised by use of the normalisation equations into
9=P
nT(z) =  (Ad(g 1)n r (5))
9=P
(4.215)
From the proof of Proposition 4.3.1, we know that Tjf is the normalisation (or invariantisa­
tion) of üauP. Therefore,
/  S5X
(4.216)
9=P
with which we can represent (4.215) as
( ^ ) f F ( z )  =
9=P
ÜT (z) = (Ad(g 1)ÎÎT(5))
9=P
(4.217)
which can be expressed in components as
9=P
(4.218)
According to (4.209), we can construct a Lagrangian which is invariant under the same 
transformation as the original Lagrangian L(x,[u]),
L(x, [«;«]) =  EL0( i)
9=P
(4.219)
T heorem  4.3.5. Introduce a new dummy variable s which is invariant, and consider k(x , s) 
as the dependent variable. The differential relationship among the Euler-Lagrange equations is
d
(4.220)
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Proof. A similar calculation to (4.198) gives
VsJZ’lu] K] —J  'DsL{x, [u; re]) dæ
=  J  ( ( ( A d i g - ^ r ^ i z ) )  \ \ - E L a(L)V.DKK.ix
= I  [(-Dk ( a ib )  |s J  ELa(i)) v.K
(4.221)
/  d
+ %  ) B L «(L)^re dx.
The differential relationship is the coefficient of V sk of the first term of the integrand and this 
finishes the proof. □
There may be constraints on arbitrary functions in Q from the linearized symmetry condition 
for the Euler-Lagrange equations. Let re be a vector whose components are functions. Suppose 
it determines the characteristics Q, and there exist N  linear differential constraints,
.(rer ) =  0, m =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  V, (4.222)
where S’mr are differential operators. Assume x  is invariant. Then we can rewrite the La­
grangian (4.209) as
L(x,[u;k]) =  ( ( ^ % - 1))?n'5(i)) EL0 ( £ ) - t”,®„„.('0, (4.223)
g=p
where r 1, r 2, . . . ,  are Lagrange multipliers. Introduce a dummy variable s to obtain
( - %  ( ( W ) ) X W )
where r =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  dim re and {^m rY  is the conjugate of the differential operator ^ mr.
4.3.2 An exam ple w ith invariant independent variables
Consider the well-known variational problem (Example 3.1 in [43]) whose Lagrangian is
1  =  +  ( V ^ ) ( V W  + (4.225)
where m  is the mass of a scalar particle with charge e, the electromagnetic field strength is
Fnv — A^!,, and V^ — D^ +  ieA^. (4.226)
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Here ijj* is the complex conjugate of 'ip. The independent variables are the standard flat space­
time coordinates x = (x^) with /r =  0 ,1; 2,3; the dependent variables are the wavefunction ip, its 
conjugate ip*, and the real-valued electromagnetic four-potential A^, /z =  0,1,2,3. Indices are 
raised and lowered using the Minkowski metric rj = diag{—1,1,1,1} (the signature (+, —, —, —) 
is also widely used).
It possesses the infinite-dimensional group of gauge symmetries
g : ip ^  ip — exp(- ieA)^, ip* ^  ip* = exp(ieX)ip*, AM H- (4.227)
where A is an arbitrary real-valued function of x.  The characteristics of the gauge symmetries
have components
= — ieipK, = i e ip * K ,  Q*1 = r / ^ k :U, (4.228)
where k(x ) is an arbitrary function.
According to Eels & Olver [23, 24] (see also [3, 47]), the moving frame method begins with 
a setting
=  Z =  ^ , r  =  ÿ*, ^  =  A". (4.229)
Their first-order partial derivatives are
/,% =  o, y ^ = o ,  y ^  =  o,
l,x» =  -ieexp(-ieA )^A ,p =  - ie l ( h v -  A v)r)vtJL,
l,ip — exp(—ieA) =  —, =  0, Z^ /x =  0, (4.230)
l*xv - i e l * ( h u -  A v)r}vll, l*  ^ = l *^  -  0, l*A<r = 0,
h% =  0> h%* = ° ’ K a " =
The Pfaffian system on J 1(R10 x M10) is determined by
gy, =  d/^ -  da:^  -  d%A -  dV* -  d A \
6i — dZ — l,xw dir^ — Irf ô.ip — l^* âip* — 1,a u dA^,
(4.231)
g;. =  dZ* -  Z*,, (hr" -  Z^ d^  -  Z ,^. dV;* -  Z^„ d A \
^  =  d ^  -  dz" -  ^  d^ Z, -  d%Z,* -  dA".
When being pulled back to the submanifold given by the symmetry maps, the differential system
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turns into
Of» =  d /^  — dxM,
I  
ÿ
i
Oi — dZ +  iel(hv — — - d^,
(4.232)
61* — dZ* — ie Z* (Zi^  — dx^ — d^*,
=  d ^  -  dxu -  dAM.
Set
d /^  =  dZ =  dZ* =  d ^  =  0, (4.233)
which pulls back to a level set where / M =  /q , Z =  Zq, Z* =  Zq and hfl =  hg are constant.
Choosing Z0 =  Zq =  1 and Ziq =  0, we get
C^4"1 =  — dx^, C5 =  ~  dx1' — - d^,
^  (4.234)
c6 =  ieA^rinv dx17 -  —  d^*, C/i+T =  ~h%u dx" -  dA^,
which can be restricted to the submanifold ip = ip(x),ip* = ip*{x),A^ =  A/i(x), and they 
become
U)h;/x+1 =  -  dxM, iv5 =  — ^ ie A ^ z , +  dx", 
w6 =  ^ieA^^r, -  dx", o^+7 =  -  (% , +  A^) dx".
We normalize = —A^ to get the final invariant differential forms as follows:
(4.235)
wM+1 =  -  dxM, cj5 = -  ^ieA ^rj^  +  dæ", cv6 = (ieA ^rj^  — dx". (4.236) 
They have the following relations
3 3
-w5 =  -  wG =  (4.237)
fi—O / i = 0
which provide the fundamental invariants
Jn+i — — ieA"?y^ — — — ieAM —
J m+5 =  ieA "^^ ~ ~ ^ r  = 'ieAv- ~  ~p7-
(4.238)
Meanwhile, one can easily check that Jo =  iptp* is also invariant (it is an algebraic invariant 
rather than a differential invariant).
P roposition  4.3.6. There are several important relations (some of them are syzygies) among
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the invariants as follows:
J f i+ 5  —  — J n + i  ( 4 . 2 3 9 )
and
— J v + i , n  =  i e  . ( 4 . 2 4 0 )
To obtain the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations, the Lagrangian is written in terms of 
invariants,
L =  +  (VpV'XV'W +  m2V <
=  \ F ^ F Œ^ T f ' ’ + + m 2J0
— ~ (,4,5 ,^. — 4- (i/4,, +  leA^tp) i f 1' ( f f  — icA ,/0") +  m 2 Jo
=  ^ T/ ( Jfi+l,,, — J^ +1,,, ) A “ A'y '' r// ( T1,5 — Jfl+l,a) + (—J,, 1 1 A' ( A ^  J f+5 i4"( + m2 Jo
jjOLii^ pv ^ /  J 0
= -------^ 2— ( tV l - l , i '  ~  ^ + l , ^ ) ( ^ a + l , /8 — ^ /3 + l,a )  ~  V ^ J o J f j . + l  M u + 1  +  m  «^ 0
 — -------^ 2— ( ^ + 1 , ^  — ^ + l , M) ( J a + l ^  — ^ /3 + l ,a )  — J n + 1  { J q J v + 1  +  «7o,iy) +  m  Jq-
 ^ (4.241)
The variational principle tells us that
S L  = ------ ^ 2 — { ( ^ M + l ,v  ~  5 J 1y+ i iP) ( J a + i )/3 — J /3 + l ,a )  +  (J /j+ l,zy  ~  ^ zy + l,/j)( 5 J a + 1 ,,6  — 5 «7/9+1,a ) }
— 77^ 1 5<7^ +1 (Jo«7I/+ i +  Jo,zy) +  Jfi+i {dJoJv+i  +  JoSJv+ i +  dJo,v) I  +  m 2ÔJo 
= ------ 2%2— (^«+i„8 -  «7/3+1,a )(<5JA1+i,l/ -  5Jv+i ^ )
— (2Jo«7z/+i +  Jo+) «^7m+ i +  «7^ +1 Jy+i^Jo +  «7At+ i^ Jo+ 1  +  m 2SJo.
(4.242)
The first term of (4.242) on the right-hand side can be reduced,
— 2^2— (J<x+i,i3 ~  «7^+i,a)(5JAt+i,I/ -  5J^+i,m)
—  2^2 17 q / + 1 )/3 ^« 7 m+ 1 , i /  4  ^ 2  Jat+l,pfiJv+l,fi,
jjCxp^v
4 ^ 2  Jp+ï,ctàJp.+l,v 2^2 e7^-H,a^«7i/+l,/x
— 2 Jot+l,P {5Jp+l,V ~  &Jv+1,il) ■
Therefore, the variation can be represented as
5L = ------- Ô— ^a+i,^ (^J/x+i,!/ — «^7t,+i,At) — 77Miy (2JqJzy+i 4- «7q,t/) 5«7A1+i
(4.243)
4- ( m 2 — T7Atzy«7A1+ i  J ^ + i)  5Jo — ?/^«7^+iJ«7o+,
(4.244)
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which will be integrated by parts, as follows:
rr  - f V - ,  „  n  f r r ^  J „  \  „
OL — ^ 2  J a + l j f i v O J [ i + l  I ^ 2  v'q+1,/6®v'/x+1 J  ^2  ^a+l^A1 ^+1
+  (  ^2--«TaH-l^Jjy+l J — T7MZ/ (2Jq Jjz+1 +  Jo,I/) 5J^+1
+  (m.2 — JM+i Jy+i) 5Jo +  rj^v J ^ i ^SJq — _D„ J^+i^Jo)
/rjaHfjP1' v \
— ( ^ 2  Ja+l,/3iz ^ 2  J a + l , p v  (2 Jq J^+l +  Jo,i/) J  ^  J/x+1
+  (rn2 -  Ty^J^+iJ^+i +  Ty^J^+i,^) 5J0 (4.245)
/  a u  P n  ^ o c p ^ p u  \
— D f j ,  I --- 2^--- Ja+l,/3^Ji/+l------- 2^----'Ta+l./S^Jiz+l +  Ji/+1^Jo )
(J/3+l,o: — Ja+ 1 ,^) — (2Jo J/3+1 +  J o ,,) )  5J++1
+  (m2 — t/*1'j^ + l  Jz/+1 +  J++l,z/) 5Jo
/  a v  P n  T1a n r lp i '  \
— Dfj, ( --- 2^--- Ja+1,/3^Jiz+1 2^----'Tcc+l,,^J/z+1 +  V ^Jh-I^Jq 1 •
This gives us the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations
(J/i+l,iz — J++1 Ji/+l) +  77%2 =  0,
/„<** \  (4.246)
V ^ f (J/3+1,a — Ja+1,,) — (2JoJ,+l +  J o ,,)) = 0 ,  /i =  0, 1, 2, 3.
P roposition  4.3.7. The equations obtained above are equivalent to the ones in [43], which are
0 =  E^,(L) := - ( V ^ V #  +  m V ,
0 =  E r  (L) := - +  m 2i[, (4.247)
0 =  E f  (L) := 77,(r^T +  W (V f V)* -
Proof. The first of (4.246) can be represented under local coordinates (z ,^ ,^ * , AM) as
? r ( j+ + i+  — j++i Jz/+i)+ m-2 
=  -  ^  ( i e A _  +  _  e2+ A „  +  ^  +  i e ^  +  i e ^ )  +  m 2
=  -  ^  (ieA^,, +  ^  -  e2AMA„ +  +  m 2
=  _  (, , v fiv !+ +m 2
fj
( - V ^ V ^  +  m 2 ,^)
(4.248)
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and its conjugate amounts to
— Jp+ iJv+ if +
= ÿ r ( - ( ^ V V ) '+ m V )  (4.249)
The second of (4.246) can be rewritten as
V 13*1 (^/3+l.a — J a t + l , p )  —  (2JqJ/3+1 +
=  ^~2_ ieDv(Aa>p — Ap^a) +  2'ip'ip* ^ieAp +  — V,,/3V)* —
=  VPfl ( ^ - D y F f ia  +  2 ie# * A ^  -
{vp<rF ™ +  t ë ÿ ^ A p  +  ieïp^p -  ieip^tp*) (4.250)
(VfaF™ +  ~ ie^*Ap) -  i e ^ ^ p  +  ie^A^))
+  ie ^ (V ^ )*  -  ie^*V fV)
= —^ Ep(L).
As rj is invertible, the equivalence is obvious. □
If there exists a dummy variable t which is invariant, then the same method above gives us 
the other invariants
pj, = Vv j r  =  I» = A% (4.251)
e
IrjPv
e
irjPf1
R em ark  4.3.8. From (4-251), we see that the matrix (Tp) (see (4-200)) is diagonal and
(J>“) = d ia g ( i ^ ,1 ,1 ,1 . l ) .  (4.252)
P ro p o sitio n  4.3.9. There exist syzygies
DtJ0 = M I’1’ + Ir ) (4.253)
and
DtJp+i = -  leFrj^ -  D ^ .  (4.254)
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By writing u =  A^), a similar equality as (4.197) holds, namely
d
de /  L[u +  ev] dx = Dt /  L[u] dæ r=0 J utt=v J
(4.255)
To get the invariant differential relationships, the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations should be 
obtained from the identity (4.255). Hence we apply the differential operator Dt to the action,
Dt J L d x  — J  2 g 2 (Ja+l,P Jp+l,a)Dt(J(j,+l,v
+  (ttt-2 — rTJp+iJv+i) DtJo — V111'JiJi+iDvDtJo — r]^ v (2JqJv+i +  Jo,v) DtJ^+i
■ /
dx
-(Ja+1,13 — J/3+1,^DvDtJ^+l +  (m2 — Jzy+l)Dt Jo
— rj111'Jn+iDvDtJo — (2JqJy+i +  J0),)  DtJ^+i dx
- / K -
"(Ja+1,/3 — Jp+l,a)Dv — (2JoJ,+l +  Jq,v) f DtJ^+l
+  {(m,2 — J/x+1 J ,+ l)  — V^Jfi+lJ^v} DtJo dx.
(4.256)
Integrate this by parts to get
D, J Ldx=J Dv{Ja+l,p — Jp+\,a) — V^iJo,»  +  2JqJ,+l) > DtJfi+l
+  {ut,2 — rj111'Jn+iJv+i +  rj^D vJ^+ i} DtJo (4.257)
- D l ■(Ja+l,P — Jp+l,a)DtJfi+l +  rj^Jn+lDtJo dx.
Using the syzygies obtained above, the integrand becomes
h ^ l D^ j a+l l3 _  Jl3+Ua) _  +  2 J 0J „ +1) )  ( - i e r ^ ,  -  D ^ )
+  { m 2 -  < " , / „ + !  J „ +1 + ^ £ > „ J M+1} J o ^  +  /* " )
-  D„ -  J ^ a) ( -  i e T t ) ^  ~  D ^ )  + +  / ’'’*))
(4.258)
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Integrating by parts again, we have
• f V31' 1
ie ï  — J/3+1,a) — (Jo,a +  2JqJa+ l) J“
— Jq  { m 2 — v y ^ ^ Jp + iJ 1 /+ 1  +  1 ^  — ^Jq  {m2 — t / ^ J ^ + i  J „ + i  +  J ^ + i}
+  rj^D n  | - ^ 2- D^(Ja+ iijg — Jp+lya) — (Jo,a +  2JqJa+ l ) |  ^
/ r7a/iT7^ l/
+  D , ( J - ^ - ( J ^ + i ^  -  J ^ + i^ ) ( - ie r7 7 ^  -  +  77^J^+1 Jo(J^ +
+  77azy | ”^2“ ^ ( ^ a + l . / S  — J/3+1,a) — (Jo ,a  +  2 J qJ q+ i ) / ^ |
(4.259)
Therefore, we get the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations with respect to (J^, as
0 =  E L ^ L ) := — ie I  -^ "A ^J^+ i,^  — Jg+i,^) — (Jo,^ +  2J 0J M+i) | , /r =  0,1,2,3,
0 =  EL^ /,* (L) := Jo {m2 — t /11'J^+ i J„+i +  rj^vDVJ } ,
, (4-26°)
0 — E L ^ ( L )  :— r j ^ D n  | - ^ 2"D I/(Ja+ i )/3 — J^+i,a ) — (Jo,a +  2JoJa+ i) j
+  Jo {m2 — rji11' Jn+iJv+i +  JM+i} .
The differential relationships are obtained via the variation of a new Lagrangian (4.219)
with respect to smooth functions k. The new Lagrangian is related with the Adjoint action.
For this reason we must get the Adjoint action first. In local coordinates, we have
v = Qa- £ ? = -  + 'm* ' Kw + " " " " w  (4-261)
From the transformations (gauge symmetries) given in (4.227), we have (recalling that x  is 
invariant)
d _ dip d r w &
^ ™ ^ 9 ÿ " eXp(leA)9 ÿ ’
W ' = W W  = e:q,(~'ieX)W '  (4-262)
a  aA^ a  a  a
=  0 .dA» dA» dAv ^d A v dA» 
Therefore, for any real number %, we deduce that
Ad9(xv) =  xQ a^  = X { - i e ^ - t + i e r ^  + r T * ^ )
=X ieexp(-ieA)V>Kexp(ieA)^ + ieex p (ieA )^* K ex p (-ieA )^  +77/xl/K,z/^ r^
= x  ( -  + ïe r K w + = x v ’
(4.263)
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that is, Adg is the identity operator, which implies that Ad(g) =  id. Then obviously
Ad(p~1) = id. (4.264)
As we have set Iq = Iq = 1 where I = ÿ j *  = $*,
0,(1) = (-ieK,ieK,r]^uK^). (4.265)
The new Lagrangian turns out to be
L[u; «] =  {(Adig-1) ) ^ 13^ )) ELa(L)
g=p
=  n«(/)EL<,(L)
=  (9<'(/)EL¥,(L) +  Q « '(J)EL^.(L ) +  Q "(/)E L fl(Z,)
=  — ie/vEL^ (L) +  ieAîEL ,^* (L) +  77^ zyK)I/ELyLt(Z/).
Finally, the differential relationship is given by
0 = ^  ( 5E S b l '-(£))
=  -  ieEL^(L) +  ieEL^,. (L) -  Du ( ^ E L ^ ( L ) ) .
(4.266)
(4.267)
This is an invariant version of the differential relationship. It may be helpful in geometric 
integrators (see e.g. [49]), which are numerical methods preserving some geometric quantities, 
e.g., differential invariants and differential relationships.
4.3.3 A n exam ple w ith constraints
As explained above, our invariant approach also applies to variational problems possessing 
symmetries whose characteristics depend on a function-valued vector k that is subject to N  
linear differential constraints,
@mr(Kr) =  0, 772 =  1, 2, . . . , iV. (4.268)
Rewriting the Lagrangian as
£(*,[«;«]) =  ((^d(S- 1))2fi^(f)) £ ! ,„ ( £ ) - t- S W K )  (4.269)
9=P
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with T l , t 2 , . . .  , t n  the Lagrange multipliers, we get the Euler-Lagrange equations
(3Wt(T™), (4.270)
where r =  1 ,2 ,... ,dimK. According to Hydon k, Mansfield [43], if we can eliminate the 
Lagrange multipliers r m from (4.270), then the differential relationship between the Euler- 
Lagrange equations is obtained. However, if the multipliers r m cannot be eliminated totally, 
then the most we can do is to construct conservation laws of the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
The method they presented is as follows. First determine a particular solution of (4.270) for 
Tm, which can be done by inspection or the homotopy method. Then substitute the solution 
into13
which amounts to a set of conservation laws depending on k. They also stated that this set 
is independent of whichever particular solution is used. Moreover, if the characteristics are 
homogeneous with respect to r m, the conservation law obtained above is a multiple of the
TmS W K )  -  Kr (®mr) t( r ”1) =  0, (4.271)
one that is obtained from Noether’s first theorem. We reconsider Example 4.2 in [43] using 
invariants.
E xam ple 4.3.10. Consider the Lagrangian
I'M  = \  iu% ~ u*t) (4.272)
for the one-dimensional scalar wave equation
(4.273)
This admits variational symmetries with constrained characteristics Q =  K1(æ, t) +  K2(æ,t) such
that
K,x K,t ~  0, k x n t — 0. (4.274)
13Let f { x ,  [ix]) and h{x,  fu]) be sm ooth functions. For a differential operator D,  its adjoint lA  is defined as 
follows:
f D h = ( D ^ f ) h  +  divP-,
here P  is a sm ooth function determined by / ,  h and their derivatives. Then obviously,
f D h - ( D i f ) h
is a divergence expression.
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Introduce a dummy variable s, which is invariant, and denote the transformation as
g : x x  = x, t H -1 =  £, s ^  s = s, u H- ü =  w +  À1 +  A2. (4.275)
The corresponding Pfaffian system is determined by the following differential forms
9X — dx — dx,
9t = dt — dt,
9S = ds — ds, (4.276)
9U = dü — ü>u du — ü x dx — üft dt
= dû — du — (A*x +  X%) dx — (A  ^+  A2) dt.
Pulling these back to level sets x  =  xq, t = to,s = sq, u = uq, and then pulling back further to a
hypersurface (x ,t ,s ,u (x ,t ,s )) , we obtain
wx = — dx, 
cvt = — dt,
(4.277)
cüg — ds,
iWu = — (%,% +  A^ . +  A2X) dx — (uyt +  A  ^+  A2 ) d( — u yS ds.
One may normalize these; there is only one invariant that is independent of the group, namely
r  =  (4.278)
The Lagrangian cannot be written in terms of this invariant. Without normalization, we denote 
the other two invariants that depend on A by
J\ = u,x +  Alp +  A2X, J2 = u tt +  A  ^ +  A2 . (4.279)
The following syzygies hold:
=  =  (4.280)
By rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of invariants, integrating by parts and applying the syzy-
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gies, we get
T>sJi?[u] =VS J  -  [(Ji — Al,, — A^.)2 — (J2 — A  ^— A2)2] d xd t
— j  [(Ji ~  — — {J2 — A  ^— A2 ) P S J 2] dx dt
=  J  [(Ji — ~  — (J2 — A*t — A2 ) P t J u] dæ dt  (4.281)
=  / l( -V x (J i ~  -  A2J  +  A (^2 -  A  ^-  A2)) I u
+  %  ({Ji ~  A J,. -  A2X) /U) -  V t ((J2 — Ajj -  A2 ) / u )] dx dt,
which gives the Euler-Lagrange equation
0 =  ELU(L) := —V x(Ji — A^ . — A2X) +  2^t(J2 — A  ^— A2). (4.282)
This is equivalent to the wave equation (4.273) and is independent of X. From the infinitesimal
generator, v  =  (k1 +  k2)^ j , we can calculate the Adjoint action as follows:
-A-dg (v ) — (k1 +  K2)—  =  (k1 +  K2) ^  =  v, (4.283)
that is, Ad(g) =  id.
Introduce another dummy variable a, and consider k1, k2 as dependent variables with respect 
to independent variables (x ,t,a ) . Rewrite the Lagrangian L(x, [u; k]) and integrate it by parts 
to obtain (bearing in mind that r m =  Tm(x,t), which are independent of a)
V a J  L(x, [u; k]) dx dt = V a J  [(k1 +  k2)ELu(L) — r 1 (/c .^ +  ac )^ — x2( ^  — k2 )] dx dt 
= J  [(EL„(£) +  VxT1 +  Vtr1) VaK} +  (EL„(L) +  Vxt 2 -  Dt-r2) P „ K2 
—^ ( r 1^ ^ 1 +  r^VvK2) — V t — t 2!)^/!2)] dx d t
(4.284)
T/ros we get the identities
E L U(L) +  VxT1 +  A t 1 =  0, ELU(L) +  T>xr 2 -  P tr 2 =  0, (4.285)
which can be simplified into
u ,tt ~ u ,xx =  — ( T , x  "P T t ) ,  u^t ~ u,xx — ~{T,X ~  r ,t)- (4.286)
They are exactly the same as the ones in [43] (Example 4-2); they have the following particular
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solution (by inspection):
T 1  = u,x - u jt, t 2 =  u,x + u,t . (4.287)
Thus, the conservation laws induced by (4.271) can be expressed as
T)x [(k1 +  k?)ujX — (k1 — K2)tt,t] +  T^ t [(k1 — k?)ujX — (k1 +  K2)w,(] =  0, (4.288)
when (4-282) holds.
4.3.4 An exam ple w ith non-invariant independent variables
Usually when considering variational symmetries with respect to Lagrangian systems, we always 
assume the independent variables to be invariant under the symmetries. However, there are 
many examples in which the independent variables are not invariant (including cases where 
only the independent variables vary, while the dependent variables are invariant). For finite­
dimensional variational symmetries, the reader can find examples dealing with these cases in 
[28, 29, 63]. For instance, they consider the translation and rotation of a curve (x,u) in two- 
dimensional Euclidean space, i.e., the special Euclidean group S E (2) acting as
(  _x
\
cos 6/ — sim
sin 6 cos Q
/
+
V /
(4.289)
V
As x  is not invariant, Dx is not an invariant differential operator, which implies V x =£■ Dx. In 
order to investigate variational problems with this group from the viewpoint of invariant theory, 
one can introduce an invariant variable, the arc length s, and consider a change of coordinates 
(x,u{x)) (z(s), u(s)). To make sure s is the arc length parameter, an extra constraint should
be taken into consideration, that is,
+  w2 =  1- (4.290)
Obviously, Ds is an invariant differential operator. By rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of 
invariants with independent variable s, a similar method as for the cases when independent 
variables are invariant will provide us the conservation laws.
In this section we consider the two-dimensional shallow water equations from Lagrangian 
fluid mechanics as an example, which possesses an infinite-dimensional group of variational 
symmetries (Example 4.3 in [43]). Each fluid particle is labelled by its position (a1, a2) at 
some reference time i =  0, and at time t, its position is (x,y) =  (x(a1,a2,t) ,y (a 1,a2,t)). The
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Lagrangian is given by
(4.291)
where
h =
1
(4.292)
2',a1Z/,a2 2-,a2?/,a1
/o is the constant Coriolis parameter and go is the constant of gravity. Here we write x = x it 
and ÿ = y,û for this example, only the derivatives with respect to label variables a1 (and new 
variables s1) are denoted by subscripts. There exist well-known particle relabelling symmetries, 
which are arbitrary area-preserving diffeomorphisms of label space, whose characteristics are
The constraints imply that the functions k1 are independent of t, and the transformations can 
be represented as
Since the independent variables a1 are not invariant, we need to reparametrize as follows. 
Introduce two invariants s1, s2, which we will regard as independent variables in place of a1, a2, 
and a dummy variable a, which is invariant under the variational symmetries. Therefore, 
a1 =  a ^ s1, s2, a), x  =  x{t, s 1, s2, a) and y = y(t, s1, s2, cr). Transformations related to the 
symmetries then can be represented as
Writing down the determining differential forms for the Pfaffian system, pulling them back to
Qx =  —x^iK 1, Qv = where k1 =  k2 =  +  K2a2 =  0. (4.293)
g : t t-ï t = t, a* H- â* =  a* +  X1, z  H- z  =  æ, y ^ y  = y. (4.294)
g :t t = t, s* i—> s l = s l , cr i-4  d  = cr,
à1 a1 = à1 + Xi(a1,a2): x  x  = x, y ^  ÿ = y.
(4.295)
We denote the Jacobian matrix between (a1, a2) and (s1, s2) as follows:
^ da} da}  ^
d s1 d s 2 (4.296)
do? d a 2 
y  d s 1 d s 2 J
The following useful equality follows directly
(4.297)
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level sets t = to ,sl = SQ,a — <7o,(P = a,Q,x = xo,ÿ = yo by setting
dt =  ds* =  d<7 =  dâ* =  dx =  dÿ =  0, (4.298)
and pulling again the resultant forms back to a submanifold
(t, s1, s2, cr, a1 (s1, s2, a), a2(s1, s2, a), a:(t, s1, s2, a), y(t, s1, s2, a)), (4.299)
we obtain the following differential forms
tü-fc dtj — ds 7 — dcr?
uja1 = -  (afsi +  a 1) ds1 -  (a*s2 +  P ^A 1) ds2 -  (aJCT +  P^A1) da,
cva2 =  -  (a2si +  V siX2) ds1 -  (a2s 2 +  P S2À2) ds2 -  (a2a +  P^A2) da, (4.300)
=  —x dt — x )Si ds1 — x iS2 ds2 — x)(T da,
Wy =  - ÿ d t  -  yjSi ds1 -  yi82 ds2 -  y,a da.
After choosing proper normalization equations such that all the coefficients for coai and luq2 
become constants14, we get the following invariants
J\ := ^.s1 ; ^2 '= x ,s2i Jt "= xi
J Ï  := Z/,S1, J 2 := y,s2, (4.301)
J x := a *, 7y := y!£T.
There are still two algebraic invariants,
. J ^ := 2 ,  ^ := % /. (4.302)
The syzygies among all these invariants, which we will need later, are
p , i ^  =  j f ,  p , 2 ^  =  ^ ,  p ^  =  j f ,  p ^  =  r ,
(4.303)
We assume there exists another constraint that d e tF  =  1, since the symmetries preserve the
14It is assumed later that det F  =  1, so det F  is also invariant. Thus there exists a constraint among the  
constants:
- d â 1 d a 2 d â 1 dâ 2
i e tF = s ^ a ^ ~ d ? ^
= + ^s1^ 1) (afs2 +®,2-'2) — (a]i- + ^>s2^1) (a2 . + I ’»1^2)
=  det F  — 1.
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area. Thus the variational problem can be rewritten as
Jzf =  J  (L — t ° (det F — 1)) da1 da2 
=  J  {L — r°(det F  — 1)) d e tF d s 1 ds2
=  J  ( 2^ +  +  /o Jo Jt ~  2 ( J f J |  -  Ji J f  ) ~  T0 d^et ^  “  1^) det ^  dfil ds2’
 ^ 2  ^ 2 (4.304)
where r 0(t, s1, s2) is a Lagrange multiplier, and the following fact is applied
^  =X,a^y,a? -  X,a?y,a'
dx ds1 dx ds2 X /  dy ds1 dy ds2
ds1 da1 ds2 da1 J  yd s1 da2 ds2 da2
dx ds1 dx ds2 X /  dy ds1 dy ds2
ds1 da2 ds2 da2)  y d s1 da1 ds2 da1
= (^,siZ/,s2 -  x :S2yiSi) det(F -1 )
= (x ,s iy ,s* -x ,s2ytSi)
Apply the invariant differential operator V a to as follows:
go det F
(4.305)
( J f ) ' +  ( ^ )  J +  /oJo ^  -  ^ ( 2 d e tE  -  1)j  D» d etE
+ (detFfoJ? +  d e t  FJfVt +  -  J f D » , ] )  V„J$
+  ( d e t  F [ J ?  + f0JS] T>t + 2 ( j ^ e_t j ( j f ) 2  [ J f  D .»  -  J f © . . ] )  d s 1 d s :
As
Pa- det F = T>a {p sia}-Vs2 a2 — Vgia^V^a1) ,
(4.306)
(4.307)
by defining
R = 2
go det F 
J f  J f  -  J f  J f — r ° ( 2 d e t E  — 1 ) , (4.308)
the first term on the right-hand side of (4.306) can be integrated by parts
FCDu det F  =  \T>s2 (R Psio2) — 2^ si (KDS2 a2)] Py-a1 
+  [Val(RDs2a1) -  V s2(RDsia1)] V aa2 (4.309)
+  P si [RPs2a2P (7a1 — R P s2a1P CTa2] +  P s2 [RPsia 1P cra2 — RDsia2! ) ^ 1] .
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This yields two Euler-Lagrange equations:
0 =  ELai (L) := T>s2 (KDsia2) — T>si(RT>s2a2), 
0 =  ELa2(L) := T>si {RT>s2o}) — T>s2(RRgia1).
(4.310)
Similarly, the second term on the right-hand side of (4.306) yields
+  Vt (det + T>si
/ So(detF)2J|P „J5
V 2(Jf J |  -
which provides another Euler-Lagrange equation
- V ,
(4.311)
0 -  E L X(L) det F f0J? I>t (det F J f )  D„, 2(J f  J |  -  J f J f ) 2 '
(4.312)
The last term gives us
K " «  *  « ••> ! + ‘  «
(4.313)
and the related Euler-Lagrange equation is
0 -  EL„(L) D, [det F  (J f  +  /o Jo )] +  D„> g j t j v  _  D»2 2( J f  J |  -  J f  J f  )2
(4.314)
By applying the constraint de tE  =  1, the Euler-Lagrange equations become
0 =  EL0.(L) - V , ,  ( i  [ (J f)2 +  ( j f ) 2] +  / o j f j f  -  - j r j r ~ j v jx
- R l | 5 r( J f )2 +  ( J f )2] + f o J f J f -  
0 =  ELa2 (L) :=DS, ( ± ( J f )2 +  ( J f )2] +  / 0J f J f
j f j f - j f j f
9o
J f  J?  -  J f  J f
9o
T I 2X20,
0 =  ELX(L) :=f0J? -  V tJ f  -  V si
(Jt )2 +  (Jt)2 +  foJgJt -  ~jx j ÿ  j y j x  ~ T°J 
90 j 2 , ^  90  j f
(4.315)
0 =  ELy(L) := -  V t (J f  +  /oJo*) +  P si
2( J f  ^  -  J f  J f  )2 2( J f  J^ -  J f  J f  )2 '
9o J f  ^  9o J f
-  V2 ( J f J * - J f J f ) 2  " 2 ( J f ^ - J f J f ) 2 "
Therefore, substituting the solutions æ(t, s 1, s2), î/(t, s 1, s2) of the last two of (4.315) into the 
first two and using det E  =  1 will yield a1^ 1, s2), a2^ 1, s2) and r°(t, s1, s2). After that, we can
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rewrite x ,y  in terms of t and a \ a  . Moreover, we can rewrite the first of (4.315) as
■Dsi ( | 1 / ‘J'Ai-A j i j f - j y j *  T )
(1 '( J f )2 +  (J?)2' + foJ0Jt -  j i j f - j y j *  T°)
(4.316)
As a2 is independent of t,
V ,
2>.» ( | '(J?)2 +  W ')2' 1 /oJo^t j f j f - j y j i  T )
(1 b f ) 2 + ( j ? ) 2' -!■ foJ0Jt -  j f j y - j y j S T°)
=  0, when (4.315) hold.
(4.317)
Once a particular solution r°(t, s1, s2) is given, the equality above provides a conservation law. 
After introducing the invariants s1, s2, the characteristics become
and we write Vt = (k , k ). The Adjoint action can be deduced as
(4.318)
Ad0-i I k :—h R'dâ1 dâ2 ) da1 da2 
d
dâ1-  ( /^ (l +  Ajji) +  K2A^a2) +  («2(1 +  A^a2) +  ^ A ^ i)  ^ ,
(4.319)
and thus
Ad(g 1)f2T — (k1(1 +  A^i) +  k2A^2, k2(1 +  A2a2) +  K1A2ai) 
The change of coordinates implies that
(4.320)
9 s 1 9 s 1 \ ( 9 a 1 9 a l \
— l
/ da2 9 a 1 \
da1 9 a 2 _ 9 s 1 ds2 9 a 2 9 a 2
da2 da2 9 a = da1
9 a 1 da2 \ 9 a 1 9 a 2 V 9 s 1 9 s 1 j
(4.321)
O ~  O ~ O ~
s  /  \    /
By writing the normalization equations as 
Vgih1 — a ^ i +  P siA1 =  ci, T>s2à1 = a ^ 2 +  P s2A1 =  c^, Vsià2 = a2si +  Vsi \ 2 =  eg (4.322)
and
X>s2 a2 = o2„2 +  T>s2 Az =2 1 +  C2 C3
C l
(4.323)
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(supposing ci ^  0), we get
g=p
Similarly,
~i°,a2
à2al
=  (P s iâ ^ ^ i  +2?a2â1sfûi)
=  cia2s2 — C2a2si.
—  —cia^2 +  0 2 0 ^ 1 ,
9 = P
_  2 1 +  C2C3 2— c3a ,s 2    a 1 ,
9= P  C i
_ 1 , 1  +  C2C3 1^ _ - C3a ^  +  — — a , 1.
9 = P
Therefore,
(Ad(g 1)n T j^ ^  +  K2â ^ 2)
= k 1 (cia2 2 -  c2a2si) +  k2 ( - c ia ^2 +  C2 aJsi)
9 = P
and
9 = P
=k2 ^ - c 3ojS2 + 1 +cfc3a^ )+ k1 - 1 r ^ 1)
Using the identities
-  ^ f s i a f s 2 _  ^ s 2 a f s i>
=  -^?sia *s2 +  ^ 2^ i ,
we can write down the new Lagrangian as
i f  =  ^  ^Ad(g-1 )fîT  ^ _ ELai(L) -  r 1^1 -  r2k2 -  r3 (k^i +  K2a2)
(4.324)
(4.325)
(4.326)
(4.327)
(4.328)
dg^dg2. (4.329)
Taking variation with respect to k*, we obtain (after a messy calculation) the following:
(ciD„2a2 -C 2 D ,ia 2)E L „ ,(£ )  +  (cg D .aa2 -  1 +  ^ C3P<|ia2)  E L a=(L)
= - A t 1 -  A 1 (r3T>sia2) +  A 2 ( r3P sia 2) ,
(—c iA ial +  C2A2al)ELai (L) +  c sA 2®1 H  ----- A 1®1^  ELa2(L)
= - A t2 +  A 1 (T3A 2al) — A 2 (T3A ia l ) •
(4.330)
To simplify (4.330), once a particular solution for r°  and r* (i =  1,2,3) is given, (4.271) gives 
the corresponding conservation law.
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For this example, as x  and y are invariant, there is an alternative way to obtain these re­
sults. Regard (t, x, y) as the independent variables and (a1(t, x, y), a2(t, x, y)) as the dependent 
variables; then the Jacobian matrix between (æ, y) and (a1, a2) is
S :  =
^ dx dx \  (  da1 da1 ^
da1 da2
-1
dy_ dy_ 
y  da1 da2 J
dx dy
da2 da2 
dx dy
= (det S)
^ da2  da1
dy dy
 da2 da1
y  dx dx
which implies that
da1 A da2 =  - — -  dx A dy.det S
The following identities are obvious:
and
u 1 j  A o - i d0? 5a1 da2
h - d ^ s - d e t s  " i J ô i "
Thus the variational problem can be rewritten as
■ % ’ = f  ((« A2, - 4A)2 + (“Ai - “Ai)2)
+/0X («Ai - “i“i) + 5pfsF_ dx dy.
(4.331)
(4.332)
(4.333)
(4.334)
(4.335)
To find the invariants, we consider the following transformations (here a is an invariant dummy 
variable):
g : t t  = t, x H - x =  x, y H - y =  y, <7 H - <7 =  cr, à1 a1 = a1 + Xl(a1,a2). (4.336)
The corresponding characteristics are given by
Qa% =  K*(a^,a2). (4.337)
By denoting v =  Qa% dai, we represent the Adjoint action as
A , z~x _  i d  _  id i ï  d
Ad»-l ( v ) - K 9 ^ - , c 9 ÿ 9 ÿ ’ (4.338)
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which implies that
Ad(g ^  • (4.339)
The standard process yields the following differential forms which determine differential invari­
ants
ujf, —— d/v. uUj; — d.x*. cUy — di/. vv'fr — da ,
cvai =  — J i dt — J 2 dx — J 3 dy — Ja dcr, (4.340)
wa2 =  — J 4 dt — J 5 dx — Jq dy — I a d<j,
where
^1 =  (1 +  +  ^ a 2a?t> J 2 =  (1 +  +  A^O^c,
J 3 =  (1 +  Ajai)a ^  +  A|a2a^ , / °  =  (1 +  A ^i)a^ +  A^2a ^ , ( 4 3 4 1 )
J 4 =  (1 +  A^2 )a^ +  A^aia^, J 5 =  (1  +  A^a2 )aJ. +  A ^ia^,
J 6 =  (1 +  A^2)a^  +  A^ia^, I a =  (1 +  A^2)n^. +  A ^ia^.
Let O denote the Jacobian matrix between (a1, a2) and (o1, <z2) and bear in mind that det 0  =  1 
(because the symmetries preserve the area) and A^i +  A2a2 =  0. We choose the normalization 
equations as
J3 =  1,
Jq  =  0,
Ajal +  ^\a2 =
detO =  (1 +  A^i)(l +  A2q2) -  A^2A2ai =  1; 
these have the unique solution
(4.342)
1 +  - 2 -  afy, A^2 A,a1 — ~a, (4.343)
Then the matrix O is normalized (invariantised) into
(  2  — a\, t i ç y !  )
0(1) =
\ —a J
(4.344)
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There are six fundamental invariants left after normalization:
J i -  (2 -  a)y)a)t +  ,v 2 ^
i . (°!y _  1)^J2 — (2 -  a y)a x +
J 4 =  -  < % ,
^5 — a^/afx ~~ a2,ya]x ( =
a .xi
detS r
J a — (2 -  a y)a^  +
Noticing that J i J 5 — J 2 J 4 =  a^ xa2t — a2xa}t , we rewrite the variational problem (4.335) as
,2 ,cr» 
,y
(4.345)
- / (^4 +  (^1*^5 — J2J4)2) +  / o ^ ( J i J 5 — ^2^4) +  2 dædy. (4.346)
The syzygies among the invariants are not obvious. We rewrite the invariants J i, J 4 and I a , I a 
as
a
=  0 (1)-^
\  7
Ji
Ja
,cr
,2
— 0(1)-1
\  /
(  j a 1 \  
/
(4.347)
\  4 J
and apply the invariant differential operators V a and V t respectively to these to obtain the 
identity
( O i l ) - 1)
(
+ 0(1) -1
T>(tJ4
=  v t ( o ( i ) - ' )
(  j a 1 \  
\ ^  )
+  0(1)-1
(4.348)
Multiplying by 0{I)  from the left, we get
y J 4 J  
Note that
V /4 /
+
v /0 y
2V *
V t!0,2
O(Z) - 1 =
and the first term on the right-hand side of (4.349) can be rewritten as
(4.349)
(4.350)
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(0 (7 ) - ')
(
Ji
Ja
== - 0 ( 7 )
f 'P nl (a^ v-1)2'DVa%-2a2y(a::y-1)'DVa^r \  (
=  - 0 ( 7 )
(Ji -  V y a ^  +
—J^Vya1^  +  J\D ya2aV
(  J  _  — 1 ) J 4 ( a ^  — l ) 2 J 4 ^
- ' D y a ]cT
2 \
J
=  - 0 ( 7 )
—Ja Ji
V„ ( < )
 ^ (2 -  ^ )  J i +  ( 2 L z ^ c ! )  j ,
y  - ° ? y J l  +  (a ]y -  2 ) J 4  a]yJ i ~  ^  a ? / ) J 4
( <
:= - y ( J i ,  J4)T>j
(  \
\  /
(4.351)
The last part can be expressed in terms of I a* and their partial derivatives with respect to y as
TV
V v
(
=  T, 0(1) -1
/ ; g '  W
v /a ) )
=  D , ( 0 ( 7 ) - ' ) + 0 (7 ) -1X>;
(  j a 1 \  
\  /
(4.352)
The coefficient of the second term on the right-hand side of (4.349) can be written as
0(7 )D *  ( 0 ( 7 ) - ' )  =  0 ( 7 )
XVa o
TVai
1 (afw~1)2:Z:>tQ^ ~ 2a27/(a^~ 1):pta^ \
% ) 2
-T ta l . y
- a 2yV ta]y +  a]yV ta2y
/
V
:=Yt .
Therefore, the syzygy (4.349) becomes
=  [ ^ - y ( J i , 7 4 % ( 0 ( 7 ) - ' ) ]  
+  y (7 i,J 4 )0 (7 ) - '
{ a ] y  -  2) v t a ] y  -  (a’a2 ^ v t a 2y
(4.353)
'D<j Ja
(  j a 1 \
\ y
 ^ V y l0,1  ^ ^
+
TV7*
D(7^
1 X
y
(4.354)
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Similarly for J 2 and J 5 , we have
(  j a 1 X
v/a )
+  y (j2 ,J5 )0(L ) -1
(4.355)
+
J V r la
in which we replace J i, J 4 by J 2 , J 5 in (4.351) to define the matrix V (J2 , J 5 ), and replace the 
invariant differential operator by P x in (4.353) to define the matrix Yx.
Applying T>a to (4.346), we get
- I
(Wi Wt) +  (1^2 W5 )
'DctJ2
'D(7Js
> dx dy, (4.356)
where
IVi — «72 J4  — «7i J5 +  /oxJ5, 
— J2J4)
1V2 =
J 5
— I oxJa,
Wt =  M J i J s - M )  /oæj2i
TJ7 «7| +  («7iJ5 — J2J4)2 «7i(JiJ5 — J2J4) ,  ^ T , T
IV5 = -------------- ^ 7 9 ----------------------------------;---------------- b / o x J i  +yo«75-2J2 «75
By substituting the syzygies, (4.356) amounts to
(4.357)
f
'
t  J-a1 ^
=  / ( w 1 w y
J
V J °3 )
+ y (J i,J4 )0 (7 ) - 1 +
/ /
+  (1^2 W5 )
/
+ y (j2 ,J s )o (7 ) - 1 +
y
dx dy,
(4.358)
which can be integrated by parts to yield
r ( Ial \
v a5e = (E L ai (L) E L a2 (L))
J V"2 /
+  B > dx dy. (4.359)
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Here B  is the boundary term, and the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by
0 =  (ELai (L) ELa=(Z)) := (W1 W4 ) [Ft -  V 4 )I>„ (O(Z)-1)]
- V v [(Wi Wi )Y (J1,J i ) 0 ( I ) - 1 + (Wi W s)Y (J2, J 5) 0 ( / ) _1] (4.360)
+  { w 2 % )  [ u  ( o ( / ) - ' ) ]  - % ( W i  % ) - % ( %  w 5).
Taking the normalization equations (4.342) into consideration, we get the invariantised Adjoint 
action,
(Ad{g
9 = P
-  ( ( 2 -  a ^ K 1 +  ’y o  ^ ^2’ ~°%yKl +
(4.361)
Thus we obtain the new Lagrangian L [ k ] (with r j ( t , x, y ) , j  = 1,2,3 as Lagrange multipliers),
L[k] = (ELai(L) ELa 2 (L)) (Ad(g -  r 1^ 1 -  t 2 k 2 -  r 3 ( k ^ i  +  K2a2)
.1 \ 1 , (a îy “  1)^— ^(2 — H  k2J  ■^ ■^ 'a1(A) +  [—a^yK1 +  Q^ yK2) ELa2 (L) (4.362)
—  T 1 ^ 1  —  T 2 K 2  —  T 3  ( K ^ a i  +  « ^ 2 )  .
Observing that
=  (dots') -  K^o2,) ,
^ 2  =  (dots') ( - K ^  +  ,
the variation with respect to k1, k2 gives
(4.363)
(2 -  a‘„)ELa, (L) -  af„ELo2 (L) = -VtT1-Vx (r3af„ det S) +  Vy ( T s a %  det S ) ,
( a 1 — I)2 (4.364)
2 ELai (L) + o^EL^ (L) = -VtT2 +  P* ( r 3a ^  det S) -  P„ ( T 3a ^  det S ) .
Once a particular solution for r J is known, (4.271) will provide the corresponding conservation 
laws.
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4.3.5 N on-abelian gauge sym m etries
We consider actions on 4-dimensional Minkowski space that possess local SU (2) gauge symme­
tries [87, 105]. The special unitary group SU (2) can be represented as
SU (2) = (4.365)
here a* is the conjugate of a. In the fundamental representation, the Lie algebra su(2) has a 
basis of Pauli matrices
ci =
z 0 O
V 1 ° /
(
, c2
0 - i
i 0
> c3 =
0 -1
(4.366)
R em ark  4.3.11. The matrices in (4-366) satisfy
Cl — 0 2  — C3 — / ,
c a C5
Y ’T =  ic.
d <fd
Gb g ,
,d
(4.367)
CaC(, — 6abl IC^Gd]
here I  is the 2x2 identity matrix. The related nonzero structure constants can be easily obtained
as
c 12 " c 23 ' C31 ’ 1) C21 — c 32 — c 13 — 1- (4.368)
The Killing metric has components
Qab — (ca&b) — (4.369)
this can be used to construct the dual basis
F* =  (4.370)
where gab = |5 oZ>. In Minkowski space, with cartesian coordinates, the Minkowski metric is 
(Vnv) — diag(—1,1,1,1) where fi,u  = 0 ,1,2,3. Henceforth, Greek indices are raised and lowered 
by the Minkowski metric, while Latin indices are raised and lowered by the Killing metric.
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4.3.5.1 Yang-M ills fields.
Let the fermion field be an isospin doublet, that is, two complex fields, forming a column as
/
^  ; (4.371)
V»2
where each entry is a four-component spinor. A gauge field AM takes values in the Lie algebra 
su(2), and we denote the commutator as
[An, Ay] =  A ^A jj — A VA^. (4.372)
The Yang-Mills potential is
and the strength tensor is
They are related as follows:
in components,
jF =  E % daf Ada". (4.374)
E  =  dA +  AAA; (4.375)
Fpv — A VtlJL — AMjI/ +  [A^, A v\, (4.376)
where AM)I/ =  DUA^, where Dv is the total derivative operator with respect to x v.
Any element U (x) G SU  (2) can be written as
t/(z) =  exp (  — )  , (4.377)
with AQ(æ) smooth functions of x. Consider the following local 517(2) gauge transformations15 
ip(x) H  ij’(x) = U(x)ip(x),
. (4.379)
A ^ x )  H. A„(x) = U(x)All(x )U -1(x) -  - (D p U tx fiU -^ x ) ,
15Mathematically, the action of U on ip should be understood as
MX) MX)  =  (  ;  f  I *  )  , with t! =  (  “  )  . (4.378)
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which keep the following Lagrangian (or action) invariant16
L — —-  tr  +îpi 7^V — rm/jÿ, (4.380)
where VM =  -  igAfl (DIJL =  D^), and g and m  are constants. From now on, we will denote
a group element by U{x) instead of g. The Lagrangian can be rewritten as
(4.381)
where f is the conjugate transpose, and the Dirac matrices y/x satisfy
+  =  2 ^ A x 4 . (4.382)
For instance, the Dirac matrices can be chosen as (see [88])
7° =
^ I  o ' '
y 0
, 7'* =
0  cr.
— 0
, fi — 1,2,3.
/
(4.383)
R em ark  4.3.12. In (4.381), the free Lagrangian, which includes the second and the third 
terms, can be written as
'tpi iyV u V h  -  rmpiipi +  ^2 -  mfàih, (4.384)
or alternatively
0
y 7° o ^
X 0 7°
ip. (4.385)
However, for simplicity, we will use the physicists’ compactified representation,
^ 7 °  i y ^ V ^  — (4.386)
Thus, for any U(x) G SU (2), the multiplication ofU{x) and 7 ^ is commutative; explicitly,
C/M
V 0 7m
=  [7(x)7Ml2x2 =  7^2X2 Vfy) =
0 7^
[/(æ), (4.387)
is the adjoint spinor to if>.
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where 7 M is considered as a matrix-valued parameter rather than a matrix.
The gauge field AM can be expressed in terms of three real fields, A“ , as follows:
A„ =  A " ^ .  (4.388)
Similarly, the strength tensor can also be represented in terms of real fields F^v,
where
=  (4-389)
=  A“ M -  A“,„ +  (4.390)
R em ark  4.3.13. From the relation between the gauge field and the real fields, we have
At =  A„, =  F ^ .  (4.391)
R em ark  4.3.14. The induced transformations of F^  can be represented as
F ^  H  F ^  =  U{x)Fl„ U - 1(x), (4.392)
w/izc/i implies that the first term of the Lagrangian (4-381) is invariant. The corresponding 
infinitesimal transformations are
= ^A V a-0,
^ (4.393)
A^ =  A ^ - c ^ A ^ - - D ^ ^ .
A simple calculation gives the infinitesimal transformations of the real fields A“ as follows:
From (4-393) and (4-394), the characteristics are
Q f ' =  (q^)* =
o A'  =  ~
QA'‘ -  — -D ptF .
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In the local coordinates (x, if), -t/’*: A“), the variation is
SL = - ^ v^ Y , F ^ 5 F ^
+  <5V^ 7° i +  ■0^ 7° i 7 ^ 5X7^0 — — m0^7°<50 (4.396)
•=^ ‘ip{L)S'ip +  E^,* (Iv)50* +  E a “ {L)8Aa^ +  B\
here B contains all of the boundary terms. By use of the antisymmetry of F “v with respect to
subscripts and the properties of structure constants given in Remark 4.3.11, the first term in
(4.396) can be expressed as
=  - f ’f V 1' E  F°0 -  m - , + d U A isA ^+ * 4 ^ )
=  »“V "  E  (F^ SA^  + f î 0cïdAÎ5A‘ )
= E  { -D .F ^ S A l  + Fba04 dAÎSA- + D„ (FZpSAÏÏ),
(4.397)
while the remaining terms are
50^7° i 7 M VM0  +  0^7° i 7/x5V/x0  — mô'ip^0'^ — rm^'y^ôi])
= ((V m0 )T (7m)T i - m 0 T) (7°)T <50* +  p0 t7°7/x Y 0 5 A J (4.398)
+ (6r0t7°7^AA1 — m 0 7^ ° — B A10 7^ ° i 7 ,x) 50 +  B M (0 7^ ° i 7^50) .
Therefore, the associated Euler-Lagrange system is given by 
0 = E^(L) := p0t7°7/iA/i -  m0t7° -  BM0t7° i7M,
0 =  Eÿ. (L) := ( ( V ^ ) T (7f‘)T i - W )  (7°)r , (4.399)
0 = EA; (i) := E  + #77"
According to Hydon & Mansfield [43], by writing a new Lagrangian
L =  E * +  E * . (L)<9*" +  E  <3A; E a ; (£ ) (4.400)
and taking its variation with respect to Ka, one can obtain the differential relationships as 
follows:
— -E ^(B )(T a0  +  -E,/,* (L)(j*0* +  ^  c^ bAbflEAd(L) +  -  J ^ B ME ^ a(L ) =  0, (4.401)
3 li
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where a =  1,2,3.
In order to consider the invariantised version, introduce a dummy variable s, which is 
invariant under the gauge transformations and regarded as an extra independent variable. To 
calculate the invariants, we use a Pfaffian system determined by the following differential forms:
Qx = àx — dz,
6 s =  ds — ds,
=<hj) — U(x) dV> — dU (æ) (4.402)
^  =dÂ^ A ^(7-^æ ) -  [/(z)ApdC/-i(a;)
+  ^  d(D^17(a;))[/-i(æ) +  d[/-^(a;).
We pull these back first to the level set determined by dæ =  0, ds =  0, dt/i =  0 and dÂ^ = 0, 
then to the submanifold (x, s, ^(x , s), AAt(æ, s)), to obtain
iox — — dx, ujs = — ds,
dx" -  C/(x)D,^ ds, (4.403)
=  -  A w  dxv -  U{x)DsA^U ~1 (x) ds.
By choosing the normalization equations,
ip = C^, Âfj, = 0, = 0, (4.404)
we get the invariants (recall f7-1 (J) =  U^(I))
=  U { I ) V ^ ,  I*  = U(I)D,ip, I A“ = U (I)D SA ^ ( I ) ,  (4.405)
where U{I) satisfies
[ / ( W  =  C^ ,. (4.406)
R em ark  4.3.15. Obviously, J 4 =  ipip =  'ip^ 'y°ip and J 5 =  ip i^p are also invariants under the
gauge transformations. Explicitly, according to Remark 4-3.12, J4 should be written as
J4 = 'ip^j°'ipi +  ip\'y0'ip2, (4.407)
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or alternatively
7U 0
J 4 =  v , t if) = ® I2x2i>- (4.408)
Furthermore, as the induced conjugate transformation is given by if* = if*, the conjugate of the 
corresponding fundamental invariant is (7^)* =  . Similarly, we have =  I A».
R em ark  4.3.16. The normalization equations = 0 are used to normalize DlJU{x), while 
=  0 are used to normalize DllDvU{x). However, the dimension of is higher than 3, the 
dimension of SU (2), which implies that only three components ofC ^ can be chosen as constants 
and the others are normalized into invariant functions. Therefore, we should consider as 
an invariant vector rather than a constant vector.
P ro p o sitio n  4.3.17. The Lagrangian (4-381) can be rewritten as
6  ( C /V W  -  V , [Va -  V f M f V a ) ]
+  0^7° 1 7 ^  -  m J4
(4.409)
=  -  [V„ (u q r ) j„ )Ÿ  [v„  (WWJf , )  -  v „  { U \ i ) j a)]
+  C,J,7°i7MJ M - m J 4.
Proof. The following identity is useful:
ï]a "^nPl/(F ^ i fŸ  Fal3ip = ria^r]Pl/^ F l uFapip = y  ^
( % w +  - / aba j )  V- =  (4.410)
As
VMV ^  — V US7^ ip = ({D/j, — igA ^iD v  — igA^) — (Dv — igAv){Dn — igA^)) ip
— (~ +  i9An,v — ^(A ^A ^ — A^A^)) ip (4.411)
=  — igFni/ipi
we have
M f ) J „ )  -  V^ ( ^ ( 7 ) ^ )  =  -  W W -  (4.412)
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Therefore, the first term of (4.381) can be rewritten as
=  - -
5 (4.413)
[v„ (uHi) j„)  -  ( u ' W J j y  [v» ( r f i i y p )  -  v ?  ( u \ i ) j a) ] .
92Jb
The second term can be expressed as
(4.414)
=  ( C / ( W ) V i f ^ ( / ) V ^  =  c y
□
R em ark  4.3.18. The Lagrangian in Proposition 4-3.17 has not been written exclusively in 
terms of invariants, as VM are not invariant operators. Nevertheless, it is sufficient for us to 
apply our method.
There are some useful identities or syzygies as follows:
D , (uH l)J^) = 0 , 0 ^ 1! -  igD.A^ip -  ig-'l,,_CW
(4.415)
-  i g D . A ^ i V U i V i ,  -  igA ^U H V U iVD .i,
= U ' (1)0^1* -  i g U y i ) I A-C^ -  (C 7t(/)5,y(7) +  \gA„) [7t ( / ) / ’6,
DsJi  = P st»t7°V> +  =  D . t f l V  a y f u a y i j ,  +  <i,'Ui 'i°U(I)DsiJ>
(4.416)
=  ( f A / C #  +  C* 7 ° ^  =  C ^ 7 °^ "  +  Cl-f0!*
and
D ,Js  =  Z W 4  + =  D ,^ U \ l ) U ( I ) i l }  +  ^ U \ l ) U ( I ) D , i P
(4.417)
=  ( f A  Ci, +  c p *  =  c ^ / * '  +  c p * .
R em ark  4.3.19. / /  we denote the fundamental invariants in terms of real fields A“ , we /taye
=  (4.418)
and
( l Ai y  = l K .  (4.419)
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Therefore, (4-415) can be written in terms of the new fundamental invariants as
D , JM) =  -  ([/t(/)D„C7(/) +  iSAp) (4.420)
Next we apply the invariant differential operator Ds(— V s) to the Lagrangian obtained in
Proposition 4.3.17. As
D, ( c ^ i y V e )  = 5 ,  ( c ; t / ( / ) 7 0 i7 '*t/t(7)Jp) =  Os ( f 7 « i 7 " [ / t ( / ) ^ )
=  + ^ 7 ° i7"D« (C7»(/)JP) (4-421)
=  (7")^ i (7°)T +  </', 7° i - fD ,  (t/* ( /) J P) ,
we have
= D S J  L d x
=J [v  ^(c/t(/)^)]t [v„ -  v# (^(i)Ja)] £V5
-  - i  [Va ( I7 t( /)^ )  -  V# ( [ / t( /)J c,)]T B s [Vp (t/t(7)J„)]* (4-422)
- j -  [V^ ( ^ ( J )  J I/)] t P s [V« ([7 t(/)Ja) ] )
+  J j  (7")T i (70)T 4*' +  * t7 ° i7 '1Ds ( ^ ( / ) 4 )  -  mD„J4} d æ.
The following identities, which are consequences of (4.420), will be useful:
y , [V0 (t/t)/)^)] = A, [(A  -  i5A„) (£/f(/)J?)]
=  A  [D, ([/*(/)J ?)] -  igDsA aU \l)J i , -  \gAaD, ( A ( / ) J #) (4.423)
= a  [a  (yt^ )^)] -  -  ipAaA (yf(/)^ )
and
a [ v „  (L7t(/)j„)]* =  a  (y« ( y W T )  + i9 y T( 4 ) y ^ A ;+i0A;A; ( y , ( /) j ,)* .
(4.424)
Apply these syzygies and identities and integrate by parts to rewrite the integrand in (4.422) 
as
E A tL ) /*  +  EL*. (£)A* +  ELa . (L)7a ; +  S , (4.425)
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where B is a divergence; here
e m l) = ïÇC- [vp (^(Z)^)]’ [v„ ([ff(z)Jf) -  ([/*(/)/<,)] ct
9
- m C ^ 'f  ~  ( f  (D uN ^, +  'ujNp„Aa ) +  0 '- / '  i 7 S
([/*(Z)D ^(Z) +  i g ^ )  U \I )
- d J  1  -  ^ V 1') (DaN ^  +  i g N ^ )  +  V>f70 i £Zt(J)|,
EL, (£) =  [v^ [v«  ( ^ ( Z ) ^ )  -  V f (ZZ'(Z)J«)] c.
V Vc
+ J ^ r ) T i(.J0) T - m C ^ 1° - D
2ïjavrj^^
(DyMap — igMapAl) UT (I)
(4.426)
(4.427)
and
ELa ; (£) =  (D„Mafl -  ipM .fA :) Ut (I)it‘ C;
9
M apUT (i)<j*j* -  i  -  v i' v - )  N0rir>{r)<jaj c
i  -  i f l‘r]al') (DaN;i„ + igNp„Aa) + * t7 Cli 7 ,‘ ^(Z )cr.C *,
(4.428)
where
Maf  =  [v a (tz*(z)Jf) -  Vf ( a t ( z ) z , ) ] ^ ,
JV„ =  y 6 [Vf (Z/t (Z )J,)]t .
The infinitesimal generator of group of gauge symmetries is
(4.429)
(4.430)
where the characteristics are given by (4.395). For any W (x)  G  SU (2), the associated Adjoint 
action is
A dm M W  -  v -  (Q'i’)T ^  + ( V " )  +
(4.431)
By using the infinitesimal transformation in Remark 4.3.14, we find that
Ad[/t(z)(v) -  (U(x)Q^) +  (u*(x)Q ^   ^ +  Qa» (Sg -  cbadXd) (4.432)
dil)*
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this can be rewritten in components as a vector, namely
A d {U \x ))ü T (z) =  {(U (x)Q *)T , { u - ( x ) Q 'f ) T (<$? -  , (4.433)
From the normalization equations in (4.404), (4.433) becomes
\ ( - ' - u ( i ) K''aau \ i ) c ^  , ( i [ 7*( / ) Kv ; [ 7 T( 7 ) c ; ) T , ( % - ^ ( i ) )
Here Aa(7) is determined by the following identity,
U(I) =  exp (  -  lA<,(^ g“ )  . (4.435)
By writing down a new Lagrangian,
i  =  -  iE L ^ (L )[ /(7 )^ ^ [ / t (7 )c ^  +  i E L ^ . ( L ) ^ ( ; ) ^ < ^ m c ;
(4.434)
(4.436)
(dg -  c^A^OJJ ELa“ (L),
fi,a,b
~ E (% ~  & "(4)) x.( ).
and taking its variation with respect to Ka, the following differential relationships among the 
Euler-Lagrange equations are achieved
+ 5 E V (£ )t/* (/)^ t/T(/)c ;
+  ; E £,e { ( ^ -  c S A V ) )  E L ^ ( l ) }  =  0, (4'4
where a =  1,2,3.
4.3.5.2 Higgs m echanics.
Consider the local SU (2) gauge theory with a complex doublet of scalar fields
N E
(4.438)
where </>i and <N may be viewed as complex dependent variables17. The action (or Lagrangian) 
is given by
L =  - i  tr  (F ^ F " " )  +  (V^*)1 W ÿ  -  V(<A), (4.439)
17Assume the complex dimensions of <f>i and <f> 2  are both one. Then the total real dimension is four, which is 
again bigger than the dimension of 517(2).
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where18
V(<p) = — +  $ 2  (</>*</>)2 . (4.440)
This is invariant under the SU (2) gauge symmetries
(4.441)
<Xæ) ^(z) =  [ / ( ^ ( z ) ,
A ^ x )  H  Â ^ x )  = U(x)Alt{ x )U -\x )  -  ^ (D p U Ç x W -^ x ) ,
where U(x) G SU (2). The corresponding characteristics are
Q* =  _ i ^ K<V, Q f  =  i ^ K> * , QAZ = - < & A y  -  f a  (4.442)
and the Adjoint action is again trivial. By choosing similar normalization equations,
<t> = Cfr Ay. =  0, ÂM>„ =  0, (4.443)
the characteristics can be normalized into
(9*'(/) =  QAH l) = - f a .  (4.444)
Meanwhile, if s is an invariant dummy variable, we will get similar fundamental invariants as 
the Yang-Mills fields, which we denote by
J (l =  C ;(J)V ^. I* = U (I)D S4>, I A‘‘ = U (I)D .A liU i(I), (4.445)
where U{I)<j) = C#. The extra algebraic invariant is denoted as
Js =  (4.446)
The syzygies or necessary identities are also similar to those for Yang-Mills fields, and we do 
not repeat them again here. The Lagrangian (4.439) can be rewritten as
£  =  -  [V* ( u W . ) ] *  [v« ( u \ i ) J f , )  -  ( t f ( i ) J a)]
9 (4.447)
+  )r ,4 .7 , +  t fp 5 - 0 2 J ? .
18To distinguish the coefficients of Y(< )^ from the spatial indices and the arbitrary functions determining 
characteristics, we use i?i and ■02 instead of fi and A, which physicists also prefer to do.
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Using the same method as for the Yang-Mills fields, we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations as 
follows:
0 =EL,(L) := [v„ ( t / t ( / )^ ) ] t [VQ (C /W * )]  Cj
9 J5
4  ( f  -  r|^V a‘, ) (D c N ^  +  ig N ^ A a) )  (U '(I)D fiU(I) + igAp) U '(I)
D, (DaN ^  + U \I )
-  tT  [ D ,4  +  4  (D„U(I) + igV(I)A„) C7f(/)] +  ( 4  -  2 ^ ) 0 ]
(4.448)
and
-  D,
av^Pfi
I-  V J ?  (D„Map -  igMapAl) {UT{I)D,lV ( I )  -  is A*) UT (I)
g ‘
(DvM ap -  igMapA*) U1 (I)
-  r f"  [ D ^  +  4  (DpTTil) -  \gU '(I)A l) UT(lj\ +  (ÿ\ -  202J 5)C^
0 =ELA;(L) := (D„Map -  igMapAl) UT(I)o lC l
■afx^pu ,
-  ^ — MapUT( I ) 4 J t  -  -  -  4 f‘gc"') N pvtf(I)(TaJa
I  -  W * ' )  (DaN p, + igNp„Aa) UWcraCp
+  — { 4 G'4à, — 4 (TaCp) ,
where M  and N  are given by (4.429).
Therefore, the new Lagrangian can be expressed as
(4.449)
(4.450)
L = -  ^E L #(L)[7(/K <r«[/t(nC ,,# +  -EL^* (L)U*(I)Kaa*UT (I)C^
-  E  (Si -  <Z*Al)) ELa;(1),
fi,a,b
(4.451)
from which we obtain the differential relationships among the Euler-Lagrange equations as 
follows:
- iE L *(£)tf(/K C 7t(/)C *  +  lE L #.(£ )[ /* (/)< [7 r (/)C ;
+  ; E ^ { « - cmA i )) e l a i (l )}  =  0,
p,b
(4.452)
for a = 1,2,3.
In this section, we consider (continuous) variational problems admitting symmetries whose
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generators depend on arbitrary smooth functions. Differential invariants are calculated via the 
moving frame method; invariant Euler-Lagrange equations can be obtained as long as the ac­
tions can be expressed in terms of invariants. Differential relationships among these invariant 
equations (via Noether’s second theorem) are constructed in terms of invariants and invariant 
differential operators. If the smooth functions are constrained by one another, we may get 
conservation laws for the associated Euler-Lagrange systems. These results may contribute im­
mediate geometric integrators, e.g., numerical schemes preserving infinite-dimensional groups of 
symmetries, or invariant numerical schemes for differential systems. For instance, in [49], invari- 
antisations of numerical schemes for differential equations were investigated; the invariantised 
schemes greatly improve the numerical solutions’ accuracy comparing to ordinary schemes. In­
terested readers are also recommended to [35, 60, 67, 69] and references therein for more on 
geometric integrators.
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Conclusions and further research
The feeling of commiseration is the beginning of humanity; 
The feeling of shame and dislike is the beginning of righteousness; 
The feeling of deference and compliance is the beginning of propriety; 
And the feeling of right or wrong is the beginning of wisdom.
Mencius (372 ~  289 BC, Warring States Period)
In this thesis, we have focused mainly on two topics in the study of differential and difference 
systems using methods from differential geometry (and algebraic geometry). The first is to 
understand a difference system via geometric methods for differential systems, as a step towards 
creating a unified theory that describes both cases. The second topic concerns the applications 
of the moving frame method to variational problems on both differential and difference bases.
5.1 Variational bicomplexes
In Chapter 3, we have built the difference variational bicomplex on the prolongation bundle 
for difference systems; this is a counterpart to the variational bicomplex for differential systems 
that we considered in Chapter 2. The construction of exact couples for both variational bicom­
plex structures not only shows their cohomological unification but also significantly simplifies 
Vonogradov’s approach for the differential case [54, 98, 99, 100]. The spectral sequences for 
these bicomplexes are closely related to conservation laws. In the differential case, the spectral 
sequence is determined by the cohomology groups of the following complex (see also (2.159)),
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constrained by a differential system A:
0 —> CW (.A) -^4 C V (.A ) (g, -É4 . . .  (W (.A ) 0  ^  0, (5.1)
with dh the horizontal differential operator. If the system is a difference one, AA, its spectral 
sequence is determined by the cohomology groups of a complex amended from the one above 
by changing to a difference base (see (3.150)).
We prove the exactness of the amended difference variational bicomplex without any con­
straints, which is the counterpart to the one-line theorem [54] from Vinogradov’s approach; this 
states that the only non-trivial cohomology groups are the ones on the last column for a trivial 
difference system.
Discrete mechanics can be described globally by using a split of the differential-difference op­
erator dA. We define the difference multisymplectic system, and apply the bicomplex structure 
to obtain its conservation laws; this methodology is illustrated by several examples.
5.2 N oether’s theorem s via the moving frame m ethod
In Chapter 4, we reformulate Noether’s theorems [75] in terms of invariants, using the moving 
frame method. Eels & Olver ([23, 24], see also Mansfield [63]) developed and extended Cartan’s 
method to moving frames on the jet bundle. We generalize their construction to the prolongation 
bundle on difference base and represent Noether’s discrete conservation laws explicitly in terms 
of (the invariantisations of) the infinitesimal generators and the Adjoint actions related to 
the group actions on the prolongation bundle. This is a difference counterpart to Gonçalves 
& Mansfield’s work [28, 30] on Noether’s first theorem with the Lagrangian defined on the 
(differential) jet bundle.
We also generalize a finite group action on a manifold to a common type of infinite­
dimensional group, whose characteristics depend on a set of smooth functions. The Adjoint 
action is defined and used to construct the invariant version of Noether’s second theorem for 
differential equations. This provides differential relationships among the Euler-Lagrange equa­
tions. In real applications, there may exist some constraints among the smooth functions, which 
are obtained when the linearized symmetry condition is taken into consideration. In this case, 
we obtain conservation laws of the invariant Euler-Lagrange equations by use of our moving 
frame construction, by applying an observation made recently by Hydon & Mansfield’s obser­
vation [43]. We have applied our method to several physically-important variational problems 
whose actions have non-abelian local SU (2) gauge symmetries.
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5.3 Future research
In this section, we discuss some potential ways in which the results in this thesis might be 
extended.
As the exact couple method shows that the cohomological structures for differential and 
difference variational bicomplexes are essentially the same, is there a unified geometric theory 
that includes and goes beyond these types of system? A time scale [10], which is a closed set of 
the real line (with canonical topology), may be a good starting point. It can be a discrete set, 
e.g., the set of all integers, or a union of closed intervals. In other words, a time scale includes 
the discrete and continuous cases. It seems likely that the geometric theory we have developed 
could also (with a suitable modification) deal with equations on time scales. One difficulty that 
must be addressed is what happens when the independent variable makes the transition from 
being discrete to being continuous.
From Vinogradov’s approach, the spectral sequences on the differential variational bicom­
plex are given by the one-line theorem for trivial systems, the two-line theorem for normal 
systems (of Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form) and the three-line theorem for the other systems. As 
the construction of differential and difference variational bicomplexes can be unified by use of 
exact couples, is it possible to transfer these results to the difference case and hence to achieve 
cohomological algorithms for calculating conservation laws?
The boundary complex of the differential variational bicomplex is also called the Euler- 
Lagrange complex because of its connection with variational problems and the associated Euler- 
Lagrange equations. In [94] (see also [6]), by using the moving frame method, the authors show 
that the invariant Euler-Lagrange complex is isomorphic to the Lie algebra cohomology of the 
group, which acts on the jet bundle. Kogan & Olver [50] decompose the differential into three 
parts; they are the well-known horizontal and vertical parts, and the group part. By using this 
decomposition, they yield a quasi-tricomplex for the invariant variational bicomplex under a 
finite-dimensional Lie group action and provide a method to achieve invariant Euler-Lagrange 
equations associated with variational problems admitting finite-dimensional symmetries. Again, 
the moving frame method is necessary. Thus, a potential and obvious topic is to construct the 
invariant difference Euler-Lagrange complex and to find out the relation between its cohomology 
and the Lie algebra cohomology. For the whole invariant difference variational bicomplex, one 
may also seek a difference quasi-tricomplex structure. If it exists, is it possible to apply it to 
construct the invariant form of difference Euler-Lagrange equations for variational problems 
admitting finite-dimensional variational symmetries? Otherwise, is there a proper counterpart 
for the difference case? In many instances, the difference version of differential structures is not
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immediately obvious.
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